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ABSTRACT
McKay, Garrett (PhD, Environmental Engineering)
Relationships between the photochemical and photophysical properties of dissolved organic
matter
Thesis directed by Associate Professor Fernando L. Rosario-Ortiz

Naturally occurring dissolved organic matter (DOM) is a major constituent in aquatic water
bodies, including lakes, rivers, estuaries and bays, and the open ocean. DOM is often the primary
absorber of sunlight in these systems. This absorption of light leads to excited electronic states of
DOM molecules that subsequently undergo photophysical and photochemical processes to form
transient reactive intermediates (RI), such as the hydroxyl radical (•OH), singlet oxygen, and
triplet state DOM. Because of DOM’s complexity, it is difficult to obtain a precise description of
the photophysical and photochemical processes that occur in DOM. The goal of this thesis is to
better understand the origin of both DOM’s optical properties and the mechanisms of •OH
formation from DOM photolysis.
After an introduction of the topic of DOM optical properties and photochemistry, the
relationship between DOM molecular weight and photophysics/photochemistry is evaluated.
Although this initial study seemed to provide evidence for the charge-transfer (CT) model for
DOM photophysics, later studies examining the effect of temperature and solvent polarity on
DOM absorbance and fluorescence indicated that CT interactions are likely not playing a
dominant role in DOM. Specifically, absorption and emission position were insensitive to
changing temperature and solvent polarity, contrary to hypotheses based donor-acceptor
complexes of organic molecules.
iii

The photochemical formation of •OH from DOM was also investigated. The quantum yield
for •OH formation from DOM was shown to be temperature-dependent and described by the
Arrhenius equation. The activation energies of different isolates for •OH formation correlated to
DOM physicochemical properties, such as molecular weight. In addition, the temperatureindependence for photohydroxylation of a •OH probe compound by p-benzoquinone, a model
photosensitizer in DOM, was consistent with this species forming a quinone-water exciplex and
not free •OH. Finally, a long-term monitoring study of the Florida Everglades was conducted to
assess the ability to model •OH formation using DOM physicochemical parameters. •OH
quantum yields were poorly modeled by all factors investigated, indicating that •OH precursors
comprise a small and variable portion of the overall DOM pool.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation
The chemistry involving naturally occuring dissolved organic matter (DOM) influences a
great number of environmental and engineered systems (Thurman, 1985). As the largest pool of
carbon in aquatic ecosystems, DOM is present in all lakes, rivers, and streams, although its
quality and quantity varies significantly amongst these systems. DOM is best described as a
mixture of chemical structures containing primarily C, O, and N (typically < 5% N, S combined)
and contains aromatic, carbonyl, quinoidal, hydroxy, and phenolic functional groups in a
multitude of different structural arrangements.
Amongst its many properties, DOM binds both protons and metal ions (Driver and Perdue,
2015; Perdue and Ritchie, 2003; Reuter and Perdue, 1977; Ritchie and Perdue, 2003),
participates in environmental redox reactions (Aeschbacher et al., 2010; Fimmen et al., 2007),
and absorbs and emits light in the UV and visible regions of the spectrum (Ghassemi and
Christman, 1968). Carboxylic acids and phenols are the main acidic functional groups in DOM
(Ritchie and Perdue, 2003), which experimentally has pKa values ~ 4 and 10 (compared to ~ 4.5
9.9 for carboxylic acids and phenols, respectively). Phenols and similar electron-rich aromatic
structures act as electron-donors (Aeschbacher et al., 2012a), whereas quinone moieties are
thought to be the primary electron accepting moieties in DOM (Aeschbacher et al., 2010).
Choromophoric units within DOM include aromatic ketones, aldehydes, and esters; quinones;
phenols, poly phenols, and alkoxy phenols; hydroxy benzoic acids and hydroxybenzoates;
coumarins; flavones; among many other possibilities (Aiken, 2014). Many of these
chromophores also comprise fluorescent DOM, with notable exceptions being aromatic
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ketones/aldehydes and quinones, which are rapidly converted to their excited triplet state
following light absorption (Turro et al., 2012).
This thesis presents research focused on the photophysical and photochemical prroperties of
DOM and the relationships between these properties. Absorption of light by DOM is a
prerequisite to formation of photochemically produced reactive intermediates (RI) (Leifer, 1988),
transient photooxidants such as the hydroxyl radical, singlet oxygen, and triplet excited states.
These RI play an important role in the chemistry of environmental systems (Figure 1.1),
including pollutant transofrmation (Zepp and Cline, 1977), the global carbon cycle (Cory et al.,
2014; Ward and Cory, 2016), and trace metal cycling (Southworth and Voelker, 2003; Vermilyea
and Voelker, 2009; Zepp et al., 1992).
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DOM + hν

photomineralization

1DOM*

P
DOM ox

DOM ox + hν

3DOM*
1O

2
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reductant
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Fe(II)
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H 2O2
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Figure 1.1. Scheme depicting some of the relvant photochemical reactions occuring in aquatic
environmental systems. P represents a generalized organic pollutant.
•OH

The optical and photochemical properties of DOM have been a topic of study starting in the
1960s and 1970s. By the end of the 1980s, many pioneering studies by Kotzias, Zika, Cooper,
Zepp, Hoigné, and many others, resulted in much of the mechanistic information shown in
Figure 1.1 (Cooper et al., 1988; Haag et al., 1984; Haag and Höigne, 1985; Kotzias et al., 1987a;
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1987b; Zepp et al., 1981a; 1981b; Zepp and Schlotzhauer, 1981). Of course, these initial studies’
data also resulted in many future research questions, many of which involve linking the chemical
composition of DOM with its observed photophysical and photochemical properties and, in
addition, how these properties are related. A study by Ziechman in the 1970s (Ziechmann, 1972)
suggested that a large portion of DOM optical properties (absorbance and fluorescence) arose
from donor-acceptor (DA) complexes in DOM, leading to absorption into and emission from
charge-transfer (CT) excited states ([D+A–]*). Studies by Langford in the 1980s and 1990s
further examined this idea, with an additional emphasis on the role of exciplexes (Ariese et al.,
2004; Power and Langford, 1988; Z.-D. Wang et al., 1990). In 2004, del Vecchio and Blough put
forward a more comprehensive CT model for DOM optical properties, in which DA complexes
played a prevalent role (Del Vecchio and Blough, 2004). Subsequent work by del Vecchio and
Blough, Sharpless, and others has resulted in a general acceptance of the CT model in the
research community (Boyle et al., 2009; Dalrymple et al., 2010; Ma et al., 2010; Sharpless, 2012;
Sharpless and Blough, 2014). The CT model has also been used as a broad framework to explain
the photochemistry of DOM (Sharpless and Blough, 2014).
Although much is known about DOM photophysics and photochemistry, there are still many
unanswered questions. Although the CT model has been generally embraced, it has never been
tested from a fundamental chemistry perspective, leading some to doubt its role in DOM
photophysics. In addition, many details surrounding DOM photochemical pathways are unclear.
In particular, the photochemical formation of the hydroxyl radical from DOM is poorly
understood both in terms of reaction mechanisms for its formation as well as the
physicochemical properties of DOM that describe its propensity to be produced upon light
absorption.
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1.2. Research Objectives
The overall goal of this thesis is to understand the molecular basis for DOM photophysical
and photochemical properties. The specific research objectives of this thesis are twofold. First, I
wanted to test the validity of the CT model for DOM photophysics under conditions commonly
used in physical chemistry studies. Second, I sought to better understand the formation of the
hydroxyl radical from DOM photolysis, focusing specifically on apportioning known formation
mechanisms. As a follow up to this second objective, I sought to determine a set of
physicochemical properties of DOM that could be used hydroxyl radical formation in the
environment. Although these objectives may seem esoteric, there is a real need for understanding
the molecular basis of DOM photophysics and photochemistry. For example, online sensing of
absorbance and fluorescence is used in engineered and natural systems to track DOM quality and
quantity over a wide range of conditions. The analysis and assumptions used in relating this data
to DOM behavior in the environment requires an overarching model (e.g. CT model), which
could potentially result in erroneous conclusions if an incorrect model is used.
As often happens, the research direction of this thesis shifted. Specifically, my initial plan of
study concerned •OH formation from DOM photolysis. The research project that ultimately was
developed into Chapter 3 represents a change in focus from DOM photochemistry to DOM
photophysics, which is the focus of Chapters 4 and 5. Although this shift was welcomed and
allowed me to pursue more knowledge of the CT model, it resulted in a number of questions
proposed in my comprehensive examination being left unanswered. This is dissapointing, but I
am confident that these questions will be addressed in the near future.
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1.3. Thesis Organization
This thesis is organized based on the above research objectives. Each chapter represents a
stand alone publication that is either published (Chapters 2, 3, 6, and 7) or in review/under
revision/to be submitted (Chapters 4, and 5). The Appendices represent the Supporting
Information associated with each chapter beginning with Chapter 3 (e.g. Appendix A is the
Supporting Information for Chapter 3). The Chapter/Appendix combinations have been largely
unaltered from the format in which they were originally submitted, revised, or published, and
consequently there is some overlap of content between these sections. Chapters 2 through 5
focus on the origin of the photophysical properties of DOM. Chapters 6 through 7 focus on
formation of the hydroxyl radical from DOM photolysis. There is some overlap of these concepts
in Chapter 3. The final chapter provides overall conclusions and the future outlook for research
in this field. A summary of the chapters is given below.
Chapter 2 is a review article focusing on DOM optical properties and photochemistry.
Particular attention was given to the role of DOM molecular weight as this parameter is has been
consistently shown to result in systematic changes to these properties.
Chapter 3 explores the role of DOM molecular weight in more detail. Specifically, a key
supporting point of the CT model for DOM is related to observation that higher molecular
weight DOM tends to exhibt differences from lower molecular weight DOM (e.g. increased
visible absorbance). The results of this publication provide strong evidence for this idea in the
case of an exemplar DOM isolate, Suwannee River Fulvic Acid.
Chapter 4 tests the CT model for DOM using methods commonly employed in the physical
organic chemistry field (e.g. solvatochromism). Contrary to Chapter 3 and the current CT model
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for DOM, the results in this Chapter were not consistent with a significant role for DA
complexes in DOM photophysics.
Chapter 5 examines the temperature-dependence of the fluorescence quantum yield for
DOM. The data are analyzed using a simple photophysical model and the Arrhenius equation
and the results show evidence that higher molecular weight DOM has faster rates of radiationless
decay than lower molecular weight DOM.
Chapter 6 presents a study of the temperature-dependence of the quantum yield for hydroxyl
radical formation. Activation parameters for the formation of hydroxyl radical are derived from
the Arrhenius equation and related to DOM physicochemical properties. Various perturbations to
the system are utilized in an attempt to assess the importance of possible hydroxyl radical
formation mechanisms.
Chapter 7 presents a collaborative study with Professor Rudolf Jaffé at Florida International
University on the optical and photochemical properties of whole water DOM samples from the
Florida Everglades. This study sought to relate DOM photochemical properties for samples
collected from a long term monitoring study. With regards to hydroxyl radical, the results
indicate that unlike other reactive intermediates, hydroxyl radical formation was poorly modeled
by all physicochemical properties examined, suggesting that hydroxyl radical precursors
represent a small fraction of the overall DOM pool.
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2. Photochemical Reactivity of Organic Matter and its Size Fractions
This chapter has been published as McKay, G.; Roasrio-Ortiz, F.L. Photochemical Reactivity of Organic Matter and
its Size Fractions. In Surface Water Photochemistry, Eds. Paolo Calza and Davide Vione, Royal Society of
Chemistry, 2015.

2.1. Abstract
The photochemical reactions that occur in natural water bodies play an important role in
many biogeochemical processes, such as global carbon cycling and the fate of organic
contaminants. Photochemically active compounds found in these systems include nitrate, nitrite,
and dissolved organic matter (DOM). DOM is a major constituent in the water matrix and thus
its photochemical reactions are central to understanding the photochemistry of natural waters.
DOM is colored (typically yellow to brown) and absorbs light in the ultraviolet and visible range.
Formation of excited states following DOM absorption leads to (sensitized) production of
reactive intermediates, such as singlet oxygen, organic peroxyl radicals, hydrogen peroxide,
hydroxyl radical, and excited triplet states. As DOM is a complex, heterogeneous material, a
complete mechanistic understanding of these species’ production has been difficult to obtain.
The aim of this chapter is to develop a framework for understanding the mechanism of sensitized
reactive intermediate production from DOM, with special attention to the role of the molecular
size of DOM.
2.2. DOM in the environment
Dissolved organic matter (DOM), defined as the pool of carbonaceous compounds found
ubiquitously in aqueous environments, represents the largest pool of reduced carbon in the
biosphere (Hedges et al., 1997). DOM has been characterized as a complex mixture of organic
compounds of varying molecular weight and composition, ranging from simple molecules
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composed of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen to more complex structures where heteroatoms such
as nitrogen and sulfur are incorporated (Leenheer and Croue, 2003).
Based on its source and subsequent physicochemical properties, DOM observed in surface
waters can be classified into three main pools. These include terrestrial or allochthonous and
aquatic or autochthonous DOM (McKnight et al., 2001; Yamashita et al., 2008). Both of these
sources are considered to be end-members of geochemical importance and are frequently used to
define boundaries with respect to the observed physicochemical properties of DOM in aquatic
systems. A third component observed in surface waters is the material derived from wastewater
processes, referred to as effluent organic matter (EfOM). EfOM is composed of oxidized,
recalcitrant DOM from drinking water sources as well as soluble microbial products, a byproduct
of biological treatment of wastewater (Shon et al., 2006). The chemical composition of DOM
includes lignin-type compounds, sugars, peptides, and polysaccharides; with phenolic, quinone,
ketone, aldehyde, aromatic, carboxylic acid, amide, ester, and ether functional groups.
2.2.1

Molecular composition of DOM

The structural characterization of DOM has fascinated researchers since the published
molecular formula of a humic substance (C40H30O15) in 1840 (Mulder, 1840). Historically, DOM
has been quantified as dissolved or total organic carbon (DOC or TOC) (Krogh and Keys, 1934;
Menzel and Vaccaro, 1964). DOM has been represented as a combination of both humic and
non-humic material (Hedges et al., 1997; Leenheer and Croue, 2003), with the humic material,
commonly known as humic substances (HS) accounting for as much as 80% of the total DOM in
fresh waters (Leenheer and Croue, 2003; Steinberg, 2008). HS are further classified into fulvic
acid (FA) and humic acid (HA), based on their solubility at different pHs and chemical
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composition. The non-humic component of DOM includes proteins, carbohydrates, and other
organic compounds including low molecular weight acids.
The number of studies focusing on EfOM has lagged behind the progress made on DOM.
However, analysis of the properties of EfOM suggest that it behaves differently from DOM.
Briefly, the composition of EfOM could be sub-divided into three main groups: (1) background
DOM originating from water supplies: (2) soluble microbial by-products (SMPs) produced
during biological wastewater treatment: and (3) natural and synthetic trace chemicals (Shon et
al., 2006). In terms of mass contribution, SMPs will dominate over the background DOM. The
trace chemicals will contribute a minor part to the overall mass. SMPs are produced during
biological processes in wastewater treatment plants and are divided into two categories: biomassassociated products (BAP) and utilization-associated products (UAP) (Namkung and Rittmann,
1986). UAP are a result of microbial substrate intake, which is proportional to the amount of
substrate available in the system, and BAP is a result of microbial endogenous decay, which
correlates to biomass concentration in the biological reactor (Barker and Stuckey, 1999; Krogh
and Keys, 1934; Menzel and Vaccaro, 1964; Shon et al., 2006). Operational parameters such as
sludge retention time, organic loading rate, hydraulic retention time, and process temperature can
alter the properties of SMPs, therefore impacting the overall chemistry of EfOM (Barker and
Stuckey, 1999; Grebel et al., 2010; Keen et al., 2014; Rosario-Ortiz et al., 2008).
In the past decade, DOM has been characterized using a wide array of analytical techniques,
such as three-dimensional fluorescence excitation-emission spectroscopy (Birks, 1970), high and
ultra-high resolution mass spectrometry(Stenson et al., 2003; Stubbins et al., 2012), and NMR
(carbon, nitrogen and phosphorous) (Maie et al., 2006). These techniques have allowed
researchers to obtain chemical formulas and additional information with regards to chemical
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functionalities. For example, Stenson et al. used Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass
spectrometry (FTICR-MS) to determine the molecular formulas for 4626 individual components
of Suwannee River Fulvic Acid (SRFA) and compared these data to degraded lignin (Stenson et
al., 2003). This technique has also been applied to EfOM and shown that it has more diverse
functional groups than DOM isolates from natural samples (Birks, 1970). Furthermore, FTICRMS has been used to characterize/compare EfOM derived from different activated sludge
processes based on the measured mass spectra (Tseng et al., 2013).
The apparent molecular weight (AMW) of DOM has consistently been of interest to
scientists and engineers examining the impact of DOM on natural and engineered processes
(Dong et al., 2010; Tang et al., 2010). Multiple techniques have been used to measure this
property, including vapor pressure osmometry (Cronan and Aiken, 1985; Hayes et al., 1989),
size exclusion chromatography (SEC) (Chin et al., 1994), small angle X-ray scattering (Hayes et
al., 1989) and ultracentrifugation (Visser, 1985). Early on, researchers had a fairly good
understanding of the molecular weight range (700-10,000 Da published in 1968)(Ghassemi and
Christman, 1968) of DOM and its metal-complexing abilities (Reuter and Perdue, 1977; Shapiro,
1964). Based on all of the above techniques, the average molecular weight of DOM molecules is
likely around 1 kDa (Perdue and Ritchie, 2003).
In addition, size fractionation of bulk DOM into its AMW fractions has been utilized as a
tool to evaluate the physiochemical properties of DOM. Size fractionation has been performed
using UF membranes(Dong et al., 2010; Mostafa et al., 2014a; Mostafa and Rosario-Ortiz,
2013), as well as by dialysis and SEC (Richard et al., 2004). These techniques have provided
greater insight into the physicochemical properties of DOM, which in turn has allowed for more
advanced study of its photophysical and photochemical properties.
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2.3. Photophysics of DOM
The first law of photochemistry states that the rate of direct photoreaction of a chemical is a
function of the rate of light absorption. Therefore, in order to describe the photochemical
properties of DOM and its molecular weight fractions, we start by describing the basic
photophysical processes that are in effect when DOM interacts with light. The potential
photophysical processes upon DOM light absorption are shown in Figure 2.1. The initially
formed singlet excited state,
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DOM*, can undergo various processes, including internal

conversion (IC), fluorescence (F), and intersystem crossing (ISC), which leads to a triplet excited
state, 3DOM*. Compared to individual organic molecules, DOM exhibits some complex optical
properties that are difficult to describe. The difficulty is compounded by DOM’s heterogeneity
and inexact knowledge of its structure. In the following sections, a framework will be developed
for understanding the photophysics of DOM light absorption and luminescence so as to
understand its photochemical pathways.
As light absorption is the initial step in the population of excited states that lead to reactive
intermediates, it is useful to develop a framework for explaining this initial photophysical step.
First, the types of chromophores in DOM and their electronic transitions as individual moieties
will be discussed. We will subsequently review the relationships between absorption spectra and
DOM physicochemical properties.
2.4. Light Absorption
Absorbance spectra of simple inorganic and organic compounds derive from energy
differences between the lowest vibrational state of the electronic ground state and different
vibrational states of higher electronic states. In aqueous solutions, vibrational structure is lost and
mainly broad absorption bands are observed. For DOM, however, absorbance decreases
5

exponentially (i.e. no prominent absorption bands) from ~ 200-600 nm. Importantly, DOM
spectra share these characteristics, regardless of source and physicochemical properties.

Figure 2.1. Simplified Jablonski diagram representing the photophysical processes possible for
DOM.
The most likely chromophores in DOM include various carbonyl-containing groups and
aromatic rings. Electronic transitions in these groups involve excitation of electrons in nonbonding or π bonding orbitals to a π* anti-bonding orbital (either n → π* or π → π*). With
respect to carbonyl compounds, the n → π* transition is lower in energy than the π → π*
transition, but is also forbidden and therefore less intense. For example, Fig. 2 shows the
maximum molar absorption coefficient (εmax) for the n → σ* and π → π* transitions for acetone
and 3-buten-2-one. If one considers the UV-visible spectrum of DOM to be due to individual
chromophores, extremely conjugated carbonyl and olefin compounds would need to be present
in order to achieve absorption into the near UV and visible wavelength range (e.g. the λmax of βCarotene which has 11 conjugated carbon-carbon double bonds is 452 nm).
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λmax = 230 nm (parent chromophore) + 25 nm (p-OH) + 7 nm (m-OCH3) = 262 nm
Figure 2.3.Calculation of maximum absorption wavelength for a typical DOM moiety based on
empirical rules for benzoyl derivatives.
Aromatic structures represent the other potential chromophore (π → π* transition) in DOM.
Sharpless and Blough have suggested that all DOM absorption and photochemistry results from
these structures (Sharpless and Blough, 2014), though this does not exclude carbonyl compounds
conjugated to aromatic rings (e.g. aromatic ketones) (Canonica, 2007; Canonica et al., 2006;
2000). It has been suggested that lignin is a primary DOM-precursor in both marine DOM
(Boyle et al., 2009) as well as terrestrial DOM (SRFA) (Stenson et al., 2003). Lignin contains
linked aromatic rings substituted with hydroxyl, alkoxy, and carboxyl groups that are
electronically isolated by o-ether linkages. Empirical rules have been developed for benzoyl
derivatives (present in lignin), correlating structure with λmax. For example, consider Fig. 3 in
which a benzoyl ring is substituted with a p-hydroxy and m-alkoxy group. Even with the
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presence of these electron-donating substituents, the calculated λmax is only 262 nm. This value is
in good agreement with the λmax of 282 nm measured in lignin obtained from an un-treated wood
powder.51 Fused aromatic and heteroaromatic rings (e.g. anthracene and quinolone) have
absorption bands that extend into the near UV (e.g. log ε of quinolone is ~ 3.1 at 310 nm).
Many parameters have been used to characterize DOM absorption spectra. For example, the
spectral slope parameter (S), obtained from exponential fitting of the absorption spectrum,
provides a quantitative measure of how rapidly absorption decreases as a function of wavelength.
The E2:E3 and E4:E6 ratio (ratio of absorption at 254 nm to that at 365 nm and 465 nm to that at
665 nm, respectively) are other quantitative parameters used to describe that rate of absorbance
decrease as a function of wavelength. Previous work by our group (E. Lee et al., 2013; Mostafa
and Rosario-Ortiz, 2013) and others (Boyle et al., 2009; Helms et al., 2008) has shown that S
increases and E2:E3 increases with decreasing molecular size fractions of DOM. Addition of
simple organic acids to DOM decreases its molecular size (shown by SEC), apparently by
disrupting hydrophobic interactions, which in turn leads to a decrease in UV-visible absorbance
(Piccolo, 2001). In addition, reduction of DOM with borohydride as well as photobleaching
results in a preferential loss of visible absorption (Ma et al., 2010).
Our initial discussion of DOM chromophores highlighted that, except for very conjugated
structures, absorption occurs mainly below 300 nm. If it is assumed that DOM absorption spectra
are due to a superposition of individual chromophores, highly conjugated or heteroaromatic
structures need be present in order to explain DOM’s absorbance in the near UV and visible
region of the spectrum. However, research suggests that these structures are not prevalent in
DOM. It has recently been proposed that the complex optical properties of DOM result from
intramolecular charge transfer (CT) complexes (Dalrymple et al., 2010; Del Vecchio and
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Blough, 2004; Sharpless and Blough, 2014). According to this model, intramolecular electron
donors (D) and acceptors (A) within DOM can interact to form a donor-acceptor complex (D + A
DA). CT complexes (D+A–) can form directly upon excitation of ground state DA
DA + hν → D+A–

Equation 2.1

or following conversion of a singlet or triplet excited state (Birks, 1970).
DA + hν → 1(DA)*

Equation 2.2

1

(DA)* → D+A–

Equation 2.3

1

(DA)* → 3(DA)*

Equation 2.4

3

(DA)* → D+A–

Equation 2.5

Additionally, CT states could be formed by electron transfer from short-range (but noncomplexed) excited state donors and acceptors (Turro et al., 2012):
D* + A → D•+ + A•–

Equation 2.6

D + A* → D•+ + A•

Equation 2.7

For DOM, the CT state is represented by 1DOM+•/–•, signifying a di-radical charge separation.
Presence of short-range, CT interactions between electron-rich donors and electron-poor
acceptors are capable of producing lower energy electronic transitions, thus, explaining the near
UV and visible absorption properties of DOM. Assuming that lignin is the main DOM precursor,
it is likely that hydroxy/methoxy substituted aromatics (e.g. phenols, methoxylated phenols) act
as donors while carbonyl-containing structures (e.g. quinone, triplet aromatic ketones/aldehydes)
act as acceptors. It is well known that triplet aromatic ketones (E0red ~ 1.7 V) oxidize electronrich phenols (Canonica et al., 2000), and that DOM inhibits oxidation of electron-rich phenols
(Canonica and Laubscher, 2008). Furthermore, kraft lignin (containing donor phenolic groups)
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and 3,5-di-tert-butyl-1,2-benzoquinone (an electron acceptor) interact to produce a CT
absorption band (Furman and Lonsky, 1988).
The CT model could also explain correlations between DOM physicochemical and optical
properties. Observations of an inverse dependence of S on molecular weight are explained by the
greater likelihood of CT interactions present for larger DOM molecules. Conversely, lower
molecular weight DOM, having a less aggregated structure, should have less CT interactions. An
alternative explanation to the CT model is that higher molecular weight DOM molecules absorb
more, possibly due to a greater degree of π electron conjugation.
2.5. Luminescence
Following excitation to a singlet excited state, 1DOM* can undergo many photophysical
processes (Figure 2.1). Vibrational relaxation of 1DOM* from an excited vibrational state to the
ground vibrational state of an excited electronic state occurs quickly (within picoseconds). The
possible fates of 1DOM* are reaction, fluorescence, internal conversion, or intersystem crossing.
The lifetime of 1DOM* (τ1DOM*) is related to the sum of its decay processes:
τ1

DOM*

0 −1
=(k 0f +kic0 +kisc
)

Equation 2.8

Because of its short lifetime, it is intuitively unlikely that 1DOM* has significant intermolecular
reactions. However, research investigating the effect of halide quenching on DOM excited states
and reactive intermediates has shown that photochemical production of hydroxyl radical (•OH) is
correlated to fluorescence quantum yields (i.e. τ1DOM*), but not triplet state quantum yields
(Glover and Rosario-Ortiz, 2013). This does not exclude intramolecular electron transfer
reactions, which as previously discussed could lead to CT states within DOM molecules.
Fluorescence quantum yields for DOM range from ~ 0.1-2% depending on the sample and
excitation wavelength (Boyle et al., 2009; Del Vecchio and Blough, 2004). Interestingly, DOM
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fluorescence spectra do not seem to follow Kasha’s rule, which establishes that fluorescence is
expected to originate from the lowest vibrational excited state and thus a molecule will exhibit
identical emission wavelength and quantum yield regardless of excitation wavelength. For
simple organic molecules, Kasha’s rule is explained by rapid (picosecond) internal conversion or
vibrational relaxation of higher excited states to the lowest electronic excited state.
Model DOM compounds (Canonica, 2007; Canonica et al., 2006; 2000), DOM isolates (Xu
et al., 2011), and EfOM (Dong et al., 2015) have been shown, in some cases, to increase the
degradation rate of organic pollutants (relative to direct photolysis in pure water), apparently by
oxidation by 3DOM*. It is therefore necessary to understand the rate of intersystem crossing as a
function of AMW. Although the intersystem crossing quantum yields for DOM are difficult to
measure these values are expected to be near 0.3-1, as evidenced by experimental measurements
(Bruccoleri et al., 1990) and the expectation that carbonyls, a potentially important chromophore,
have intersystem crossing values near unity (Lamola and Hammond, 1965).
Phosphorescence of DOM (3DOM* → 1DOM) is weakly allowed by spin-orbit mixing and
time-resolved measurements estimate 3DOM* lifetimes of ~ 1-100 µs (Sharpless and Blough,
2014). Some studies have reported direct observation of 3DOM* (Cottrell et al., 2013; Fischer et
al., 1985; Power et al., 1986). Notably, there is some debate over whether the transient species
observed in these studies is actually 3DOM* (though no other suggestion for the transient has
been advanced) as it was not quenched by alkyl phenols, a well-known 3DOM* quencher.
However, the apparent 3DOM* signal is quenched by sorbic acid, a known triplet state quencher
(Cottrell et al., 2013).
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2.6. Photochemical Formation of Reactive Intermediates
The photosensitized formation of reactive intermediates from DOM is a potential source of
organic pollutant degradation in natural systems (e.g. estuaries, treatment ponds, rivers, lakes).
Reactive intermediates include

•

OH, singlet oxygen (1O2), and

3

DOM*. In addition,

photoionization of DOM can produce the aqueous electron, e–(aq), however, dissolved oxygen
([O2] ~ 200 µM) effectively scavenges all e–(aq) to form O2•– (k ~ 2 x 1010 M-1s-1) (Buxton et al.,
1988). Other photochemical intermediates and products include H2O2 and peroxyl radicals
(ROO•).
The specific mechanism for the formation of reactive intermediates is described below using
DOM as the starting material. After DOM absorbs light and electrons are promoted to an excited
state, the system could return to the ground state following emission (fluorescence). A fraction of
the chromophores that were excited could also go through intersystem crossing and form an
excited triplet state (3DOM*). The excited triplet state can be quenched by molecular oxygen,
which results in the formation of 1O2 (Zepp et al., 1977).
3

O2 + 3DOM* → 1O2 + 1DOM

Equation 2.9

Due to the relatively low energy of 1O2 (94 kJ mol-1) this reaction occurs readily and it has been
suggested that 1O2 is essentially a probe for 3DOM* (Sharpless and Blough, 2014).
The formation of •OH occurs through the photochemical reactions of DOM, however, the
source of this radical is still under investigation (Gan et al., 2008; Page et al., 2011; Pochon et
al., 2002; Vaughan and Blough, 1998). For •OH, at least two general pathways have been
suggested: an H2O2-dependent and H2O2-independent pathway. In addition there is evidence that
both free •OH is produced as well as lower-energy hydroxylating species. The H2O2-independent
pathway is often portrayed as a 3DOM* or a low-energy hydroxylating species abstracting
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hydrogen from water. This mechanism has been demonstrated for the reaction of
photochemically excited 2-methyl-1,4,-benzoquinone with water, in which a non-free •OH
hydroxylating species (possibly a quinone-water exciplex) capable of transferring •OH (Pochon
et al., 2002). Oxidation of water has yet to be shown, however. Studies of OH• production from
DOM isolates using different probes and quenchers show that the H2O2-dependent pathway
accounts for ~ 0-50% of OH• production and that some probes (e.g. terephthalate and benzoate)
are not specific for free •OH (Page et al., 2011).
Direct detection of reactive intermediates using time-resolved techniques is difficult, though
some studies have utilized laser flash photolysis methods. Steady-state measurements using
probe compounds is common. An excellent review of these methods has been written by Blough
and Zepp (Blough and Zepp, 1995) and the reader is referred there for complete details. In brief,
1

O2 is commonly measured by its reaction with dienes (dimethyl furan or furfuryl alcohol).

Steady-state concentrations of 1O2 are calculated from the rate of diene loss and the known rate
constant for the reaction between 1O2 and the specific probe. Dienes (e.g. sorbic acid) are also
used to probe 3DOM* production rates (Parker et al., 2013) and energies (Zepp et al., 1985). As
3

DOM* is a strong oxidant, alkylated phenols such as 1,3,5-trimethylphenol and 2,4,6-

trimethylphenol are also commonly used to measure production rates of triplet states. Many
probes have been used to monitor •OH production rates, though it has been shown that
hydroxylated products can result from hydroxylating species other than OH• (Page et al., 2011).
2.7. Observations for bulk DOM
Production of reactive intermediates from bulk DOM samples has been well studied for the
past few decades. Specifically, many studies have quantified the production rate and quantum
yield of reactive intermediates for natural samples of varying origin, while others have sought
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mechanistic understanding. Closely tied to the formation of reactive intermediates are the optical
properties of DOM.
For 1O2, quantum yields on the order of 0.6-6% have been reported for various natural water
samples (Dalrymple et al., 2010; Haag et al., 1984; Peterson et al., 2012), from which steadystate concentrations can be calculated if the spectral irradiance is known. OH• formation rates
from DOM photolysis are on the order of 10-12 to 10-11 M s-1 (Mopper and Zhou, 1990; Vaughan
and Blough, 1998; Vione et al., 2006), while quantum yields for this species are less commonly
reported. However, values of 1.1 to 3.0 x 10-4 for three ocean waters and 7.5 x 10-5 for SRFA
have been measured irradiating at 320 nm (Vaughan and Blough, 1998). This same study
measured nine •OH quantum yields for SRFA over 290-360 nm, finding an average value of 5.4
x 10-5. In particular, the •OH quantum yield of SRFA peaked around 310 nm, and decreased at
shorter and longer wavelengths. Steady state concentrations of 3DOM are estimated at 10-15 to
10-13 M (Zepp et al., 1985). In addition, a pioneering study by Zepp et al. estimated 3DOM*
energy levels up to 250 kJ mol-1 for natural samples and DOM isolates (Zepp et al., 1985). With
respect to quantum yields and steady-state concentrations of reactive intermediates, wastewaterderived EfOM has been shown to have higher values relative to DOM isolates, potentially due to
non-humic material produced in water treatment (Dong and Rosario-Ortiz, 2012; E. Lee et al.,
2013; Mostafa and Rosario-Ortiz, 2013).
In an effort to chemically alter the photosensitizing moieties of DOM, Mostafa and RosarioOrtiz treated bulk EfOM with oxidizing NaOCl and O3 (Mostafa and Rosario-Ortiz, 2013). A
decrease in absorbance and increase in E2:E3 accompanied DOM oxidation and resulted in an
increase in singlet oxygen quantum yield. The decrease in absorbance is explained by oxidation
of light-absorbing aromatic rings and olefins. The increase in singlet oxygen quantum yield
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indicates either the relative non-importance of the oxidized aromatic/olefin moieties as
sensitizers in 1O2 formation or a decrease in molecular weight following oxidation. Conversely,
Sharpless treated DOM isolates with reducing NaBH4 (Sharpless, 2012). While a decrease in
absorbance was noted, there was no apparent decrease in singlet oxygen quantum yield. These
observations support the idea that, while chemical alteration of both electron donors
(aromatics/olefins) and acceptors (carbonyls) may disrupt CT interactions and thus decrease
absorbance, mainly carbonyl-containing compounds (acceptors) mediate the formation of 1O2.
Correlations between production of reactive intermediates and optical properties of bulk
DOM samples have been reported for a variety of samples. Firstly, the correlation of singlet
oxygen

quantum

yield

to

absorbance

parameters

(S,

E2:E3,

specific

absorption

coefficients)(Dalrymple et al., 2010; Haag and Höigne, 1986; Mostafa and Rosario-Ortiz, 2013;
Peterson et al., 2012; Sharpless, 2012) probably reflects an increase in CT interactions in DOM
with lower S and E2:E3. An increase in formation of CT complexes may decrease the efficiency
of 3DOM* formation (through production of CT states following absorption of a photon or
reaction of 1DOM* → DOM•+/•– and 3DOM* → DOM•+/•–) (Sharpless and Blough, 2014). Since
3

DOM* is the precursor to 1O2, a decrease in singlet oxygen quantum yield would follow. A few

studies report a positive correlation between fluorescence quantum yield and hydroxyl radical
quantum yield (Glover and Rosario-Ortiz, 2013; E. Lee et al., 2013; Richard et al., 2004),
although it is unclear whether this relationship is due to molecular size parameters or some
involvement of 1DOM* in OH• production (E. Lee et al., 2013; Richard et al., 2004).
With respect to DOM source, it has been shown that EfOM has larger quantum yields for
reactive intermediates formation than DOM isolates (Dong and Rosario-Ortiz, 2012). As noted in
section 2, EfOM is comprised of recalcitrant DOM from drinking water sources, SMPs, and trace
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organic contaminants. Organic contaminants in EfOM should have no contribution due to their
very low concentration. It is possible that the difference in apparent quantum yields is due to the
oxidation of DOM during chlorination in drinking water treatment. In fact, a positive correlation
has been shown between oxidant dose and singlet oxygen quantum yield (Mostafa and RosarioOrtiz, 2013), with the reason being attributed to either a decrease in molecular weight following
oxidation or a chemical change in the sensitizing chromophores. The presence of SMPs in EfOM
may also cause this increase, though apparent quantum yields of reactive intermediates from
SMPs have not been measured.
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Figure 2.4. Fluorescence quantum yields as a function of excitation wavelength is presented for
each size fraction in a) SRNOM and b) Boulder waste water (BWW). Peak emission wavelength
as a function of excitation wavelength is depicted for each size fraction for c) SRNOM and d)
BWW. Figure taken from Mostafa et al (Mostafa et al., 2014a).
2.8. Observations from different molecular weight fractions
Relatively few studies exist on the effect of molecular weight on reactive intermediates
formation (Haag and Höigne, 1986; E. Lee et al., 2013; Mostafa et al., 2014a; Mostafa and
Rosario-Ortiz, 2013; Richard et al., 2004; Z.-D. Wang et al., 1990), however, there is a
consistent trend of increasing apparent quantum yield for fluorescence and all reactive
intermediates with decreasing size. The results from these studies will be summarized in this
section and a framework for understanding the physical and chemical basis will be developed.
Wang et al. used ultrafiltration to separate a fulvic acid isolate and observed higher
fluorescence intensities for lower AMW fractions, which were attributed to CT interactions
within the DOM. This observation has been confirmed by further studies utilizing ultrafiltration
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for both EfOM (E. Lee et al., 2013; Mostafa et al., 2014a) and a DOM isolate (Mostafa et al.,
2014a). Figure 2.4 shows the fluorescence quantum yields for different AMW fractions of
Suwannee River NOM (SRNOM) and an EfOM sample as a function of excitation wavelength.
As shown, the fluorescence quantum yields are higher for EfOM than for SRNOM. The bottom
part of the figure shows the peak emission wavelength as a function of excitation wavelength. A
monotonic increase of the emission versus the excitation, as observed for SRNOM, has been
used to rationalize charge transfer interactions for DOM (Del Vecchio and Blough, 2004).
However, for EfOM, the monotonic increase in emission versus excitation is only observed for
the lower AMW fraction. For the larger AMW fraction and bulk sample, there is a deviation at
excitation wavelengths below 350 nm. Below this wavelength, it appears the fluorescence is
following Kasha’s rule, indicating differences in photophysical behavior and suggesting the
presence of individual compounds that will also impact photochemical properties. The same
deviation is observed between 400-420 nm excitation for smaller EfOM AMW fractions.
The increase in fluorescence quantum yield for lower AMW fractions could be due to either
lower degrees of quenching of 1DOM* or intrinsic fluorescence ability. For example, larger
molecular weight DOM molecules may have a more aggregated three dimensional structure
(Dong et al., 2010; McKay et al., 2011), which would promote intramolecular quenching of
1

DOM*, resulting in a decrease in fluorescence quantum yield. Alternatively, lower AMW

fractions could contain more potent fluorophores. However, considering that more conjugated
structures generally have higher fluorescence quantum yields (Turro et al., 2012), and that higher
AMW fractions might be expected to have more conjugated structures relative to low AMW
fractions, the first explanation (quenching of 1DOM*) seems more likely.
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Figure 2.5. Quantum yields for the formation of reactive intermediates ( O2, 3DOM*, OH ), for
different size fractions normalized to the values of the unfractionated samples of SRNOM and an
EfOM sample. Quantum yields are reported as % to facilitate the display of the data. Figure
adapted from Mostafa et al. 2014 (Mostafa et al., 2014a).
With respect to reactive intermediates, an early study by Haag and Hoigné (Haag and
Höigne, 1986) used gel permeation chromatography to separate DOM samples into apparent
molecular weight fractions and quantified steady state 1O2 concentrations ([1O2]ss). Their results
showed that 100-500 Da fractions had consistently higher, or at least equal, [1O2]ss as bulk
samples. Richard et al. used SEC-Page to separate DOM isolate standards and soil DOM extracts
in order to determine the effect of AMW on fluorescence and photosensitizing ability (Richard et
al., 2004). Similar to previous studies, fluorescence intensity was increased in low relative to
high AMW fractions. Degradation of fenuron and 2,4,6-trimethylphenol (TMP), known to react
with 3DOM* (Canonica et al., 2006; 2000), was also increased in low AMW fractions,
suggesting an increase in reactive intermediates formation. Rosario-Ortiz et al. have carried out
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systematic studies on the effect of AMW on reactive intermediates quantum yields (E. Lee et al.,
2013; Mostafa et al., 2014a; Mostafa and Rosario-Ortiz, 2013); the general results are
summarized in Fig. 5, which shows the apparent quantum yields for SRNOM and an EfOM
sample. The bulk EfOM sample had higher quantum yields for the formation of OH•, 1O2, and
3

DOM* compared to DOM (Mostafa et al., 2014a). After fractionation into different AMW

fractions, the lower AMW fractions of EfOM still had higher quantum yields than for DOM. In
addition it is observed that the components associated with the lower AMW fraction of EfOM
are much more reactive towards the formation of reactive intermediates. This fraction could be
enriched in SMPs. The work done on AMW fractions could be rationalized by expecting that
lower AMW components will have molecules with excited states separated by larger energy
gaps, compared to larger (and more highly conjugated) components with faster internal
conversion kinetics. It could also be that there are inherent differences in chromophore
composition, and higher SMP reactivity overall.
It should be noted that the chemical probe used to measure 1O2, furfuryl alcohol (FFA), is
hydrophilic and is limited to reaction with bulk, aqueous phase 1O2 and not 1O2 in the DOM
microenvironment (Latch and McNeill, 2006). Therefore, an increase in singlet oxygen quantum
yields may reflect the greater amount of 1O2 escaping the DOM microenvironment (and reaching
the bulk phase) before being quenched by DOM as would be expected with smaller molecular
size DOM molecules. However, the fact that 3DOM* quantum yields (measured by TMP, a more
hydrophobic probe) positively correlate with singlet oxygen quantum yields suggests another
explanation, namely, that 3DOM* itself (and not 1O2 alone) may undergo intramolecular
quenching. Higher AMW DOM has a more aggregated three-dimensional structure (see section
5) and thus increased intramolecular quenching is expected in these fractions.
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Two studies have reported an increase in hydroxyl radical quantum yield with decreasing
AMW (E. Lee et al., 2013; Mostafa et al., 2014a). In both instances, a concomitant increase in
fluorescence quantum yield was observed in low AMW fractions. Sharpless and Blough have
suggested that this is an indication of fewer CT interactions in low AMW fractions (Sharpless
and Blough, 2014). This seems plausible, as CT interactions would provide a relaxation pathway
for excited state DOM molecules, which play a role in formation of •OH.
2.9. Scavenging of reactive intermediates by DOM
Central to the understanding of photochemical production of reactive intermediates from
DOM photolysis is the recognition that DOM is reactive towards these very same reactive
intermediates. In principle, both inter- and intramolecular reaction of reactive intermediates with
DOM are possible. Wenk et al. have studied quenching of model triplet excited states (quinones
and aromatic ketones) by bulk DOM standards (Wenk et al., 2013), finding that only neutral or
cationic sensitizers were quenched, likely due to complexation of these molecules by DOM.
Based on rate constants measured for this system in aerated solution where triplet states are
deactivated via reaction with oxygen, intermolecular quenching is insignificant below DOM
concentrations 22-72 mgC L-1, which is far below that of most natural systems. Intramolecular
quenching of 3DOM* has not yet been investigated and remains a possible pathway for 3DOM*
loss.
Other reactive intermediates have high reactivity with DOM, including •OH (Dong et al.,
2010; Rosario-Ortiz et al., 2008; Westerhoff et al., 2007) and 1O2 (Cory et al., 2009). Scavenging
of these species by DOM can affect their steady-state concentrations and thus their ability to
degrade organic contaminants. Rate constants for the reaction of •OH and 1O2 with DOM are on
the order of 108-9 and 105 MC-1s-1, respectively, where MC is the molar concentration of carbon.
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Dong et al. showed that lower AMW fractions of EfOM were more reactive towards OH• on a
per carbon basis, explaining the result as geometric affect. In short, if high AMW fractions
contain more aggregated three-dimensional structures, some carbon atoms are likely inaccessible
to OH•. Conversely, less aggregated, low AMW fractions having a higher surface area-to-carbon
atom ratio would exhibit higher reactivities on a molar basis based on this geometric effect.
2.10.

Conclusions

Throughout this chapter, we have developed a framework for understanding the
photophysical and photochemical processes in the complex material that is DOM. There are a
few main conclusions that can be derived. One is that the optical properties (absorbance,
fluorescence, phosphorescence) in DOM are influenced by interactions within DOM molecules.
This may be influenced by the so-called charge transfer interactions as well as by molecular size.
In addition, photochemical production of reactive intermediates (as well as fluorescence) clearly
varies with molecular size. It is difficult at this point, however, to distinguish whether this is due
to strictly molecular size (e.g. intramolecular quenching) or differences in chemical composition
between the different fractions. More experiments are needed to clarify this matter. For example,
reduction of molecular size fractions with borohydride to yield DOM with the same electron
donating or accepting capacity would allow examination based solely on molecular size.
Conversely, chemically modifying the same molecular fraction, or bulk DOM sample, via
chemical or electrochemical oxidation or reduction would provide insight into the effects of
chemical composition. In the context of natural systems, knowing the molecular size of the DOM
in the system should provide a good surrogate to the expected steady-state concentrations of
reactive intermediates and thus provide estimations of indirect organic pollutant degradation
rates.
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3. Investigation of the Coupled Effects of Molecular Weight and Charge
Transfer Interactions on the Optical and Photochemical Properties of
Dissolved Organic Matter
This chapter has been published as McKay, G.; Couch, K.ED.; Mezyk, S.P.; Roasrio-Ortiz, F.L. Investigation of the
Coupled Effects of Molecular Weight and Charge Transfer Interactions on the Optical and Photochemical Properties
of Dissolved Organic Matter. Environmental Science & Technology. 2016. (50), 15, 8093-8102.

3.1. Abstract
We studied the formation of photochemically produced reactive intermediates (RI) from
dissolved organic matter (DOM). Specifically, we focused on the effects of variable molecular
weight and chemical reduction on the optical properties of DOM (absorbance and fluorescence)
and the formation of singlet oxygen (1O2), DOM triplet excited states (3DOM*), and the
hydroxyl radical (•OH). The data are largely evaluated in terms of a charge transfer (CT) model,
but deficiencies in the model to explain the data are pointed out when evident. Two sets of
samples were studied that were subjected to different treatments; the first set included secondarytreated wastewaters and a wastewater-impacted stream, the second was a DOM isolate.
Treatments included size fractionation and chemical reduction using sodium borohydride. Taken
as a whole, the results demonstrate that decreasing molecular weight and borohydride reduction
work in opposition regarding quantum efficiencies for 1O2 and 3DOM* production, but in concert
for fluorescence and •OH production. The optical and photochemical data provide evidence for a
limited role of CT interactions occurring in lower molecular weight DOM molecules. In
addition, the data suggest that the observed optical and photochemical properties of DOM are a
result of multiple populations of chromophores and that their relative contribution is changed by
molecular weight fractionation and borohydride reduction.
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3.2. Introduction
The fate and transport of organic contaminants in aquatic systems is an important research
topic in the field of environmental engineering and chemistry. Contaminant removal and
transformation mechanisms in these environments include sorption, biotransformation,
volatilization, and many abiotic chemical reactions. One reactive pathway for contaminant
degradation is through direct or sensitized photolysis (Leifer, 1988). Direct photolysis of a
contaminant occurs due to absorption of light by that chemical, which may induce its
degradation. Sensitized degradation (commonly known as indirect photolysis) of a contaminant
can occur through production of reactive intermediates (RI) following absorption of light by
chemical sensitizers. Multiple chemical compounds can act as sensitizers in aquatic systems,
such as nitrate (NO3 ), nitrite (NO2 ), and dissolved organic matter (DOM) (Leifer, 1988).
−

−

DOM has been recognized as a significant absorber of light and sensitizer leading to RI
formation in aquatic systems as well as some atmospheric systems (Ghassemi and Christman,
1968; Phillips and Smith, 2014; Vione et al., 2014). Absorption of light by DOM produces a
variety of RI such as singlet oxygen (1O2), DOM triplet excited states (3DOM*), hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2), and the hydroxyl radical (•OH) (Blough and Zepp, 1995; Canonica et al., 1995;
Cooper et al., 1988; Dong and Rosario-Ortiz, 2012; Fischer et al., 1985; Glover and RosarioOrtiz, 2013; E. Lee et al., 2013; Mostafa et al., 2014b; Mostafa and Rosario-Ortiz, 2013; Zepp et
al., 1977). These species can oxidize or reduce organic contaminants (Canonica et al., 2006;
2000; Wenk et al., 2015), inactivate pathogens (Jasper et al., 2013; Kadir and Nelson, 2014), and
are involved in carbon cycling in aquatic systems (Gao and Zepp, 1998). Although many studies
have examined the photochemical formation of RI, there are still unanswered questions
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regarding the underlying mechanisms. Some of these mechanisms and knowledge gaps are
reviewed below.
Equations 3.1-3.3 illustrate the formation of 3DOM* and 1O2.
DOM + hν → 1DOM*

Equation 3.1

k

1

isc
→ 3DOM*
DOM* ⎯⎯

3

⎯ 1O2 + DOM
DOM* + O2 ⎯→

Equation 3.2

Y

Equation 3.3

where kisc is the rate of intersystem crossing and Y is the yield of 1O2 from quenching of 3DOM*
by O2. Although the energy difference between 1O2 and its triplet ground state is only 94 kJ mol1

, only approximately 30-50% of the 3DOM* pool is thought to contribute to 1O2 formation

(Sharpless and Blough, 2014). It was shown that ~ 50% of 3DOM* derived from commercial and
isolated humic substances as well as natural water samples had energies of at least 250 kJ mol-1
(Zepp et al., 1985).
The formation of •OH from DOM photolysis is less well understood because typically used
probes can be oxidized by other, unknown photooxidants. Indeed, combined use of arene probe
compounds and methane has shown that DOM photolysis produces a combination of free •OH
and so-called low energy hydroxylators (McKay and Rosario-Ortiz, 2015; Page et al., 2011). The
exact identity of these latter species are unknown, but two possibilities are water-quinone
exciplexes (Gan et al., 2008) or DOM radicals (Sharpless and Blough, 2014). Furthermore, the
sources of free •OH in this system are not known. In both DOM isolates and natural waters, some
free •OH is attributable to the photo-Fenton reaction, but this can not account for all of it (Page et
al., 2011; Vermilyea and Voelker, 2009; White et al., 2003). Recent work suggests that hydroxy
aromatic acids may be important sources of free •OH from DOM photolysis (Sun et al., 2015).
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Various models have been proposed to explain the photophysical and photochemical
properties of DOM. One model that has received much attention in recent years is that of charge
transfer (CT) interactions, recently reviewed by Sharpless and Blough (2014) (Sharpless and
Blough, 2014). In this model, electron-rich donors (D groups) and electron-poor acceptors (A),
which are thought to be in close proximity within a DOM molecule, can interact in the ground or
excited state via partial or full transfer of an electron (from D to A) to form a CT state, (D+ / A ).
−

D and A groups are thought to result from the oxidation of lignin precursors, and model
compounds for typical D and A groups are hydroxylated/alkoxylated aromatics and aromatic
ketones/aldehydes or quinones, respectively. It is thought that presence of CT states provides: (i)
lower energy electronic transitions (excitation into CT states), thereby explaining the long
wavelength absorption of DOM (Del Vecchio and Blough, 2004; Ma et al., 2010); (ii) a
deactivation pathway for local singlet excited states (1DOM* → DOM•+/• ) (Boyle et al., 2009;
−

Del Vecchio and Blough, 2004; Ma et al., 2010), thereby explaining long wavelength
fluorescence at short excitation wavelengths; (iii) a relaxation pathway for local triplet excited
states (3DOM* → DOM•+/• ) (Parker et al., 2013). Two different notations will be used for CT
−

complexes in this paper: one is DOM•+/• and the other is (D+ / A ). Additional details regarding
−

−

CT are given in 8; also see references (Sharpless and Blough, 2014) and (Dalrymple et al., 2010;
Sharpless, 2012) for information on these two notations, respectively. Although additional
studies have indicated other physical bases for some of these processes (Latch and McNeill,
2006), there has yet to be a comprehensive model for DOM photophysics and photochemistry
proposed other than CT interactions. For example, in contrast to the CT model, it could be
assumed that DOM’s photochemical and photophysical behavior results from a superposition of
individual chromophores, where the behavior of the whole is the average of its components.
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Another important variable influencing DOM photophysics and photochemistry is the
molecular weight distribution of DOM molecules (Frimmel et al., 1987; E. Lee et al., 2013;
McKay et al., 2011; McKay and Rosario-Ortiz, 2015; Mostafa and Rosario-Ortiz, 2013; Richard
et al., 2004). DOM of lower molecular weight exhibits increased spectral slopes (S) (Boyle et al.,
2009; Mostafa et al., 2014a; Peuravuori and Pihlaja, 1997; Yacobi et al., 2003), E2/E3 values
(Abs250/Abs365) (Boyle et al., 2009; Mostafa and Rosario-Ortiz, 2013; Peuravuori and Pihlaja,
1997; Yacobi et al., 2003), and increased fluorescence, 1O2, 3DOM*, and •OH quantum yields (E.
Lee et al., 2013; Mostafa et al., 2014a; Mostafa and Rosario-Ortiz, 2013). S and E2/E3 are thus
thought of as surrogates for molecular weight and (indirectly) the prevalence of CT interactions.
Although the relationship between molecular weight and S or E2/E3 has been documented for
some time, the specific physical bases have not been firmly established. Based on a negative
correlation between S and average gel permeation chromatography retention time, Boyle et al.
(2009) suggested that higher molecular weight DOM has on average a greater number and
variety of CT interactions that are possible within the larger size ensemble (Boyle et al., 2009).
While conceptually possible, this idea is difficult to verify and assumes a consistent functional
group composition between molecular weight fractions, which may not be the case (Aeschbacher
et al., 2010; Richard et al., 2004). Indeed, the relationships between DOM optical properties,
photochemistry, and molecular weight are not completely understood. For example, it is
unknown whether size-fractionation, either by biological/photochemical (e.g. photobleaching) or
intentioned (e.g. SEC or ultrafiltration) means, produces samples of identical chemical
composition to that of the un-fractionated sample. This has been noted in previous studies (E.
Lee et al., 2013; Mostafa and Rosario-Ortiz, 2013) and an important knowledge gap remains.
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Therefore, we have studied the relationship between DOM molecular weight and its optical
and photochemical properties for both whole water samples (secondary-treated wastewaters and
a wastewater-impacted stream) as well as an isolated terrestrial fulvic acid from the Suwannee
River. A solar simulator was used to measure “environmental” quantum yields (for simplicity the
term quantum yield, Φ, will be used). Chemical (base modification and coagulation with alum)
and physical (size-fractionation using an ultrafiltration membrane) treatments were used to
examine the effect of molecular weight. Aliquots of the molecular weight fractions obtained by
ultrafiltration were chemically reduced with borohydride to decouple the effects of molecular
weight and carbon oxidation state. Base modification, coagulation, and ultrafiltration are shown
below to lower the average molecular weight of each DOM sample. This relates to the CT model
because lower molecular weight DOM molecules are hypothesized to be less able
(probabilistically) to form CT states. Reduction with borohydride affects DOM photophysics via
a distinctly different mechanism. Borohydride-reduction reduces carbonyl groups to alcohols
(R2C=O → R2CHOH), which decreases the number of A groups within DOM molecules. As a
result, the CT model would again predict that borohydride-treated DOM is less able to form CT
states.
Some of the data are interpreted in light of the CT model, but deficiencies in the ability of
this model to explain the data are discussed. In addition to providing new insight into the
photophysical and photochemical processes of DOM, the data presented here will be useful for
wastewater treatment systems employing lime softening (mimicked by base modification) or
coagulation in assessing the photochemical activity of discharged effluents.
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3.3. Materials and Methods
3.3.1

Samples

Suwannee River Fulvic Acid (SRFA, 1S101F) was purchased from the International Humic
Substances Society. Three secondary treated wastewaters were used: Boulder Wastewater
(BWW); Orange County Water District (OCWD), as produced by the Orange County Sanitation
District and used by OCWD as influent to an advanced wastewater recycling facility; and
Longmont (LM) wastewater. An additional sample was collected from Boulder Creek (BC) at
75th and Jay St. (Boulder, CO). Additional sample details are provided in Appendix A. Samples
were collected in pre-combusted (550 °C for 4 hours in a muffle furnace) amber glass bottles,
filtered with pre-combusted and rinsed (1 L Milli-Q water, 18 MΩ-cm) 0.7 µm GF/F filters, and
stored at 4 °C. Water quality data are presented in Table A.1. Sample pH adjustment when
indicated was performed with concentrated phosphoric acid or sodium hydroxide.
3.3.2

Experimental matrix

It should be made explicit at this point that all treatments were not performed on every
sample because of the inherent differences in the samples (isolates versus more complex natural
and anthropogenic sources). Two wastewaters (BWW and OCWD) and the wastewater-impacted
stream (BC) were subjected to base modification, one wastewater (LM) was subjected to
coagulation with alum, and SRFA was subjected to both ultrafiltration and reduction with
borohydride. There are a few reasons for this. First, we demonstrate that base modification,
coagulation with alum, and ultrafiltration all show results characteristic of high molecular weight
removal. Base modification and coagulation with alum both resulted in coagulation of organic
matter and ultrafiltration is a well-documented size fraction technique. Because the effects
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following each treatment were similar, we did not perform all size fractionation procedures on
each sample (e.g. coagulation of OCWD or SRFA). We chose to reduce only SRFA molecular
weight fractions with borohydride, and not wastewater samples, due to the complex background
matrix of inorganic constituents in wastewater. This choice seems justified based on the fact that
most of the papers reporting CT interactions in DOM use SRFA as an exemplar (Boyle et al.,
2009; Del Vecchio and Blough, 2004; Golanoski et al., 2012; Ma et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2012)
and that the results for SRFA appear to be general across DOM of different types and origins
(Ma et al., 2010; Sharpless, 2012).
3.3.3

Base modification and coagulation procedure

Two chemical size-fractionation procedures were used. The first was a base modification
process in which the pH of a 1 L aliquot was quickly (less than one minute) adjusted to 11.0 ±
0.2 and stirred for one hour at a constant rate, which resulted in formation of a gray precipitate.
After one hour, the solution was filtered and the solution pH was adjusted to 7.2. Non-basemodified samples were also adjusted to pH 7.2 to remove the effect of pH on measured optical
and photochemical properties. As shown in Table A.1, this process resulted in significant
coagulation of organic matter for wastewater samples (~ 13% and 10% reduction in DOC for
BWW and OCWD, respectively), but less for the wastewater-impacted river water (~ 3%
reduction in DOC). The minimal change in DOC, optical properties, and SEC chromatograms for
the BC sample that underwent minimal coagulation is taken as evidence that the structure of the
organic matter was unchanged after adjustment to pH 11.
Coagulation of LM wastewater with aluminum sulfate hexadecahydrate (alum)
(Al2(SO4)3•16H2O) was performed using a jar tester (Phipps & Bird) in 1 L volumes at doses of
0, 30, 60, 90, and 120 mg alum L-1. Following coagulant injection, samples were rapidly mixed
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(290 rpm for 1 minute), followed by two flocculation phases (10 minutes at 55 rpm and 10
minutes at 20 rpm), and a sedimentation period (30 to 60 minutes with no mixing). The
supernatant was filtered through 1.5 and 0.7 µm GF/F filters in series and adjusted to pH 7.2.
Chemical analyses, fluorescence measurements, and photochemical experiments were performed
within one week of coagulation.
3.3.4

Borohydride reduction procedure

SRFA was dissolved in 10 mM phosphate buffer at a concentration of 80 mg L-1 (43.2 mgC
L-1) by stirring overnight. After filtering, this solution was fractionated by passing the 80 mg L-1
solution through a 5-kDa membrane (Millipore, USA) to obtain a <5K (permeate) and >5K
(retentate) fraction. Aliquots pre-saturated with N2 (30 min.) were reduced with NaBH4 (30 mg
NaBH4 per mg DOM) under N2. NaBH4 was added over a period of 5 to 10 minutes and the
reaction mixture was stirred vigorously for 3 hours. The mixture was re-saturated with breathing
quality air (28% O2/72% N2, Airgas) after dilution with buffer to ~ 10 mgC L-1 and the solution
pH was adjusted to 3 and then re-adjusted to 7.2. The long reaction time as well as the absence of
hydrogen (H2) evolution after adjustment to acidic pH was taken as evidence of no residual
borohydride. Absorbance spectra of the reduced and native samples were monitored throughout
the course of study (Figure A.1) and did not change.
3.3.5

Analytical Methods

Dissolved organic carbon (DOC) content of filtered samples was measured after
acidification to pH < 2 with phosphoric acid with a TOC-VSCH (Shimadzu Corp.) analyzer using
a non-purgeable organic carbon method. The accuracy and precision of 1.4 and 3.0 mgC L-1
potassium hydrogen phthalate standards were within 5% throughout the course of this study.
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Nitrate (NO3 ) and nitrite (NO2 ) were analyzed by the Laboratory for Environmental and
−

−

Geological Sciences (LEGS) at CU Boulder using ion chromatography. Total iron was measured
by LEGS using atomic emission spectroscopy (AES), with a reported detection limit of 0.002
ppm. Absorbance was measured in triplicate with a Cary Bio 100 (Agilent Technologies, CA)
from 200-800 nm in a 1 or 5 cm quartz cuvette and baseline corrected to deionized water.
Fluorescence was measured in triplicate on a Fluoromax-4 (Horiba) with excitation wavelengths
ranging from 240 to 550 nm in 10 nm increments and emission scans collected from 300 to 700
nm in 2 nm increments (Cawley et al., 2015). The bandpass for both excitation and emission
monochromators was 5 nm and the integration time was 0.25 s. Raw fluorescence data were
corrected using the method of Murphy et al. (2010) (Murphy et al., 2010) and quantum yields
were calculated by using quinine sulfate as a reference standard following the method of Cawley
et al. (2015) (Cawley et al., 2015). In many cases, samples were diluted for fluorescence
measurements such that the maximum emission intensity was less than 2 × 106 counts per second
to avoid detector saturation. Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) was performed using
previously described methods (Dong et al., 2010).
3.3.6

Photochemical measurements.

Data shown in figures and tables represents an average of at least duplicate irradiations and
error bars represent two standard deviations (s). Samples were irradiated using an Oriel 94041A
Solar Simulator (Newport Corp.) with an AM 1.5 filter in clear, borosilicate glass vials laid flat
in a water-jacketed petri dish that was cooled with a chiller to 20 ± 2 °C. Lamp spectra were
measured with an Ocean Optics USB 2000 spectroradiometer. Probe compounds used for the
detection of RI have been described previously and details are provided in Appendix A. A lamp
spectrum and description of the polychromatic quantum yield calculation is also described in
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Appendix A (Figure A.2). Polychromatic quantum yields are denoted from this point on as Φf,
Φ1O2, and ΦOH for fluorescence, 1O2, and •OH, respectively, while fTMP represents the TMP
degradation efficiency (at [TMP]0 = 5 µM).
3.4. Results
3.4.1

DOM size characterization.

SEC data is plotted in Figure A.3 to Figure A.5. The data generally show results consistent
with a decrease in apparent molecular weight upon base modification, coagulation, and
ultrafiltration (average retention times given in Table A.2). Coagulation and ultrafiltration have
previously been shown to remove high molecular weight molecules from DOM (Korshin et al.,
2009; Thurman et al., 1982). It is important to note that E2/E3 values, which have a negative
correlation with molecular size, increased as a result of each of these treatments, which
corroborates the SEC measurements.
A critical assumption in the use of borohydride is that neither borohydride nor OH ions
−

from the high pH it causes induces reactions involving esters (e.g. hydrolysis), which would
result in lower molecular weight compounds. SEC was used to test for this and the data for each
fraction pre- and post-reduction are shown in Figure A.5. Although a peak at a retention time of
~ 45 minutes appears in all reduced samples, there is essentially no change in average retention
time and thus borohydride reduction can be considered, at a first approximation, as a means to
examine the effect of oxidation state independent of molecular weight (see 8 for additional
discussion).
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3.4.2

Optical changes following phsysicochemical treatments.

Base modification, coagulation, and ultrafiltration all caused changes in absorption that have
been attributed to removal of high molecular weight DOM (see E2/E3 values in Table 3.1).
Figure 3.1 shows the molar absorptivity (units of MC-1 cm-1) and fraction molar absorptivity
remaining for samples subjected to each of these treatments (see also Figure A.6 and Figure
A.7). All samples exhibited a preferential decrease in molar absorptivity with increasing
wavelength into the visible region of the spectrum, as does borohydride-treated SRFA (Figure
3.2 and (Ma et al., 2010)). The ratio of reduced to native molar absorptivity decreases
systematically for each molecular weight fraction to ~ 450 nm, with varying behavior at longer
wavelengths. Molar absorptivity is used because of varying carbon concentrations across
samples.
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Figure 3.1. Carbon-based molar absorptivities plotted from 254 to 600 nm for for wastewater
samples and size-fractionated SRFA. (Right panels) Fraction of remaining absorptivity based on
data in left panels. Absorbance scans collected with a 1 cm pathlength. [DOC] ~ 5-10 mg L-1.
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Figure 3.2. Carbon-based molar absorptivities for SRFA plotted from 254 to 600 nm for SRFA
<5K, unfractionated, and >5K before and after reduction with sodium borohydride. (Right
panels) Fractional absorptivity remaining based on data in left panels. Dashed line represents
local fa,min and λmin as described in text (fa,min, λmin): SRFA >5K (0.389, 452 nm), SRFA (0.485,
432 nm), SRFA <5K (0.620, 442 nm). Absorbance scans collected with a 5 cm path length.
[DOC] ~ 10 mg L-1.
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Φf as a function of excitation wavelength for LM wastewater and SRFA is shown in and
Figure 3.3, respectively. Maximum Φf values and their corresponding excitation wavelengths
(λmax) are listed in Table 3.1. Apparent quantum yields for all samples in this study.. Similar to
previous studies, Φf was increased by removal of high molecular weight DOM by
coagulation(Korak, 2014) and ultrafiltration (M.-H. Lee and Hur, 2013; Mostafa et al., 2014a) as
well as by reduction with borohydride (Ma et al., 2010). λmax did not change for SRFA after
reduction with borohydride (except by + 70 nm for the >5K fraction). Reduction resulted in a
significant increase in Φf for all samples. A greater relative difference is observed with
increasing molecular weight, but a greater absolute difference is seen with decreasing molecular
weight (see Table A.3). Finally, the maximum Φf for SRFA is in good agreement with the data
reported in Ma et al. (2010) (Ma et al., 2010).
There are clear differences between wastewater and SRFA samples regarding the Φf-λmax
relationship. Figure A.8 and Figure 3.3 show that Φf varies more strongly with excitation
wavelength for LM wastewater than for SRFA (regardless of molecular weight fraction or
carbon oxidation state). This is not just a scaling issue; the ratio of max to min Φf is consistently
~ 3 for LM wastewater and less than ~ 2 for SRFA. Also, λmax is ~ 20 nm shorter for LM
wastewater than SRFA. Whole water EfOM samples (and their corresponding fluorescence
properties) are much more heterogeneous than the SRFA isolate (Henderson et al., 2009). In
previous work, fluorescence properties of EfOM have been explained in part by individual
fluorophores as opposed to the CT model (Mostafa et al., 2014a).
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Figure 3.3. Apparent fluorescence quantum yields for native and borohydride reduced SRFA
molecular weight fractions. [DOC] ~ 4 mg L-1.
3.4.3

Changes in RI quantum yields following phsysicochemical treatments.
Φ1O2, fTMP, and ΦOH were measured for each of the samples described in this study (Table

Table 3.1).
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Table 3.1. Apparent quantum yields for all samples in this study.
Fluorescence
Sample
BC
BC
BWW
BWW
OCWD
OCWD
LM
LM
LM
LM
LM
SRFA <5K
SRFA <5K
SRFA
SRFA
SRFA >5K
SRFA >5K

Treatment
none
pH adjustment
none
pH adjustment
none
pH adjustment
none
30 mg alum/L
60 mg alum/L
90 mg alum/L
120 mg alum/L
fractionation
fractionation and reduction
fractionation
fractionation and reduction
fractionation
fractionation and reduction

E2/E3
5.56
5.61
5.25
5.79
5.01
5.14
4.59
4.88
5.21
5.37
5.51
5.46
7.37
4.73
6.36
4.57
6.33

λ max
380
380
370
380
360
370
360
370
370
370
370
390
390
390
390
410
340

Reactive Intermediates
fTMP (M -1)

Φ ΟΗ × 10 5
0.0570 ± 0.0024 0.0365 ± 0.015 88.9 ± 7.8 0.98 ± 0.05
0.0579 ± 0.0044 0.0382 ± 0.001 81.4 ± 1.2 1.00 ± 0.50
0.0211 ± 0.0012 0.0277 ± 0.005 37.1 ± 3.8 3.97 ± 0.74
0.0270 ± 0.0032 0.0358 ± 0.007 69.2 ± 2.6 4.81 ± 0.74
0.0251 ± 0.0018 0.0261 ± 0.001 118.9 ± 0.2 26.28 ± 2.07
0.0295 ± 0.0012 0.0371 ± 0.005 136.4 ± 37.5 35.37 ± 0.74
0.0285 ± 0.0012 0.0236 ± 0.003 23.0 ± 2.7 6.13 ± 0.95
0.0330 ± 0.0016 0.0278 ± 0.002 28.7 ± 2.8 7.02 ± 0.45
0.0396 ± 0.0018 0.0300 ± 0.004 49.0 ± 4.2 8.25 ± 0.81
0.0428 ± 0.0022 0.0352 ± 0.004 66.3 ± 1.8 9.22 ± 0.66
0.0456 ± 0.0022 0.0363 ± 0.001 79.1 ± 2.7 10.85 ± 0.49
0.0176 ± 0.001 0.0298 ± 0.004 40.7 ± 4.7 1.71 ± 0.50
0.0321 ± 0.0022 0.0256 ± 0.000 30.1 ± 0.2 2.85 ± 0.74
0.0095 ± 0.0004 0.0181 ± 0.001 25.7 ± 1.2 1.58 ± 0.07
0.0204 ± 0.001 0.0164 ± 0.000 25.0 ± 0.7 2.02 ± 0.43
0.0071 ± 0.0006 0.0154 ± 0.001 21.5 ± 2.5 1.10 ± 0.37
0.0160 ± 0.0014 0.0152 ± 0.001 17.1 ± 1.6 1.91 ± 0.45
Φf

Φ 1Ο2

The ΦOH values here represent a combination of free •OH and low energy hydroxylators
because benzene may also be oxidized by the latter species (McKay and Rosario-Ortiz, 2015)
Table 3.1 shows RI quantum yields for BWW, OCWD, and BC pre- and post-base modification
and demonstrates an increase in Φ1O2, fTMP, and ΦOH for BWW and OCWD, but not BC. Figure
3.4 shows RI quantum yields for coagulated LM wastewater plotted versus coagulant dose (note
that greater coagulant doses resulted in increased E2/E3). Φ1O2, fTMP, and ΦOH increased
systematically as a result of all water treatment processes. These results are consistent with
previous reports, which demonstrate similar changes in RI quantum yields with changes in DOM
molecular weight obtained by different processes (e.g. gel electrophoresis, ultrafiltration) as well
as changes in E2/E3 for non (size) fractionated samples and DOM isolates (Bodhipaksha et al.,
2015; E. Lee et al., 2013; Mostafa et al., 2014a; Richard et al., 2004).
In an attempt to decouple the effect of molecular weight and carbon oxidation state on RI
quantum yields, Φ1O2, fTMP, and ΦOH for SRFA molecular weight fractions before and after
reduction with sodium borohydride were measured (Table 3.1). Previous studies have examined
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the effect of borohydride reduction on Φ1O2 and fTMP for DOM isolates that have not undergone
size fractionation (Golanoski et al., 2012; Sharpless, 2012; Zhang et al., 2012). Similar to
Sharpless (2012), we saw no significant change in Φ1O2 for bulk SRFA (Sharpless, 2012).
However, there was a significant (one-tailed t-test, α = 5%) decrease for SRFA <5K. This result
was paralleled by fTMP values except that there was also a significant difference for the >5K
fraction. A significant (one-tailed t-test, α = 5%) increase in ΦOH was observed for each
molecular weight fraction after borohydride reduction.
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Figure 3.4. Apparent quantum yields for 1O2, •OH, fluorescence, and TMP degradation
efficiencies for LM wastewater pre- and post-coagulation with Alum. Data points are averages of
duplicate runs and error bars represent two standard deviations.
3.5. Discussion
The following discussion seeks to interpret the observed results in light of the different
models (i.e. superposition of chromophores, CT) that could be used when studying the
photophysics and photochemistry of DOM.
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3.5.1

Absorbance and fluorescence spectroscopy.

The presence and preferential relative removal of long wavelength absorption in this study
and others seems to provide evidence for the CT model. This is because the types of
chromophores necessary for these low-energy transitions (characteristic of very conjugated π
systems) are likely nonexistent or exist at low concentrations within DOM. As a result, the
transitions are assigned to excitation into CT states, which would also have high extinction
coefficients (Del Vecchio and Blough, 2004; Ma et al., 2010; Sharpless and Blough, 2014). This
preferential removal of long wavelength absorption was observed for wastewater samples
undergoing base modification and coagulation (Figure 3.1) and SRFA following ultrafiltration
and borohydride reduction (Figure 3.2). In the CT model, a reasonable quantitative measure for
the proportion of CT interactions is the minimum value of fractional absorptivity remaining
following borohydride reduction, fa,min, which can be defined as
f a,min =

ε red
ε nat

λmin

Equation

3.4

where λmin is defined as
d(ε red / ε nat )
dλ

=0
λmin

Equation 3.5

A lesser fa,min indicates more CT removal while a greater fa,min indicates less CT removal.
Because of the varying behavior at λ > 450 nm, a local fa,min was calculated. As shown in Figure
3.2, the effect of reduction was more pronounced in higher molecular weight fractions, exhibited
by a decreasing fa,min with increasing molecular weight. Absorbance data were collected with a 5
cm pathlength for this analysis and the absorbance was always greater than the quantitation limit
(average of water blank + 10s ≃ 0.0013) at wavelengths shorter than 700 nm. The reduction
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procedure was repeated on a different size-fractionated SRFA solution (Figure A.9) with similar
qualitative results. Other potential metrics to quantify CT loss are provided in Appendix A
(Table A.3, Figure A.10).
DOM optical properties do not generally depend on concentration, so CT contacts are
assumed to be intramolecular (Summers et al., 1987); however, the ability of DOM molecules to
form these associations based on known DOM molecular weights has not been discussed. An
analysis based on SRFA molecular weight and

13

C-NMR estimation of functional groups is

presented in 8. This analysis indicates that for multiple CT contacts to exist in SRFA (based on
the number of A groups) esters and carboxylic acids must be able to act as A groups. The
prevailing CT model states that only ketone or aldehyde carbonyl groups are acceptors
(Sharpless and Blough, 2014). It is thus noteworthy that borohydride is usually not able to reduce
esters and carboxylic acids.
The percent change in maximum Φf for reduced SRFA increased with increasing molecular
weight fraction. This result is consistent with the idea that there are fewer CT interactions in the
<5K fraction because 1DOM* inactivation into CT bands would be in competition with
fluorescence. However, one issue that should be noted is that Φf values for each fraction are
relatively constant with excitation wavelength, especially for excitation wavelengths > 350 nm,
before and after borohydride-reduction (see Figure 3.3 contrasted to (Ma et al., 2010)). It would
thus seem that DOM fluorescence is obeying Kasha’s rule (Φf independent of excitation
wavelength), in contrast to that described by the CT model (Del Vecchio and Blough, 2004).
While excitation into CT bands and subsequent charge-recombination-induced luminescence can
occur at these longer excitation wavelengths, it is unlikely that the process would occur with
similar efficiency as fluorescence at shorter wavelengths. This is a subject for future research.
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As noted above, the explanation put forth by Boyle et al. (2009) (Boyle et al., 2009) that
fewer and less varied CT interactions are possible in low molecular weight DOM is conceptually
sound but lacks experimental support. The fa,min values and percent increase in maximum Φf (see
Table A.3 for values) following borohydride reduction of the SRFA molecular weight fractions
reported here strongly support this conclusion.
3.5.2

Change in RI quantum yields following physicochemical treatments.
The trend of increasing Φ1O2, fTMP, and ΦOH with decreasing molecular weight is consistent

with other reports in the literature (Dalrymple et al., 2010; E. Lee et al., 2013; Mostafa et al.,
2014a; Mostafa and Rosario-Ortiz, 2013; Richard et al., 2004). This study shows for the first
time that these effects occur following two commonly used water treatment processes – base
modification (to mimic lime softening) and coagulation. Based on the consistent increase in SEC
retention time and increase in E2/E3 values following these treatments, it is thought that the
physical basis for the increase in RI quantum yields observed here is strongly linked to decreases
in molecular weight. However, we note that in the case of coagulation with alum, the potential
effect of Al-DOM complexes on the photophysics and photochemistry cannot be ruled out
(although the residual Al concentrations were < 0.03 mg/L, see Table A.1). Additional
discussion is provided in Appendix A.
The experiments involving reduction of SRFA size fractions represent an attempt to
decouple the effects of molecular weight and CT interactions on DOM’s optical and
photochemical properties. There are two important results from photochemical studies of these
samples: (i) that Φ1O2 decreased following borohydride reduction only for SRFA < 5K and (ii)
that ΦOH increased following borohydride reduction for all molecular weight fractions. Under the
CT model, D and A groups can form CT interactions in either the ground or excited electronic
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state, which would lessen the ability of these moieties to act independently. Similar to the model
of Blough and Sharpless (Dalrymple et al., 2010; Del Vecchio and Blough, 2004; Sharpless,
2012; Sharpless et al., 2014) we propose that three distinct pools of chromophores best describe
the photophysics and photochemistry of DOM: D groups, A groups, and CT groups. D and A
groups can exist in close proximity within DOM molecules, but have the ability to absorb light
and lead to (productive) photochemical reactions. CT groups are those coupled D and A groups
that have either ground or excited state CT character and their excitation does not lead to
photochemical reactions that generate RI. CT character is defined as the contribution of the noCT-state and CT-state wavefunctions to the ground and excited state complexes (see 8 for
additional discussion) (Mulliken, 1952).
Considering the results for Φ1O2, fewer potential CT interactions as the result of decreased
molecular weight or reduction would decrease the rate of Equation 3.6 and Equation 3.7 and
increase the rate of Equation 3.8 through Equation 3.10.
1

(D + A) + hv → 1(D+ / A )

direct excitation into CT states

Equation 3.6

1

(D* + A) → 1(D+ / A )

decay into CT states

Equation 3.7

1

(D + A) + hv → 1(D* + A)

1

1

−

−

excitation of local donors

Equation 3.8

(D* + A) → 1(D + A*)

energy transfer between D and A

Equation 3.9

(D + A*) → 3(D + A*) + O2

→ 1 O2
intersystem crossing and quenching by O2

Equation 3.10

A possible explanation for the decrease in Φ1O2 and fTMP for the <5K fraction after reduction is
derived from the result that lower molecular weight DOM has, on average, a fewer number of
CT interactions. With this in mind, a reasonable hypothesis is that any non-reduced A groups are
less conformationally able to couple to D groups either in the ground or excited state, decreasing
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the proportion of light absorbed by CT groups in the reduced < 5K sample. Another possibility,
though also speculative, is that reduction of ketones and aldehydes to alcohols via borohydride
increases the ability of 1O2 to diffuse from the hydrophobic DOM core, which would result in a
greater observed Φ1O2 (as measured by the aqueous-phase probe compound FFA) (Latch and
McNeill, 2006). This change in three-dimensional configuration could occur, for example, due to
increased hydrogen bonding between water and newly formed hydroxyl groups.
It is interesting that borohydride reduction increases ΦOH regardless of molecular weight
fraction. That the behavior of •OH is distinct from that of 1O2 and 3DOM* following borohydride
reduction is similar to behavior observed for the quenching of these RI by halides (Glover and
Rosario-Ortiz, 2013). In this instance, ΦOH increased with increased halide concentrations,
whereas Φ1O2 and fTMP decreased, indicating different precursors. In addition, the consistent
increase in ΦOH suggests that reduction of O2 or H2O2 by CT states (DOM•+/• + O2/H2O2 → •OH)
−

is an insignificant source of •OH (Sharpless and Blough, 2014). A likely reason for this
observation is that hydroxyaromatic acids (potential D groups) are significant sources of free
•

OH, as was recently reported (Sun et al., 2015). Reduction of carbonyl-containing A groups

would allow D groups, which are not reducible by borohydride, to be excited into local excited
states as opposed to CT bands, increasing the rate of 1(*D + A) formation. Furthermore, the
correlation between Φf and ΦOH (Figure 3.5) suggests that either 1DOM* is a precursor to •OH or
that its deactivation into CT states is in competition with decay into •OH precursors, for example,
DOM radicals (Equation 3.11 through Equation 3.14).
1

DOM* → R• + DOM•

Equation 3.11

1

DOM* → 3DOM* → R• + DOM•

Equation 3.12

R• →→ •OH

Equation 3.13
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DOM• →→ •OH

Equation 3.14

Figure 3.5. Correlation between •OH and maximum fluorescence quantum yields. Data are a
combination of SRFA molecular weight fractions before and after reduction with borohydride
and LM wastewater at each coagulation dose. See Table 1 for max fluorescence quantum yields
and the wavelengths at which they occur.
Excitation into CT bands would also compete with photoionization and subsequent reaction
of DOM•+ with water, a potential (although speculative) source of •OH (Equation 3.15 through
Equation 3.17).
DOM + hν → DOM+• + e

Equation 3.15

DOM+• + H2O → [DOM−OH2]+•

Equation 3.16

[DOM−OH2]+• → DOM + H+ + •OH

Equation 3.17

−

Reduction of A groups by borohydride would decrease the rate of reaction 6 and thus increase
the rate of Equation 3.15 through Equation 3.17. 1DOM* is not directly responsible for •OH
production as its lifetime is too short (Turro et al., 2012). Therefore, it seems that that a dominant
control on ΦOH is the ability of D groups to act as independent chromophores. Additional
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evidence for involvement of DOM radicals and radical cations comes from the fact that apparent
activation energies for •OH production from DOM photolysis are on the order of ~ 15 to 30 kJ
mol-1 (McKay and Rosario-Ortiz, 2015), which are typical of radical reactions (Buxton et al.,
1988). Importantly, the results presented in Figure 3.4 and Table 3.1 demonstrate that decreasing
molecular weight and chemical reduction work in concert to produce greater ΦOH.
3.6. Environmental Implications
The results presented here have significant consequences on the photochemical processes
occurring in natural and engineered aquatic systems. This is clearly demonstrated by the increase
in Φ1O2, fTMP, and ΦOH after applying two commonly used water treatment technologies (base
modification to mimic lime softening and coagulation). Receiving water bodies heavily impacted
by wastewater undergoing these treatment processes could expect greater RI steady state
concentrations and potentially increased contaminant removal, although other factors such as
changes in light absorption and scavenging of RI by DOM would need to be considered.
Another finding of this research is that the correlations between RI quantum yields and
E2/E3 (Figure A.11) may be more sample specific than previously demonstrated (Dalrymple et
al., 2010; Mostafa and Rosario-Ortiz, 2013; Peterson et al., 2012; Sharpless et al., 2014). Other
studies have reached this conclusion. In particular, Sharpless et al. (2014) observed different
dependencies (slopes) between Φ1O2 and E2/E3 for photo-oxidized humic substances of varying
origin (Sharpless et al., 2014) compared to previous reports (Dalrymple et al., 2010; Mostafa and
Rosario-Ortiz, 2013; Peterson et al., 2012). An earlier study by Peterson et al. (2012) showed
that this same relationship for water samples collected over a multi-year timeframe from Lake
Superior was weaker than that observed by Dalrymple et al. (2010) (again, in terms of the linear
regression slope) (Peterson et al., 2012). One contrasting point, however, is that Mostafa and
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Rosario-Ortiz observed a relationship between Φ1O2 and E2/E3 for wastewater samples between
that of Peterson et al. and Dalrymple et al. (slope of 0.72 vs. 0.61 and 0.87). The correlations
between Φ1O2 and E2/E3 observed in this study as well as those just mentioned are summarized
in Table A.5.
Considering the current study, although physical and chemical treatments applied to these
samples caused systematic changes in fluorescence and RI quantum yields that correlated in
expected ways with E2/E3, these correlations did not hold across all samples and all treatments,
exemplified by Figure A.11and Table A.5. While E2/E3 may be a useful surrogate for assessing
DOM molecular weight and predicting RI quantum yields, this relationship is highly specific on
the sample type and treatment. An additional aspect relating to our study in the context of water
treatment applications is that coagulated or base modified wastewater and borohydride-treated
SRFA are not best characterized as natural samples. Of all the RI shown in Figure A.11, Φ1O2
correlates the best with E2/E3. Finally, linear regression of Φ1O2 to E2/E3 for the samples in our
study, besides reduced SRFA (which could be considered the least natural sample) yields a
relationship of Φ1O2 (%) = 1.59×E2/E3 − 5.29 (R2 = 0.733, slope p < 0.0001, intercept p < 0.01).
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4. The Case Against Charge Transfer Interactions in Dissolved Organic
Matter Photophysics
This chapter is currently under review as McKay, G.; Korak, J.A.; Erickson, P.R.; Latch, D.A.; McNeill, K.;
Roasrio-Ortiz, F.L. The Case Against Charge Transfer Interactions in Dissolved Organic Matter Photphysics.
Environmental Science & Technology. 2017.

4.1. Abstract
The optical properties of dissolved organic matter influence chemical and biological
processes in all aquatic ecosystems. Organic matter optical properties have been attributed to a
charge-transfer model in which donor-acceptor complexes play a primary role. This model was
evaluated by measuring the absorbance and fluorescence response of organic matter isolates to
perturbations in solvent temperature, viscosity, and polarity, which affect the position and
intensity of spectra for known donor-acceptor complexes of organic molecules. Absorbance and
fluorescence spectral shape were unaffected by these perturbations, indicating that the
distribution of absorbing and emitting species was unchanged. These results call into question
the wide applicability of the charge-transfer model for explaining organic matter optical
properties and suggest that future research should explore other models for organic matter
photophysics.
4.2. Introduction
Organic matter, the complex mixture of organic compounds present in terrestrial and aquatic
ecosystems, is an active component of the global carbon cycle (Cory et al., 2014; Opsahl and
Benner, 1997). Organic matter in aquatic systems is derived from allochthonous sources, such as
the leaching of plant material and soil organic matter, as well as autochthonous sources, such as
microbial exudates and other cellular components (Thurman, 1985) Dissolved organic matter
(DOM), constitutes the fraction of organic matter dissolved in aquatic systems and is ubiquitous
in inland and marine waters.(Thurman, 1985) The variety of organic matter sources and
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environmental transformation mechanisms results in a diverse collection of chemical
functionalities that consequently play significant roles in aquatic systems. The importance of
DOM has led to the development of a suite of characterization methods to understand both its
chemistry and function in the environment (Aiken et al., 1992; Chin et al., 1994; McKnight et al.,
2001; Ritchie and Perdue, 2003; Stenson et al., 2003). DOM also has important public health
implications due to the formation of toxic disinfection byproducts in drinking water (Rook,
1977).
Chromophoric DOM (CDOM) is the light-absorbing fraction of DOM and is the main
absorber of sunlight in aquatic systems (Bricaud et al., 1981; Ghassemi and Christman, 1968;
Zepp and Cline, 1977), thus influencing the dynamics of photosynthetic organisms in these
environments. An abundance of evidence suggests that aromatic, phenolic, and carbonylcontaining groups are the main chromophoric units in CDOM (Sharpless and Blough, 2014).
CDOM absorbance spectra are characterized by an exponential decrease in absorbance with
increasing wavelength. CDOM fluorescence is characterized by significant Stokes shifts and
relatively small fluorescence quantum yields (Φf) that exhibit a maximum Φf of approximately 13% at an excitation wavelength (λex) of ~350 nm and decrease monotonically with increasing λex
(Del Vecchio and Blough, 2004). CDOM absorbance and fluorescence have been used remotely,
in situ, and in whole water samples to track organic matter concentration, composition, and
dynamics at varying spatial and temporal scales (Brezonik et al., 2015; Coble et al., 1990;
Peterson et al., 2012). In addition, CDOM photophysical properties influence many processes in
aquatic photochemistry, including the fate of environmental contaminants (Vione et al., 2014)
and the oxidation and mineralization of organic matter (Cory et al., 2014).
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Despite its importance, the photophysics of CDOM optical properties is not fully
understood, due in part to the complexity of CDOM and its structural variability. Two models
have been applied to CDOM. The first states that observed CDOM optical properties are a
superposition of non-interacting chromophores ( a(λ ) = ∑ i=1 ai (λ ) ; where ai is absorbance).
N

Alternatively, an interaction model has been proposed in which electron rich donors (D)
associate with electron poor acceptors (A) to form complexes capable of undergoing chargetransfer excitation (D + A ⇌ DA + hν → [D+A–]*).(Del Vecchio and Blough, 2004; Sharpless
and Blough, 2014) This model states that CDOM optical properties include contributions from
individual chromophores in addition to DA complexes ( a(λ ) = ∑ i=1 ai (λ ) + ∑ i
N

N

∑

N

a (λ ) where

j≠i i , j

ai,j refers to absorbance due to interacting chromophores).
Many studies have adopted the charge-transfer (CT) model as a broad framework for
interpreting CDOM optical properties and photochemistry in aquatic systems (Dalrymple et al.,
2010; Maizel and Remucal, 2017; Sharpless et al., 2014; Sharpless and Blough, 2014). The CT
model has also been applied to organic matter sources other than aquatic CDOM, including soil
(Sharpless et al., 2014) and atmospheric (Phillips and Smith, 2014) systems. The humic and
fulvic acid fractions of soil organic matter are typically more aromatic and higher in molecular
weight than their aquatic counterparts, which according to the CT model, explains their more
intense color. Recent studies of atmospheric systems containing so-called brown carbon, a
mixture of compounds resulting from biomass burning that has important implications in
radiative forcing, have suggested that CT interactions may play a role (Laskin et al., 2015; Lin et
al., 2016; Phillips and Smith, 2014). Some atmospheric studies have drawn verbatim from the
CT model developed for aquatic CDOM, arguing that brown carbon optical properties are
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completely explained by CT interactions (Phillips et al., 2017; Phillips and Smith, 2015; 2014).
Taken together, it is not well understood whether the similarities in optical properties observed
between these different pools of organic matter can be explained by the CT model or by the
superposition model, especially because of the known differences in structure between aquatic
CDOM and these other organic matter sources.
4.3. Testing the Working CT Model
Some of the key aspects of the CT model are shown in Figure 1. There are three possible
arrangements of D and A groups that show CT behavior. First, D and A groups may be
independent molecules that associate to form a ground state intermolecular DA complex with a
characteristic CT absorbance (Figure 4.1). Examples of this type include complexes between
acceptors, such as electron-poor quinones (e.g., chloranil) or alkenes (e.g., tetracyanoethylene),
and electron-rich aromatics (e.g., hexamethylbenzene) or amines (Rathore et al., 1997). Second,
D and A groups may be tethered, but are otherwise electronically independent, non-conjugated
moieties, such as in naphthalene-pyridinium or porphyrin-quinone systems (Figure 4.1b) (Le et
al., 2000; Mori and Inoue, 2005; Siemiarczuk et al., 1983). These groups could form
intramolecular DA complexes that exist in equilibrium with their respective D and A groups.
Finally, the D and A moieties may be linked as interacting, conjugated groups, such as p-cyanoN,N-dialkylanilines (Grabowski et al., 2003) or pyridinium N-phenolate betaine dyes (Figure
4.1c) (Machado et al., 2014). Fluorescence can occur from each of these CT excited states, which
could form as a result of excited state electron or proton transfer from a local excited (LE) state
D or A moiety.
Each of these arrangements has an expected sensitivity to solvent conditions, including
temperature, solvent polarity, and solvent viscosity, which can be used to test for the presence of
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these complexes. In fact, a common test for the presence of CT states is the role of solvent
polarity on the observed position and intensity of spectral transitions.(Foster, 1969)

Figure 4.1. Scheme depicting the possible photophysical processes of CDOM, including local
excited (LE) states and charge-transfer (CT) interactions and the expected effects of temperature,
solvent polarity, and viscosity on CDOM absorption (a-c) and fluorescence (d-f). Scenarios are
depicted for independent D and A molecules (a, d), covalently tethered D and A (b, e) and
conjugated D and A moieties (c, f). Only some of the critical dependencies are indicated. For
example, the wavelength of fluorescence (hνF,CT) is dependent on solvent viscosity due to dipole
reorientation effects.(Lakowicz, 1999) Note also that temperature also perturbs solvent viscosity
and solvent polarity and is thus expected to have effects beyond DA complex equilibrium
position.
To investigate the CT model for CDOM photophysics, a diverse set of organic matter
isolates was examined, including isolates from soil (ESHA, PPHA, PPFA), terrestrial aquatic
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(SRFA, NRFA, SRHA, SRNOM, MRNOM, NRNOM, YHPOA), and microbial/marine (PLFA,
GMHPOA, POFA) sources. (Appendix B provides additional details on sources and isolation
procedures.) With respect to the soil isolates, we note that it is common practice to extract soil
organic matter into aqueous solution to characterize its optical properties using similar
approaches as aquatic organic matter. Optical properties (absorbance and fluorescence spectra;
fluorescence quantum yields) were measured as a function of temperature (-10–70 °C), solvent
viscosity (0.38–1.31 cP), and solvent polarity (dielectric constant, 8–80). This paper compares
the results obtained following these perturbations with the hypotheses shown in Figure 4.1
developed for well-defined DA complexes of organic molecules (Foster, 1969), thus providing a
direct assessment of the CT model’s ability to explain CDOM optical properties.
4.4. Materials and Methods
4.4.1

Experimental Matrix.

Thirteen DOM isolates were studied (see Table B.2 for a list of sample names and sources).
Absorbance spectra of all isolates were measured on a Cary Bio 100 UV-VIS spectrophotometer
(Agilent). Fluorescence spectra were measured for all thirteen isolates using an Aqualog
spectrofluorometer (Horiba Scientific) in H2O, ACN, and THF. Temperature-dependent
absorbance and fluorescence spectra were measured on a subset (n=10) of these samples using a
Fluoromax-4 spectrofluorometer (Horiba Scientific), and absorbance and fluorescence spectra at
varying temperature/glycerol combinations were measured on a subset (n=4) of these samples on
the Fluoromax-4.
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4.4.2

Preparation of solutions.

Aqueous stock solutions (~ 100-300 mg isolate L-1) were prepared by dissolving isolates in
lab grade water and adjusting to pH 7.0 using 0.1 M NaOH. Samples were maintained at this pH
for two days, after which they were filtered through 0.7 µm glass fiber filters (muffled at 500 ºC
for 4 hr). These stocks were used to prepare dilute solutions in H2O, ACN, and THF for
absorbance and fluorescence measurements. For aqueous solutions, a target concentration of ~ 4
mgC L-1 was used. For organic solvent-based solutions, a standard dilution factor was applied
across all isolates (%v/v = 95/5 organic/water). Spectroscopic grade glycerol was used to alter
the viscosity during some experiments; the exact volume percent of glycerol was determined
using its density. All solutions were well mixed prior to analysis. For temperature-dependent
studies, samples were prepared in 10 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7.2. Control experiments
indicated no difference in absorbance or fluorescence spectra between buffered and unbuffered
solutions. Once prepared, samples were stored in muffled, amber glass bottles at 4°C.
Dissolved organic carbon (DOC) concentrations of stock solutions (diluted from ~ 100300 mg L-1 to ~ 1-4 mgC L-1) and aqueous dilutions were measured using a total organic carbon
analyzer (M5310C, Sievers) that utilizes UV-persulfate oxidation. Potassium hydrogen phthalate
was used as a QA/QC standard. DOC concentrations measured on the aqueous dilutions were
used to calculate molar extinction coefficients for these samples on a molar carbon basis,
whereas molar extinction coefficients for organic solvent-based measurements were calculated
using DOC concentrations determined for stock solutions and known dilution factor.
4.4.3

Data collection and processing.

Absorbance spectra were collected on a Cary-100 Bio UV-Vis spectrophotometer from 800200 nm and baseline corrected to the appropriate solvent. Fluorescence spectra were collected on
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the Fluoromax-4 spectrofluorometer at excitation wavelengths from 240-550 nm. Emission
intensity was collected from 300-800 nm using a 0.25 s integration time and a 5 nm bandpass for
both excitation and emission monochromators. Fluorescence spectra were collected on the
Aqualog spectrofluorometer at excitation wavelengths from 240-600 nm and a bandpass of 5 nm.
Emission intensity for this instrument was collected using a charge-coupled device (CCD) at
4.64 nm/pixel leading to an emission scan range of 245 to 824 nm. Integration times varied
depending on sample but did not exceed 10 s. Fluorescence intensity for both instruments was
collected in signal over reference (S/R) mode. Fluorescence data were corrected according to
published methods incorporating instrument-specific correction factors, blank subtraction, inner
filter correction and Raman normalization (Murphy et al., 2010). Table B.3 provides a
comparison of the Fluoromax-4 and Aqualog instruments.
Absorbance spectra were collected in triplicate and fluorescence spectra were collected in
either duplicate or triplicate. Although the Aqualog measures absorbance and fluorescence
spectra simultaneously, the Aqualog absorbance data were not used due to unacceptable
coefficients of variance (>10%) and consequently large propagated errors in Φf at longer
excitation wavelengths.
E2/E3, S300-600, SR, and FI were calculated as previously described (McKnight et al.,
2001; Peuravuori and Pihlaja, 1997; Twardowski et al., 2004). Fluorescence quantum yields
were calculated as previously described (Cawley et al., 2015) with some modifications that are
explained in Appendix B.
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Figure 4.2. Optical properties of organic matter isolates in aqueous solution. a) Absorbance
spectra normalized to carbon concentration and b) – d) fluorescence quantum yields for organic
matter isolates for PLFA, POFA, GMHPOA (microbial/marine aquatic), SRHA, SRFA,
MRNOM, NRNOM (terrestrial aquatic) and ESHA, PPHA, PPFA (soil).
4.5. Results and Discussion
4.5.1

Absorbance of CDOM

Figure 4.2a presents absorbance spectra of select organic matter isolates in aqueous solution.
Spectra exhibited an exponential decrease in absorbance with increasing wavelength, as has been
observed universally for CDOM (Ghassemi and Christman, 1968). Marine and microbial-derived
isolates (i.e., GMHPOA, POFA and PLFA) had lower molar extinction coefficients than
terrestrial aquatic and soil isolates. Table 4.1 summarizes compositional metrics that have been
used as surrogates of organic matter molecular weight, aromaticity and genesis. Specific
ultraviolet absorbance at 254 nm (SUVA254), a widely used parameter correlated to aromatic
carbon content, spanned a large range for aquatic samples (0.7 to 4.8 L mgC-1 m-1) (Weishaar et
al., 2003). Spectral slope (S300-600) and the E2/E3 ratio, two surrogates inversely proportional to
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organic matter molecular weight, were greater for marine- and microbial-derived isolates
compared to soil and terrestrial aquatic isolates (Twardowski et al., 2004). YHPOA, a terrestrial
isolate, was an exception and exhibited high E2/E3 and S300-600, and low SUVA254 values. This
sample was isolated from the Yukon River (Alaska, USA) during winter and was reported to be
enriched in carboxyl-rich aliphatic moieties, depleted in lignin phenols, and more indicative of
microbial-derived organic matter (Cao et al., 2016). As a whole, this data set represents the wide
range of properties in the studied organic matter isolates.
Table 4.1. Optical properties for samples in aqueous solutiona.
Isolate

Origin

GMHPOA
POFA
PLFA
MRNOM
NRNOM
SRNOM
NRFA
SRFA
YHPOA
SRHA
ESHA
PPFA
PPHA

SUVA254a
E2/E3b
-1
-1
(L mgC m )
7.0
8.7
4.9
5.4
4.7
4.7
4.2
4.5
7.1
3.5
2.4
4.3
2.9

0.0173
0.0161
0.0155
0.0161
0.0149
0.0147
0.0151
0.0152
0.0186
0.0130
0.0075
0.0134
0.0098

FId
1.43
1.54
1.58
1.45
1.44
1.42
1.23
1.29
1.53
1.09
0.65
1.06
0.74

Φf × 100 at
Max Φf × 100 λex at max Φf
λex =370 nm

370
355
390
370
360
380
Terrestrial
435
Aquatic
380
380
430
460
Soil
460
475
a
Measurement uncertainty not shown for clarity. Coefficient of variations for all parameters were less than 5%, and values are included in Table
B.4. aSUVA254 is calculated as Abs254/[DOC]*100; bE2/E3 is calculated as Abs250/Abs365; cS300-600 (nm-1) is calculated by a non-linear least squares
Marine/
Microbial

1.7
0.7
2.5
3.4
4.2
3.0
4.9
4.2
2.6
3.8
8.9e
6.3e
8.3e

S300-600c
(nm-1)

1.00
1.00
1.20
1.10
0.70
0.90
0.60
0.80
2.00
0.30
0.40
1.00
0.30

1.00
1.00
1.20
1.10
0.70
0.90
0.60
0.80
2.10
0.30
0.50
1.20
0.50

fit to Abs(λ) = Abs0×exp(-S(λ-λ0)); dFI is the ratio of emission intensity at 470 to 520 nm at an excitation of 370 nm; eSUVA254 values > 6 L mgC-1
m-1 should be interpreted with care due to the known interference of iron (Poulin et al., 2014)

The CT model posits that DA complex excitation begins to dominate at λex ≈ 375 nm,
resulting in the formation of an excited CT state, [D+A–]*, of lower energy than 1D*A (Boyle et
al., 2009). The exponential decrease in absorbance with increasing wavelength would thus
suggest that potential DA complexes that are excited to lower energy CT excited states have
lower molar extinction coefficients than species absorbing at shorter wavelengths. The exact
nature of potential DA complexes has not been firmly defined, but previous studies suggest that
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covalently tethered D and A moieties (Figure 4.1b) are most likely (Del Vecchio and Blough,
2004).
In this study, no changes in absorbance spectral shape or intensity were observed at
different temperatures (10-40 °C) or solvent viscosities (0.38-1.31 cP), while minor changes
(primarily at λex < 375 nm) were observed between spectra in H2O, ACN, and THF (Figure B.2,
Figure B.6, Figure B.8, and Figure B.9), indicating that the dynamics of potential DA complexes
are unchanged over these conditions.
These results are striking in that the concentration of DA complexes giving rise to CT
absorbance (AbsDA), formed either from independent D and A molecules or covalently tethered
D and A moieties (Figure 4.1a and Figure 4.1b, respectively), is determined by an equilibrium
constant (D + A ⇌ DA, KDA), which is expected to be temperature-dependent as described by the
van’t Hoff equation. For example, an approximately 25% increase in AbsDA is expected for a
complex with a formation enthalpy (ΔHDA) of -2 kcal mol-1 for a temperature decrease from 35
to 10 °C (see Appendix B) (Foster, 1969). This example ΔHDA value is similar to the value for pbenzoquinone and benzene measured in heptane (-1.8 kcal mol-1) (Kuboyama and Nagakura,
1955). Thus, the lack of temperature-dependence in absorbance spectra at long wavelengths
suggests that DA complexes are not significant contributors to CDOM absorbance. Conjugated
DA chromophores remain a possibility (Figure 4.1c) but are also unlikely due to the lack of
significant solvatochromism observed in CDOM absorbance spectra. Solvatochromic shifts
occur widely in CT absorbance spectra of well-defined organic DA complexes due to the large
change in molecular dipole moment between ground and excited states (Foster, 1969). If the
dipole decreases upon excitation, a blue shift is expected with increasing solvent polarity
(hypsochromic), whereas a red shift is expected if the dipole increases upon excitation
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(bathochromic). In effect, these absorbance data suggest that the DA complexes shown in Figure
4.1a-c are not major contributors to long wavelength absorbance. There is another explanation, in
which all of the hypsochromic shifts are exactly balanced by bathochromic shifts of the same
intensity. We reject this latter possibility as it seems unlikely to occur across all three solvents
and thirteen organic matter isolates investigated.
4.5.2

Fluorescence of CDOM.

Maximum Φf values spanned almost an order of magnitude for the different isolates (Figure
4.2b-d, Φf = 0.0030-0.021 at λex = 370 nm). All aquatic isolates exhibited an increase in Φf with
increasing λex up to a maximum value of ~370 nm, followed by a decrease with increasing λex.
This behavior has been used as evidence in favor of the CT model (Del Vecchio and Blough,
2004). Φf values for soil isolates (ESHA, PPHA) and one aquatic isolate (SRHA) were largely
independent of λex up to ~480 nm, followed by a monotonic decrease with increasing λex, notably
distinct from aquatic samples. The characteristic dependence of Φf on excitation wavelength
commonly observed in aquatic organic matter isolates, which has been attributed to the relative
contribution of LE state versus CT state fluorescence as λex increases to 375 nm, does not apply
to soil isolates. Yet, soil isolates exhibit the greatest abundance of long wavelength absorbance,
which has also been used as evidence supporting the CT model. These results contradict models
that ascribe CT transitions as a significant contributor to the optical properties of soil isolates.
Thus, the same line of reasoning used to support the CT model for aquatic samples cannot be
applied to soil isolates.
CDOM exhibits large apparent Stokes shifts that decrease with increasing excitation
wavelength (Boyle et al., 2009; Del Vecchio and Blough, 2004). In most cases, emission spectra
exhibit a behavior in which spectra at longer excitation wavelengths are lower in intensity and
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narrower in width, as if fitting inside emission spectra at shorter excitation wavelengths (Figure
B.14 and Figure B.15). The CT model rationalizes this observation by suggesting that CDOM
fluorescence occurring at emission wavelengths (λem) > 470 nm results from the chargerecombination-induced luminescence of [D+A–]* and that these states are highly coupled,
resulting in a near continuous energy distribution. Reduction of carbonyl moieties in DOM with
sodium borohydride has been shown to increase Φf values (Ma et al., 2010; McKay et al., 2016),
and it has been argued that this is due to either a decrease in excited-state electron transfer or
direct excitation into CT states. The relative importance of fluorescence and CT deactivation
pathways should be affected by temperature, solvent viscosity, and solvent polarity for
independent and covalently tethered DA complexes shown in Figure 4.1d-f. Emission from CT
states formed from conjugated DA moieties (Figure 4.1f) would only be affected by solvent
polarity. The underlying physics are that the rate of solvent reorientation about the excited state
dipole is slower at lower temperatures, which leads to increased emission from the LE state and
would manifest as a blue shift in the emission spectrum (Lakowicz, 1999). Solvent polarity
similarly influences the energy of the emitting state relative to the ground state. This solvent
dependence can be due to general solvent polarizability or fluorophore-specific effects such as
the presence of red-emitting CT states (Lakowicz, 1999).
Increasing temperature consistently decreased fluorescence intensity and Φf at all λex
(Figure 4.3), with notable exceptions being soil humic acids (Figure B.3 and Figure B.5).
Emission spectral shape did not change as a function of temperature (Figure 4.3), which indicates
that the energy distribution of fluorophores is unchanged over the temperature range studied.
Fluorescence spectra of select samples were measured at -10 °C and 70 °C in approximately
70% v/v glycerol in water solution and exhibited no difference in spectral shape (Figure B.25).
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These results call into question the significance of fluorescence from CT excited states. A
temperature-dependence would be expected since the rates of DA exciplex formation from LE
states and subsequent conversion to lower-lying CT states are temperature-dependent, each with
presumably different activation energies. These rates, in part, determine the contribution of each
excited state to observed fluorescence at a given emission wavelength. Thus, for emission
spectral shape to be invariant with temperature, thermodynamic parameters for these processes
would need to be approximately equal, which seems highly improbable given the chemical
diversity within a given organic matter isolate.
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Figure 4.3. Temperature and solvent effects for MRNOM by comparing fluorescence quantum
yields as a function of temperature and solvent polarity. a) Φf as a function of excitation
wavelength over 10-40 °C. Inset: emission spectra at an excitation wavelength of 370 nm. b)
Data from a) normalized to maximum value. c) Φf as a function of excitation wavelength in H2O,
ACN, and THF. d) Normalized Φf data from c).
A change in temperature affects the rate of multiple photophysical processes, including
the rate of excited singlet state decay, and in the case of DA complex photophysics, the rate of
CT excited state formation from a LE state (Lakowicz, 1999). Temperature also affects the
viscosity of the solvent, and thus the rate of solvent reorientation about the excited state dipole.
To separate the effects of changing temperature and viscosity, absorbance and fluorescence
spectra were measured for a subset of samples at varying water:glycerol ratios and temperatures
(Table B.5). There were no significant changes in absorbance spectra over the temperaturesolvent combinations studied (Figure B.6). However, we observed a significant decrease in Φf
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(Table B.6 and Figure B.7) with increasing temperature (10-40 °C; corresponding to a viscosity
range of 0.83-1.31 cP) at a constant solvent composition, except for ESHA (Figure B.7).
Increased viscosity due to increasing glycerol content (10-30% v/v; corresponding to a viscosity
range of 0.83-1.46 cP) at constant temperature did not affect Φf (Table B.6). This observation
suggests that decreased fluorescence intensity with increasing temperature is due specifically to
the effect of temperature on the rate of radiationless decay mechanisms (Birks, 1970) and not the
indirect effect of temperature on solvent viscosity.

Figure 4.4. Solvatochromic shifts in peak emission wavelength in ACN and THF relative to
water fora) GMHPOA, b) SRNOM, c) ESHA, and d) PPFA. ESHA in THF were not evaluated.
Data within the gray region (± 15 nm) indicates no significant shift in peak emission wavelength.
To further test the importance of CT excited state emission, fluorescence spectra were
measured in ACN and THF. Fluorescence spectra containing contributions from CT emission are
expected to be red-shifted (increase in λem) due to the greater stabilization of the excited state
species by high polarity solvents in CT excited states relative to LE states. In contrast to this
hypothesis, few samples showed red-shifted emission spectra in H2O relative to ACN or THF
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(Figure 4.4). While low concentrations (5% v/v) of water in an organic solvent can impact
fluorescence spectra (Lakowicz, 1999), the lack of change in emission maximum was also
evident for SRFA when dissolved directly in THF (Figure B.26), corroborating the results
obtained at 95:5% v/v organic solvent to water. Changes in emission maxima were only
observed for PPFA, PPHA, and ESHA (all soil isolates) in ACN (Figure 4.4 and Figure B.24).
Importantly, SRFA, a terrestrial organic matter isolate that has been used as an exemplar for the
CT model (Boyle et al., 2009; Del Vecchio and Blough, 2004; Ma et al., 2010), exhibited no
spectral shift at any excitation wavelength across the tested solvents. In the CT model, it is
thought that excitation at λex > 375 nm leads to [D+A–]* states, however, the absence of
solvatochromism in fluorescence spectra calls into question the presence of these states. It is
also noteworthy that soil isolates exhibited solvatochromism at λex < 375 nm, whereas aquatic
isolates did not (Figure 4.4c,d vs. a,b). Assuming that these excitations lead to LE states, this
result indicates that polar solvents stabilize these states more for soil isolates compared to aquatic
organic matter. The only sample that showed systematic solvatochromism in fluorescence
spectra at λex > 375 nm was ESHA.

Φf for all samples decreased in THF and ACN relative to H2O (Figure 4.3) at all
excitation wavelengths. Although viscosity varies widely between the solvents, this decrease in

Φf is attributed to solvent polarity based on the minimal change in Φf observed by changing
solvent viscosity using glycerol. Spectra for the soil isolates PPHA and ESHA in THF showed
evidence of light scattering due to particles and were not considered in the analysis. The
wavelength-dependence of Φf is largely the same in different solvents (Figure 4.3 and Figure
B.16 through Figure B.19). The decrease in fluorescence intensity and Φf with decreasing solvent
polarity is opposite the behavior observed of intermolecular CT complexes of organic molecules
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(e.g. trimethylbenzene + pyromellitic dianhydride, or 4-(N,N)-(dimethylamino)benzonitrile)
(Prochorow, 1974; 1973; Prochorow and Bernard, 1974; Prochorow and Siegoczynski, 1969),
but consistent with observations of intramolecular CT fluorescence (Graff et al., 2016).
Regardless, solvatochromism is observed in these inter- and intramolecular CT model systems,
which is generally not observed for the organic matter isolates examined in this study.
4.6. Implications for CDOM photophysics
This study questions the validity and wide applicability of the CT model to explain the
photophysical properties of CDOM. The presence of CT-derived transitions is not supported in
the examined isolates due to the absence of expected changes in absorbance and fluorescence
responses as a function of temperature, solvent polarity and viscosity that are characteristic of
DA complexes of organic molecules. Although we cannot categorically reject the presence of CT
transitions within CDOM, our results suggest that these transitions are not prominent
photophysical mechanisms. Rather, this work suggests that organic matter contains unidentified
chromophores that absorb and emit at long wavelengths. Identification and characterization of
the photophysics and photochemistry of these long wavelength-absorbing chromophores remains
a challenge for the years ahead and is necessary if we are to correctly understand how organic
matter is photochemically degraded, how it sensitizes the degradation of pollutants, and how the
optical properties of natural waters will be altered by changing climate and land use.
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5. Temperature-Dependence of Dissolved Organic Matter Fluorescence:
Implications for DOM Photophysics
This chapter is currently in preparation as: McKay, G.; Korak, J.A.; Roasrio-Ortiz, F.L. Temperature-Dependence of
Dissolved Organic Matter Fluorescence: Implications for DOM Photophysics. Environmental Science &
Technology. 2017.

5.1. Abstract
The temperature-dependence of organic matter fluorescence quantum yields (Φf) was
measured for a diverse set of organic matter isolates (microbial and terrestrial aquatic, soil, and
lignite-derived) in aqueous solution in order to determine activation energies (Ea) for
radiationless decay processes of the excited singlet state. Ea was calculated from the temperaturedependent Φf data measured between 10-40 °C using a simplified photophysical model and the
Arrhenius equation All aquatically-derived isolates and one soil-derived fulvic acid isolate
exhibited temperature-dependent Φf values consistent with a single radiationless decay process
dominating over this temperature range, with Ea ranging from 6.02 to 8.35 kJ mol-1. Conversely,
soil and lignite-derived humic acid isolates exhibited no temperature-dependence in Φf. There
was a significant relationship between Φf and the rate of radiationless decay derived from the
photophysical model, implying a structural basis underpinning the measured Ea values. The
narrow range of Ea values observed for these samples when compared to literature Ea values for
model fluorophores (~ 5-30 kJ mol-1) points to a consistent group of fluorophores across organic
matter isolates of diverse character. In addition, the fundamental approach to temperaturedependent fluorescence analysis complements existing empirical relationships for the correction
of online fluorescence sensors for temperature effects.
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5.2. Introduction
Fluorescence (the emission of light from an electronically excited singlet state) is a widely
used tool to characterize dissolved organic matter (DOM) due to the relative ease of use, minimal
sample preparation and volume requirements, and multitude of quantitative tools that have been
developed for interpretation of spectra (Korak et al., 2014; Rosario-Ortiz and Korak, 2017).
DOM fluorescence spectra are often presented as three-dimensional excitation-emission matrices
(EEMs) and are characterized by large apparent Stoke’s shifts, low quantum yields, and regions
of intensity often assigned to specific classes of fluorophores (e.g. tryptophan-like Peak B)
(Boyle et al., 2009; Korak et al., 2014). Despite its ubiquitous use, there is still a lack of
understanding of the specific fluorophores present in DOM and their photophysical properties.
Multiple photophyscal models have been developed for describing DOM fluorescence. One
model is that electron-rich polyphenols or alkoxy phenols and electron-poor aromatic ketones or
quinones form intramolecular donor-acceptor complexes (DA) that can absorb light to form
charge-transfer (CT) excited states (Boyle et al., 2009; Dalrymple et al., 2010; Del Vecchio and
Blough, 2004; Ma et al., 2010; Power and Langford, 1988; Sharpless, 2012; Sharpless and
Blough, 2014; Z.-D. Wang et al., 1990). This CT model postulates that these DA complexes are
tresponsible for the long wavelength absorbance and fluorescence of DOM. In contrast, it could
be argued that DOM optical properties are due to a superposition of non-interacting
chromophores in which a given optical signal is simply the sum of contributions of individual
chromophores.
A typical chromophore in DOM will undergo the following processes. Absorption of a
photon excites the ground electronic state (S0) to an excited singlet state (Sn), which quickly
relaxes to the ground vibrational level of the first electronic excited state (S1). The S1 state
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decays by fluorescence (S1 → S0 + hν, kf), internal conversion (S1 → S0, kic), a radiationless
process, or intersystem crossing (S1 → Tn, kisc), another radiationless process. Fluorescence of
single-fluorophore solutions of organic compounds can be characterized by the temperaturedependence of the fluorescence quantum yield (Φf). Fluorescence intensity tends to decrease
with increasing temperature due to the temperature-dependence of non-radiative decay processes
(kic + kisc). Thus, the apparent activation energies (Ea) derived from these data can yield
information about important non-radiative decay pathway of S1.
In this study, we measured the temperature-dependence of DOM fluorescence and
calculated Ea values from the data using the Arrhenius equation. A broad range of organic matter
isolates were examined including aquatic, soil, and lignite-derived humic substance isolates
between 10 and 40 °C. The resulting temperature-dependent data were compared to
physicochemical properties of the examined isolates in an attempt to correlate photophysical
observations to organic matter structure. The results in this study provide both a new way to gain
information about organic matter fluorescence by measuring Ea as well as fundamental insight
into the photophysical processes controlling organic matter fluorescence.
5.3. Materials and Methods
5.3.1

Samples

Organic matter isolates were obtained from the International Humic Substances Society (see
Table C.1). For temperature-dependent fluorescence measurements, isolates were dissolved in
pH 7.2, 10 mM phosphate buffer at a concentration of ~ 4 mgC L-1. Non-buffered aqueous
solutions were also prepared from ~100 mgC L-1 stock solutions adjusted to pH 7.0 with sodium
hydroxide. pH was monitored after dilution and adjusted to 7.0 if necessary. These concentrated
stocks were also used to prepare a 30% v/v solution of MRNOM in glycerol (spectrophotometric
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grade) and 0-48 % v/v solutions of SRFA in D2O. One sample (SRNOM) was fractionated to
obtain a < 5K and > 5K molecular weight fraction. The fractionation was performed using
Millipore ultrafiltration membranes (Millipore, USA) constructed from regenerated cellulose
with a nominal molecular weight cutoff of 5 kDa (Dong et al., 2010).
5.3.2

Analytical methods

A Sievers M5310 C (GE, USA) TOC analyzer was used to measure DOC concentrations of
diluted aqueous stock solutions utilizing a persulfate oxidation method. pH was measured with
an Accumet pH meter (Fischer Scientific, USA). Absorbance was measured in triplicate with a
Cary-100 Bio (Agilent, USA) spectrophotometer from 800 to 200 nm in 1 nm increments with a
1, 5, or 10 cm path length quartz cuvette.
Fluorescence measurements were performed using a Fluoromax-4 spectrofluorometer
(Horiba, USA) in triplicate or an Aqualog (Horiba, USA) in duplicate. With the Fluoromax-4,
emission intensity was measured between 300-800 nm (2 nm increments) with an integration
time of 0.25 s at excitation wavelengths (λex) between 240-550 nm (10 nm increments). All
bandpass settings were 5 nm. With the Aqualog, emission intensity was measured using a
charge-coupled device at 4.64 nm/pixel, resulting in an emission range of 254 to 824 nm.
Excitation was measured between 240-600 nm with a 5 nm bandpass. Integration times were
varied but did not exceed 10 s. Fluorescence intensity for both instruments was collected in
signal divided by reference (S/R) mode and was corrected incorporating blank subtraction,
instrument specific factors, inner filter corrections, and Raman normalization as described
previously (Murphy et al., 2010). E2/E3, spectral slope (S300-600), SUVA at 254 nm
(SUVA254), and FI were calculated as previously described (Peuravuori and Pihlaja, 1997;
Twardowski et al., 2004; Weishaar et al., 2003).
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Fluorescence quantum yields were calculated using quinine sulfate as a reference standard
(Φf, QS = 0.51 in 0.1 N H2SO4) according to Equation 5.1 with additional details provided in
Appendix C. Note that Equation 5.1 is valid only at Abs < 0.05-0.1, a condition met for majority
of the isolates examined.

Φ f (λex )
Φ f ,QS (350 nm)

∫
=

∞

0

I DOM (λex , λem )d λem
Absex (λex )

Absref (350 nm)

∫

∞

0

Iref (350 nm, λem )d λem

Equation

5.1

Φf obtained with the Fluoromax-4 were found to be systematically larger than those with the
Aqualog at λex less than 350 nm, which is attributed to the poorer grating quality of the
Fluoromax-4. For this reason, Φf values obtained using the Fluoromax-4 are reported only at λex
greater than 350 nm.
5.4. Results and Discussion
5.4.1

Temperature-dependence of DOM fluorescence

Figure 5.1 shows typical data for fluorescence quenching as a function of increasing
temperature. Fluorescence intensity (IDOM) decreased with increasing temperature (Figure 5.1a).
This result is consistent with fluorescence of single-fluorophore solutions of organic compounds,
including benzene and substituted benzenes (Birks, 1970), polycylic aromatic hydrocarbons such
as naphthalene (Birks, 1970), tryptophan and tyrosine (Y. Chen and Barkley, 1998; Eisinger and
Navon, 1969; Gally and Edelman, 1962), flavones (Oncul and Demchenko, 2006), and
coumarins (Giri, 1992). Each of these moieties, besides perhaps polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons, have been identified as plausible chromophores and fluorophores within DOM.
This decrease in IDOM was observed for all aquatically-derived isolates as well as a soil-derived
fulvic acid isolate (PPFA), but not for soil and lignite-derived humic acid isolates (PPHA,
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ESHA, and LHA, see Figure C.2). Importantly, although IDOM decreased, spectral shape
remained unchanged (i.e. see dashed line in Figure 5.1a), indicating that maximum emission
wavelength (λem,max) is constant). Constant λem,max with changing temperature was observed at all
λex examined. Constant λem,max is also observed for single-fluorophore solutions of organic
compounds in which fluorescence occurs from a local excited (LE) state (e.g. tryptophan,
tyrosine, and flavones) (Gally and Edelman, 1962; Oncul and Demchenko, 2006). Thus, the
constancy of λem,max for DOM suggests that fluorescence is occuring mainly from LE states and
not from CT excited states.
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Figure 5.1. Temperature-dependent fluorescence (a) and absorbance (b) spectra measured
between 10 and 40 °C for Suwannee River Fulvic Acid (SRFA, 1S101F). Fluorescence spectra
in a) are at an excitation wavelength of 370 nm. Subplot c) shows a plot of the Φf plotted
according to Equation 5.9 at an excitation wavelength of 370 nm. The activation energy, Ea, is
obtained from multiplication of the slope of the linear regression (red line) by the gas constant,
8.314 J mol-1 K-1. Error bars in c) represent propagated error from triplicate absorbance and
fluorescence measurements on the sample and quinine sulfate reference standard. Error bars
represent the 95% confidence interval.
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5.4.2

Photophysical model

The relative importance of fluorescence compared to radiationless transitions can be
described by the fluorescence quantum yield,
Φ f = k f /(k f + knr )

Equation

5.2

where knr = kic + kisc represents the overall non-radiative decay. Φf values for DOM are in the
range of 0.005 to 0.020 indicating that fluorescing moieties make up only a small subset of the
total chromophoric DOM pool (Boyle et al., 2009; McKay et al., 2016; Mostafa and RosarioOrtiz, 2013; Wünsch et al., 2015). Identification of the fluorophores present in DOM and the
photophysical mechanisms responsible for the magnitude of Φf has remained a challenge, due in
part to the complex nature of DOM. Although past work has suggested that a significant portion
of DOM photophysics is due to DA complexes (Sharpless and Blough, 2014), which could lead
to excitation into CT states, recent work suggests that this may not be the primary photophysical
mechanism (McKay et al., n.d.).
Quantitative information regarding the temperature-dependence of fluorescence can be
gained by measuring fluorescence lifetimes or quantum yields at various temperatures and using
the simplified kinetic scheme,
DOM + hν → 1DOM*

(absorption, ka)

Equation 5.3

1

DOM* → DOM + hνf

(fluorescence, kf)

Equation 5.4

1

DOM* → DOM

α

(non-radiative decay, knr = kic + kisc)

Equation 5.5

Assuming that knr is the only temperature-dependent process (kf is not generally temperaturedependent) (Birks, 1970), we can write for knr
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knr = knr0 e

− Ea /RT

Equation

5.6

Equation

5.7

Equation

5.8

which when substituted into Equation 5.2 gives,
Φf =

kf
k f + knr0 e

− Ea /RT

Taking the inverse of both sides and rearranging yields,
0

k − E /RT
1
−1 = nr e a
Φf
kf

and taking the natural logarithm results in the expression,
⎛ 1
⎞
⎛ k0 ⎞ E
ln ⎜
−1⎟ = ln ⎜ nr ⎟ − a
⎝ Φf
⎠
⎝ k f ⎠ RT

Equation 5.9

Based on Equation 5.9, a plot of the natural logarithm of (Φf-1 – 1) versus T-1 should give a
straight line with a slope of –Ea/R and intercept of ln(knr0/kf) (Birks, 1970). Ea represents the
activation energy for the temperature-dependent, non-radiative decay pathways of the first
excited singlet state, S1. If there is more than one temperature-dependent inactivation pathway
from S1, then Ea will represent a combination of activation energies for these different processes.
Non-linearity is sometimes observed when data are plotted according to Equation 5.9, which is
often taken as evidence of multiple inactivation processes occurring simultaneously (Bowen and
Sahu, 1959; Eastman, 1968; Gally and Edelman, 1962; Matsumoto et al., 1972). In addition,
sometimes one inactivation process will dominate over another in a certain temperature regime.
5.4.3

Activation energies

Figure 5.1c shows Φf values obtained using plotted according to Equation 5.9 for SRFA.
The linearity of the data in Figure 5.1c indicates that the temperature-dependent inactivation
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processes for 1DOM* over the temperature range of 10 to 40 °C have a narrow range of energies.
Temperature-dependent Φf values were treated in an analogous way for the other isolates that
exhibited a temperature-dependence (i.e. not PPHA, ESHA, or LHA) and the resulting Ea values
are shown in Table 5.1. There was a surprisingly narrow range of Ea values (5.9 to 8.6 kJ mol-1),
with no discernable statistical difference at a 95% confidence level.
Table 5.1. Arrhenius parameters for the fluorescence of organic matter

a

Isolate
MRNOM
MRNOM
PLFA
PPFA
SRFA
SRHA
SRNOM
SRNOM > 5K
average ± 1 standard deviationa

Solvent
30% glyc
H 2O
H 2O
H 2O
H 2O
H 2O
H 2O
H 2O

Ea ± 95% CI (kJ
mol-1)
7.72 ± 0.71
7.62 ± 2.18
8.35 ± 1.16
6.02 ± 0.27
7.40 ± 2.05
6.94 ± 0.55
7.05 ± 2.17
6.71 ± 4.16
7.22 ± 0.66

ln(knr0/kf) ±
95% CI
7.52 ± 0.88
7.61 ± 0.87
7.85 ± 0.46
6.82 ± 0.11
7.80 ± 0.82
8.65 ± 0.22
7.66 ± 0.87
8.05 ± 1.67
7.75 ± 0.48

Does not include MRNOM in 30% glycerol

The temperature range used in this study is most relevant to natural waters, but does not
cover the typically much larger range explored in studies of single-fluorophore solutions of
organic compounds. This is important because changes in the temperature-dependence of Φf
could be due to the relative importance of different radiationless decay pathways under different
temperature regimes (Bowen and Sahu, 1959; Eastman, 1968; Gally and Edelman, 1962;
Matsumoto et al., 1972). In addition, studies on the temperature-dependence of Φf for
macromolecules indicate that non-linearity in Equation 5.9 is sometimes observed when
changing temperature modifies the tertiary or quaternary structure (e.g. coil versus helical for
collagen) (Menter, 2006).
In order to assess the adequacy of the model depicted in Equation 5.9, we measured Φf at 9
temperatures between 10 and 55 °C for a select isolate (MRNOM) in 30% glycerol solution.
These data were treated according to Equation 5.9 and are compared to data obtained using only
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5 temperature points in Figure C.2a and Figure C.2b, respectively. The Ea values obtained using
these analyses are statistically the same (7.7 ± 1.8 kJ mol-1 for 5 point regression vs. 7.4 ± 0.7 kJ
mol-1 for 9 point regression). These results support the use of Equation 5.9 and the implied
photophysical model in analyzing these data. Furthermore, the linearity in Figure C.2a and
Figure C.2b provide evidence against a supramolecular DOM structure in which intermolecular
interactions occur for aquatic organic matter (Sutton and Sposito, 2005). The range in
temperatures investigated would likely affect the structure of such a supramolecular assembly,
and consequently its fluorescence spectra.
A question that arises given the complex nature of DOM fluorescence is whether Ea depends
on λex. Figure C.2c shows Ea values as a function of λex for MRNOM (see Figure C.3). There is a
statistically significant decrease in Ea when λex is increased from 350 to 440 nm (slope p-values
of 0.0017 and 1.52 × 10-10 for the 5- and 9-temperature regression, respectively). However,
future work should be done to verify this observation and determine potential causes given the
large 95% confidence intervals in Ea.
5.4.4

Comparison with model compounds

What is the interpretation of the Ea values observed for DOM in terms of the relevant
photophysical processes? Table C.2 shows Ea values obtained from the literature for model
organic compounds, including some aromatics, aminoacids, and coumarins, as well as the Ea for
the viscosity of water (~18 kJ mol-1) (J. H. Wang et al., 1953). The measured Ea values for DOM
are most similar in magnitude to analogous values for polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (~5-9 kJ
mol-1), the latter being attributable to the temperature-dependence of intersystem crossing (Birks,
1970). Interestingly, the Ea values for DOM are less than the Ea for the viscosity of water (J. H.
Wang et al., 1953), indicating that the values represent intrinsic photophysical processes
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occurring in DOM and not just changes in solvent environment. Viscosity affects fluorescence
intensity because solvent viscosity influences its ability to reorient around and stabilize the new
dipole of the 1DOM* state (Lakowicz, 1999). The measured Ea values are lower than analogous
values for alkoxy substituted 4-methyl coumarins (16-30 kJ mol-1) (Giri, 1992), which are
potential fluorophores within DOM. The Ea for tryptophan fluorescence quenching (~ 30 kJ mol1) is also greater than the values observed from DOM. Although also speculative, another
process that could be occurring is excited state proton transfer of excited phenolic moieties to the
solvent (H2O) (Kaneko et al., 2009; Robinson et al., 1986) or other DOM moieties (i.e.
intramolecular processes). For example, this process for 2-napthol (a weak photoacid) has an
activation energy of ~ 11 kJ mol-1 in aqueous solution (Robinson et al., 1986), comparable in
magnitude to the Ea values observed here for DOM fluorescence.
Physical quenching of 1DOM* by solvent molecules could be an important deactivation
process. For example, when D2O is used as a solvent for tryptophan, a decrease in Φf by a factor
of ~2.5 is observed; however, the Ea for this process remains unchanged (Eisinger and Navon,
1969). To investigate the possibility of solvent quenching of 1DOM*, Φf was measured for
SRFA in varying volume percentages of D2O (10-48 % v/v). We observed minimal changes in

Φf with increasing concentration of D2O (Φf increased from 0.00205 to 0.00213 between 0 and
48% v/v D2O, respectively), unlike the trend observed for tryptophan (Eisinger and Navon,
1969) and other proton donating or accepting aromatic compounds in previous studies (Stryer,
1966). That Φf did not decrease with increasing D2O concentration indicates that solvent
quenching of 1DOM* is a non-existent or relatively unimportant pathway.
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5.4.5

Correlations with DOM physicochemical properties

We examined correlations between measured Ea values for DOM isolates and relevant
optical and physicochemical properties of DOM. Two of these relationships are shown in Figure
5.2 while the rest are presented in Figure C.4 through Figure C.6. Although some of the
correlations between Ea and DOM physicochemical properties exhibited significant p-values,
most of the correlations were heavily weighted by PLFA and PPFA, end-member isolates with
Ea values of 8.6 and 5.9 kJ mol-1, respectively. More work is needed to establish whether these
relationships are significant.
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Figure 5.2. Correlations between Arrhenius parameters and physicochemical properties for
organic matter isolates. a) Relationship between activation energy, Ea, obtained via Equation 5.9
and the specific ultraviolet absorbance at 254 nm, SUVA254. b) Relationship between intercept
term in Equation 5.9 and the fluorescence quantum yield, Φf, at an excitation wavelength of 250
nm. Errorbars represent 95% confidence intervals based on a linear fit of Equation 5.9to the
transformed data.
This would certainly be of value in expanding the field of DOM photophysics. For example,
a positive between Ea and FI could indicate that Ea tends to be lower for DOM isolates with
greater aromatic character (Weishaar et al., 2003). Furthermore, many physicochemical
parameters, including FI, have been related to DOM molecular weight (Korak et al., 2014;
Maizel and Remucal, 2017; McKay et al., 2016; Shimabuku et al., 2014). Thus, additional
temperature-dependent studies of DOM fluorescence could gain insight into the relationship
between DOM molecular weight and Ea.
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Figure 5.2b shows the relationship between ln(knr0/kf) obtained from the intercept of the
linear regression using Equation 5.9 and the fluorescence quantum yield at λex = 370 nm. This
correlation was less heavily weighted by PLFA and PPFA and held true at multiple λex (Figure
C.6). Figure 5.2b also corroborates use of the photophysical model in Equation 5.9, because
knr0/kf is inversely proportional to Φf based on Equation 5.2. In addition, it has been shown that

Φf is inversely related to DOM molecular weight. From this we can infer that DOM of higher
molecular weight has a faster rate of radiationless decay (greater knr0). It has been observed
previously that DOM of lower molecular weight has increased reactive intermediate (e.g. 1O2,
3

DOM*, and •OH) quantum yields (E. Lee et al., 2013; Maizel and Remucal, 2017; McKay et al.,

2016; Mostafa and Rosario-Ortiz, 2013; Richard et al., 2004). The results of this present study
support the interpretation that differences in photochemical reactivity of DOM as a function of
molecular weight is due to differences in radiationless decay.
5.4.6

Environmental Implications

A significant conclusion from this study is that Ea values measured for DOM fluorescence
fell within a narrow range (5.9 to 8.6 kJ mol-1), especially when comparing the larger differences
observed for model fluorophores in Table C.2. Although ln(knr0/kf), but not Ea, correlated with
DOM physicochemical properties, indicating a structural basis for the measured values, the lack
of variation points to a consistent group of fluorophores in organic matter. In addition, these
results have an immediate practical use in the correction of fluorescence spectra for temperatureeffects. Taking the average value of Ea and ln(knr0/kf) results in an increase in Φf of ~10% with a
change in temperature from 20 to 10 °C. For online sensors that measure fluorescence intensity,
the decrease in signal would be identical, both because DOM absorbance is unaffected by
temperature (McKay et al., n.d.) and because fluorescence intensity is directly proportional to Φf.
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These results derived from a fundamental perspective complement proposed empirical
relationships (Ryder et al., 2012; Watras et al., 2011) developed for correcting online
fluorescence sensors.
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6. Temperature Dependence of the Photochemical Formation of Hydroxyl
Radical from Dissolved Organic Matter
This chapter is published as McKay, G.; Roasrio-Ortiz, F.L. Temperature Dependence of the Photochemical
Formation of Hydroxyl Radical from Dissolved Organic Matter. Environmental Science & Technology. 2015, (49),
7, 4147-5154.

6.1. Abstract
In this paper, the temperature dependence of the photochemical production of the hydroxyl
radical (•OH) from dissolved organic matter (DOM) was investigated by measuring the apparent
temperature dependence of the quantum yield (Φa) for this process. Temperature dependent Φa
values were analyzed using the Arrhenius equation. Apparent activation energies obtained for
DOM isolates purchased from the International Humic Substances Society ranged from 16 to 32
kJ mol-1. Addition of 40 units mL-1 catalase, used to hinder the hydrogen peroxide (H2O2)dependent pathway to •OH, did not impact the observed activation energy. However, an increase
in activation energy was observed in lower molecular weight DOM obtained by size
fractionation. We also measured the temperature dependence of p-benzoquinone photolysis as a
model compound for DOM and observed no temperature dependence (slope p = 0.41) for the
formation of phenol from oxidation of benzene (the •OH probe used), but a value of about 10 kJ
mol-1 for p-benzoquinone loss, which is consistent with formation of a water-quinone exciplex.
These data provide insight into DOM photochemistry as well as provide parameters useful for
modeling steady state •OH concentrations in natural systems.
6.2. Introduction
Reactive oxygen species (ROS) play an important role in the photochemistry of natural
aquatic systems. These ROS include the hydroxyl radical (•OH), singlet oxygen (1O2),
superoxide (O2•–), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and triplet excited states. From an engineering
standpoint, degradation of many organic contaminants is increased by ROS (Legrini et al., 1993;
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Xu et al., 2011). Ecologically, ROS are involved in the mineralization of organic carbon (Vione
et al., 2006), contributing to the global carbon cycle. The presence of H2O2 was first detected in
marine waters in 1966 and was shown later to result from photochemical reactions (Cooper et al.,
1988). Since then, other ROS such as •OH and 1O2 have been shown to be produced
photochemically in natural waters (Vaughan and Blough, 1998; Vione et al., 2006; Zepp et al.,
1977).
Multiple chemical species undergo photochemical reactions to produce ROS, such as nitrate,
nitrite, and dissolved organic matter (DOM) (Vaughan and Blough, 1998; Vione et al., 2014;
2006). In particular, DOM photolysis produces •OH and 1O2, as well as H2O2, triplet states (here
abbreviated as 3DOM*), and O2•–. The generally accepted model is that 1DOM* is formed
following absorption of a photon by ground state DOM, which can subsequently undergo
internal conversion, vibrational relaxation, or intersystem crossing to 3DOM*. Early work by
Zepp et al. established an average energy of around 250 kJ mol-1 for 3DOM* molecules (Zepp et
al., 1985), sufficiently high to form 1O2 from reaction with dissolved oxygen. H2O2 results from
the disproportionation of O2•–, which is formed by reaction of dissolved oxygen with some
photo-produced reductant (Zepp et al., 1987). The •OH radical is believed to be formed by
multiple pathways, however, steady state concentrations are limited to around 10-18 to 10-16 M in
natural waters due to its high reactivity (Mopper and Zhou, 1990; Vione et al., 2006). 1O2 is a
weaker and more selective oxidant than •OH and thus reaches steady state concentrations a few
orders of magnitude higher (Vione et al., 2014). Additionally, steady state concentrations of •OH
and 1O2 are generally higher for effluent organic matter compared to DOM isolates (Dong and
Rosario-Ortiz, 2012; Mostafa and Rosario-Ortiz, 2013). Reported apparent quantum yields (Φa)
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for •OH radical are on the order of 10-4 to 10-5, again being generally higher for wastewater
samples (Dong and Rosario-Ortiz, 2012).

Photo-Fenton
H2O2 photolysis
Low energy hydroxylator
3

OH

DOM*, 1DOM*, DOM +/ -

Figure 6.1. Reaction pathways leading to •OH from DOM photolysis.
While it is clear that DOM is a photochemical source of •OH, the underlying mechanisms
are not completely understood. Some of the formation pathways are summarized in Figure 6.1.
There likely exist two pathways to •OH: an H2O2-dependent and H2O2-independent pathway
(Dong and Rosario-Ortiz, 2012; Vaughan and Blough, 1998; Vione et al., 2014). The H2O2dependent pathway involves the photo-Fenton reaction (Southworth and Voelker, 2003; Zepp et
al., 1992) and possibly direct photolysis of photochemically produced H2O2 (Mostofa and
Sakugawa, 2003). The importance of this pathway has been demonstrated by using catalase to
decompose H2O2, which decreases •OH production by up to 50 % for some samples (Page et al.,
2011; White et al., 2003). Super-oxidized iron species (e.g. ferryl, FeO2+), which are operational
at neutral pH (Hug and Leupin, 2003), may also account for some •OH-like activity by reacting
with various organic compounds (Jacobsen et al., 1998). The H2O2-independent pathway
involves species that lead to free •OH as well as so-called low energy hydroxylating species (Gan
et al., 2008; Page et al., 2011; Pochon et al., 2002). H-atom abstraction from water by some
DOM excited state (3DOM*, 1DOM*, or charge transfer species-DOM•+/•-) is one mechanism
suggested to produce free •OH, but this has not been confirmed (Glover and Rosario-Ortiz, 2013;
Vione et al., 2014). Generation of low energy hydroxylators has been argued largely on the
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quenching of •OH-like activity with addition of methane. For example, Page et al. (2011)
showed that some DOM isolates exhibited less than calculated decreases in photochemical •OH
production with addition of known concentrations of methane (Page et al., 2011). Though
uncertain, these species could be modeled by the quinone-water exciplex formed during
irradiation of 2-methyl-p-benzoquinone. For example, Pochon et al. (2002) (Pochon et al., 2002)
and Gan et al. (2008) (Gan et al., 2008) demonstrated no methyl radical production upon
irradiation of methyl-p-benzoquinone containing methane as an •OH probe.
This paper presents data on the apparent temperature dependence of Φa for bulk DOM
isolates, with and without catalase present, as well as apparent molecular weight fractions. The
temperature dependence of the photolysis of p-benzoquinone was also investigated as a model
compound for comparison. These data provide insight into DOM characterization and
photochemistry by comparing the temperature dependence of different DOM samples to a model
compound. In addition, the measured activation energies can be used for kinetic modeling of
steady state •OH concentrations in natural and engineered systems exhibiting temperature
fluctuations or large deviations from room temperature.
6.3. Materials and Methods
DOM isolates including Suwannee River Fulvic Acid I (SRFA, 1S101F), Suwannee River
Humic Acid II (SRHA, 2S101H), Suwannee River NOM (SRNOM, 2R101N) Pony Lake Fulvic
Acid (PLFA, 1R109F), and Elliot Soil Humic Acid (ESHA, 1S102H) were purchased from the
International Humic Substance Society. All other chemicals were obtained from commercial
sources. The solution conditions, irradiation conditions, and analytical methods used in this study
are presented in detail elsewhere (Dong and Rosario-Ortiz, 2012). Briefly, solutions used in
irradiation experiments were buffered at pH 7.2 in equimolar KH2PO4/K2HPO4 (total
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[phosphate] = 10 mM).

Samples were irradiated in clear, glass vials free of headspace.

Irradiations were ran in duplicate for 2.5 to 8 hours (depending on sample to achieve measurable
•OH concentrations) with an Oriel 1429A Solar Simulator equipped with a 1000 W Xenon lamp
(see Figure D.1 for lamp spectrum). Over the irradiation period, samples were collected at 5 time
intervals. Temperature control within ± 2 °C was accomplished by laying the vials flat in a
water-jacketed petri dish. Benzene was used as an •OH probe by following the formation of
phenol through the Dorfman reaction (Dorfman et al., 1964). Though not described in detail
here, this mechanism involves reaction of the cyclohexadienyl radical with dissolved oxygen,
which facilitates the formation of phenol. Based on the experimental conditions used in this
study (gas tight vials, ~ µM phenol formation) no oxygen depletion due either to temperature
changes or phenol formation during the course of experiments was expected. A benzene
concentration of 3 mM was used to quantitatively scavenge •OH radicals. Phenol concentrations
were measured by HPLC utilizing a gradient mobile phase of pH 2.8, 10 mM H3PO4 and
methanol with a flow rate of 1.0 mL min-1. The retention time of phenol under these conditions
was around 4.7 minutes. Using the same HPLC method, p-benzoquinone eluted at 2.2 minutes
(column dead time ~ 1.6 minutes). The column used was a Zorbax Eclipse XBD (4.6 x 150 mm)
C18 column. Bovine liver catalase was used in some experiments to quench H2O2.
Apparent molecular weight fractions were collected using < 5 kDa and < 1 kDa
ultrafiltration membranes (Millipore, USA). Membranes were soaked three times in fresh 1 L
batches of Milli-Q water before use. To remove any remaining organic material, 200 mL of
Milli-Q water was passed through the membrane before fractionating DOM samples.
Approximately 200 mL of DOM solution was added to the ultrafiltration cell. The first 100 mL
of permeate was collected.
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The apparent quantum yield of •OH from DOM photolysis is given by

R•OH
Φa =
kDOM−a [DOM]
!

Equation 6.1

where R•OH is the rate of •OH radical formation in M s-1 and kDOM-a is the specific rate of light
absorption by DOM in s-1. The specific rate of light absorption was calculated by the following
equation
400nm

kDOM−a = ∑
λ =290nm
!

− ε DOM ( λ )[DOM]z

E p0(λ )ε DOM (λ )(1−10

)

ε DOM (λ )[DOM]z

Equation

6.2

where 𝐸!! (λ) is the photon irradiance of the solar simulator in Einstein-1 cm-2, εDOM(λ) is the
molar absorptivity of DOM in MC-1 cm-1, [DOM] is the DOM concentration in MC, and z is the
cell depth in cm. Absolute irradiance was measured with a spectroradiometer. Absorbance was
measured with a Cary 100 UV/Vis spectrophotometer. Molar absorptivity data for pbenzoquinone were taken from the National Institute of Standards and Technology Chemistry
WebBook.
The rate of phenol formation in this system is given by
d[C6H5OH]
!

dt

= kC6H6)OH[iOH][C6H5 ]= Yphenol RiOH

Equation 6.3

where kC6H6-OH is the second-order rate constant between benzene and •OH radical and Yphenol is
the yield of phenol from this reaction. Making the steady state assumption for •OH radical gives
d[iOH]
= kDOM−a Φ a [DOM])∑ ks [S][ iOH] ≈ 0
! dt

[iOH]ss =
!

Equation 6.4

kDOM−aΦ a [DOM]

∑ k [S]

Equation 6.5

s

where kS is the second order rate constant between •OH and scavenger S. Since the experimental
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conditions are such that Σks[S][•OH] ≈ kC6H6-OH[C6H6][•OH], that is, benzene is the dominant •OH
scavenger Equation 6.3 becomes
d[C6H5OH]
!

dt

= kDOM−a Φ a[DOM]

Equation

6.6

Equation

6.7

and solving for Φa gives
Yphenol
Φ a = RiOH
kDOM−a[DOM]
!

Clearly, Φa depends on the yield of phenol from hydroxylation of benzene. We discuss below the
temperature dependence of Yphenol.
Activation energies were determined by plotting the measured temperature dependent Φa
according to the Arrhenius equation:
E 1
ln(Φ a ) = − a + ln(A)
RT
!

Equation

6.8

Quantum yields were measured at 4 or 5 temperatures over a range of around 10 to 40 °C.
Temperature dependent quantum yields have been analyzed in this way before (Chu and
Anastasio, 2003; Kieber et al., 2014; Zellner et al., 1990) and the present data generally fit the
Arrhenius model, with the average relative error (based on a linear fit of the Arrhenius plots) in
activation energies being 15 %.
6.4. Results and Discussion
6.4.1

Temperature Dependence of Phenol Yield from Benzene

In order to use Equation 6.8 at different temperatures, the temperature dependence of Yphenol
needed to be assessed. Work by Chu and Anastasio (2003) has demonstrated that the •OH probe
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benzoic acid is not sensitive to temperature (Chu and Anastasio, 2003), suggesting that this may
be the case for benzene.
Measuring Yphenol involves knowing the actual rate of phenol produced (Rphenol) and the
theoretical or calculated amount of •OH resulting from photolysis of H2O2 (R•OH,calc) – i.e. Yphenol
= Rphenol / R•OH,calc. R•OH,calc depends on the rate constant k for the photochemical transformation,
which is calculated in general by
Equation 6.9

R•OH ,calc = k[H 2 O 2 ]
400nm

k = 2.303

∫ (Φ λε λ I λ l )dλ

Equation 6.10

λ =290nm

where Φ , ε , and I represent the quantum yield of •OH from H2O2, molar absorptivity, and
λ

λ

λ

irradiance at a given wavelength and l is the pathlength. Note that the (small) temperature
dependence of Φ and ε measured by Chu and Anastasio was used in Equation 6.9 (Chu and
λ

λ

Anastasio, 2005). Solutions of 90 to 100 µM H2O2 were spiked with 3 mM benzene and
irradiated for periods of 100 to 220 min. Rphenol was found from linear fits of the resulting data
(not shown). Experiments were conducted at temperatures ranging from 11.6 to 38.4 °C and
resulted in Yphenol values of 0.63 ± 0.07 (Figure D.2) with no apparent temperature dependence
(slope p = 0.14). In addition, an activation energy of 16.6 ± 5.0 kJ mol-1 for the production of
•OH from nitrate photolysis was measured using benzene as the •OH probe. This value is in good
agreement with that measured by Chu and Anastasio (2003) (Chu and Anastasio, 2003) of 19 ± 4
kJ mol-1 and Zellner et al. (1990) (Zellner et al., 1990) of 16 ± 4 kJ mol-1.
The Yphenol determined here is within the range of values in the literature (0.43 to 0.95
depending on pH) (Arakaki and Faust, 1998; Balakrishnan and Reddy, 1972; Deister et al., 1990)
and agrees well with the recently determined value of 0.69 measured by Sun et al. (2014) (Sun et
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al., 2014). In previous publications by our group (Dong and Rosario-Ortiz, 2012; Glover and
Rosario-Ortiz, 2013) and others (Vermilyea and Voelker, 2009), a yield of 0.85 was used. In this
work, the determined yield was 26 % lower. This highlights the importance authors reporting
•

OH formation rates should report the value of Yphenol to allow for comparison to other studies.
One limitation to this study is that irradiations were performed using a solar simulator

(opposed to a monochromatic source) as the quantum yield for •OH radical are strongly
wavelength-dependent (Lester et al., 2013; Vaughan and Blough, 1998). Subsequently, the
quantum yields reported here should be interpreted as an average over the spectral output of the
solar simulator (λ > 290 nm). Nevertheless, this paper provides the first temperature dependent
measurements of Φa for •OH; also, previous studies have used polychromatic irradiation to
investigate DOM photochemistry.
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Figure 6.2. Temperature dependence of photochemical hydroxyl radical production by ESHA.
(a) Increase in phenol concentration with solar simulator exposure time from 11.9-40.0 °C. Error
bars in (a) represent one standard deviation of duplicate experiments (b) Arrhenius plot of the
data in (a). Error bars in (b) correspond to the propagated error from the quantum yield
measurements. Line in (b) corresponds to a linear fit of the data with an apparent Ea of 17.6 ± 1.3
kJ mol-1. Rate data for 11.9 °C removed from (a) for clarity.
6.4.2

Temperature Dependence for Bulk DOM Isolates

DOM isolates were chosen to give a range of bulk chemical functionalities, type (e.g. humic
acid vs. fulvic acid), and source (e.g. Pony Lake vs. Suwannee River). A typical data set is
shown in Figure 6.2 for ESHA. Apparent quantum yields were plotted according to the
Arrhenius equation in order to obtain the apparent activation energy (hereafter called activation
energy). The term apparent activation energy is used to acknowledge the complexity of the
system in that DOM is a heterogeneous, complex material and that the activation energies are
obtained using a polychromatic source. Activation energies for all samples are summarized in
Table 6.1. There is surprisingly little variation in the values for bulk DOM isolates, besides
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SRFA (34.3 ± 7.2 kJ mol-1), which suggests a consistent mechanism for •OH production. In
addition, data are plotted according to the Eyring equation (see Table D.1) and some discussion
is provided in Appendix D.
Table 6.1. Thermodynamic parameters of activation measured for DOM samples. Errors
represent one standard deviation based on the linear fit of the data plotted according to Equation
5.8.
Sample
PLFA
Nitrate
SRFA
ESHA
SRHA
SRNOM
SRNOM < 5 kDa
SRNOM < 1 kDa

Ea (kJ mol-1)
21.6 ± 3.1
16.6 ± 5.0
34.3 ± 7.2
17.6 ± 1.3
16.0 ± 2.0
17.8 ± 2.3
26.6 ± 4.6
33.3 ± 1.4

Values for bulk samples are in the range of reported activation energies for other
photochemical processes (Table 6.2), though there is some variation depending on the reaction.
For example, aqueous photolysis of H2O2 and NO3- results in primary photochemical processes
characterized by different photofragments as shown below.
•
hν
H2O2 ⎯⎯→
OH

Equation 6.11

[NO3–]* → NO2– + O(3P)

Equation 6.12

2O
[NO3–]* → NO2• + O•– ⎯H⎯→
NO2• + •OH + OH–
⎯

Equation 6.13

The lower activation energies of ≈ 16 to 18 kJ mol-1 for ESHA, SRHA, and SRNOM are closer
to values characterizing diffusion-controlled reactions (≈15 kJ mol-1) (Buxton et al., 1988),
while those for PLFA and SRFA, greater than 20 kJ mol-1, are slightly higher. An explanation for
the higher activation energy for nitrate photolysis (relative to H2O2) is that the primary
photoproduct of H2O2 photolysis (•OH radical) diffuses more easily from the solvent cage than
that of nitrate photolysis (O•–) (Chu and Anastasio, 2005; Zellner et al., 1990),(Mack and Bolton,
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1999; Vione et al., 2011). Therefore the activation energies for Φa from DOM could reflect
either secondary thermal chemistry or diffusion of different photoproducts from the solvent cage.
Table 6.2. Activation energies for different types of reactions. Primary photochemical process
are those in which absorption of a photon results in direct chemical change (e.g. heterolytic bond
cleavage) while secondary processes involve multiple reactions leading to the final product. The
last entry gives the activation energy for a typical SN2 reaction to provide context.
Reaction

Process

Activation energy
(kJ mol-1)

H2O2 + hν → •OH

primary

5-7

NO3− + hν → NO2• + O•−
O•− + H2O → •OH + OH−

primary

19

Double bond isomerization

primary

20-26

DOM + hν → → H2O2

probably secondary

8-57

Ceterizene + hν → products

unknown

10.3

C6H5COCH2Cl + I- →
C6H5COCH2I + Cl-

SN2 reaction

71a

a

Reference
(Chu and
Anastasio,
2005)
(Chu and
Anastasio,
2003)
(Canonica et
al., 1997)
(Kieber et al.,
2014)
(Mead et al.,
2014)
(Bordwell and
Brannen,
1964)

In acetone

Considering the activation energies for photochemical reactions of organic molecules,
values for H-atom abstraction by ketones can vary from 9.2 to 29.3 kJ mol-1 depending on the
reaction conditions and organic substrate (Turro et al., 2012). These Norrish Type reactions
involve H-atom abstraction from the triplet state, subsequently producing a carbon-centered
diradical. It is interesting that the activation energies in Table 6.1 match these values. However,
the above activation energies are for production of a carbon-centered radical in organic solvents,
while H-atom abstraction from water by 3DOM* would lead to •OH in aqueous solution.
6.4.3

Catalase Experiments

The activation energies shown in Table 6.1 are for DOM samples not containing catalase,
which is used to quench photochemically produced H2O2 in order to minimize the contribution of
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direct photolysis and photo-Fenton reactions to •OH production (Page et al., 2011; White et al.,
2003). Activation energies for the photochemical production of H2O2 from DOM have recently
been reported by Kieber et al. (2014) for seawater samples, ranging from about 8 to 53 kJ mol-1
depending on the irradiation wavelength (Kieber et al., 2014). Their analysis revealed that when
taken as an average across all samples, activation energies ranged from 15 to 30 kJ mol-1 over
290 to 400 nm.
To examine the H2O2-independent pathway, Φa values were measured for ESHA solutions
containing increasing concentrations of catalase. A similar experiment including the same DOM
sample is described by Page et al. for the terephthalate probe (Page et al., 2011). These data for
ESHA are shown in Figure D.3 and demonstrate an almost identical quenching of •OH
production for the same sample (ESHA) determined by Page et al. (2011) - about 50 %, at
similar concentrations of catalase (≈ 40 units mL-1) (Page et al., 2011). Using a catalase
concentration of 40 unit mL-1, an activation energy of 16.6 ± 3.4 kJ mol-1 was measured for
ESHA, which matches well with the non-catalase value of 17.6 ± 1.3. This result indicates that
the H2O2-independent pathway to •OH (H-atom abstraction by 3DOM* and/or low-energy
hydroxylator) has an activation energy of about 17 kJ mol-1 for ESHA. The addition of catalase
also limits photo-Fenton reactions from occurring. Again the similarity in activation energies
with addition of catalase, which essentially shuts down any Fenton chemistry, suggests that the
H2O2-dependent pathway has a similar or lower activation energy than the H2O2-independent
pathway.
6.4.4

Temperature dependence of p-Benzoquinone photolysis

To gain further insight into the H2O2-independent pathway, the temperature dependent
photolysis of p-benzoquinone was investigated using benzene as an •OH probe. Others have
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investigated this system at room temperature using dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) to trap •OH,
leading to the mechanism proposed in Figure 6.4 (Gan et al., 2008; Pochon et al., 2002).
In our experiments, solutions of 92.5 µM p-benzoquinone produced about 500 nM phenol
over 12 minute irradiations (Figure D.4). The fact that phenol was produced from irradiation of
p-benzoquinone shows that benzene may be susceptible to hydroxylation by species other than
free •OH, e.g. low energy hydroxylators. Though there is some debate as to whether irradiation
of quinones produces free •OH, there is evidence that hydroxylation occurs through a quinonewater exciplex (Gan et al., 2008; Pochon et al., 2002). As quinone moieties are believed to be
present in DOM, this may explain the presence of low energy hydroxylators in irradiated DOM
observed previously (Page et al., 2011; Pochon et al., 2002).
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Figure 6.3. Apparent temperature dependence of the photolysis of p-BQ. (a) Φa for phenol
production. (b) Φa for loss of p-BQ. Error bars in correspond to the propagated error from the
quantum yield measurements.
As seen in Figure 6.3a, the Φa of phenol from p-benzoquinone irradiation was essentially
temperature independent with an activation energy of ≈ 0 kJ mol-1 (slope p = 0.41). The loss of
p-benzoquinone, however, shows more complex behavior (Figure 6.3b). At temperatures lower
than ≈ 23 °C, p-benzoquinone loss is temperature dependent (9.7 kJ mol-1), while above 23 °C,
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there is almost no temperature dependence. These data are consistent with formation of a waterquinone exciplex that can hydroxylate benzene or proceed by other reactions to form hydroxy-pbenzoquinone or hydroquinone. The loss of p-benzoquinone, and production of hydroxy-pbenzoquinone and hydroquinone was confirmed in separate experiments by measuring the
spectral changes in irradiated solutions containing 75 µM p-benzoquinone with and without 3
mM benzene (with benzene experiment shown in Figure D.5). The presence of 3 mM benzene
did not eliminate the production of hydroxy-p-benzoquinone, suggesting that the intermediate
species formed is not quantitatively quenched by benzene at a concentration of 3 mM.
Conversely, others have reported quenching of this intermediate by DMSO at concentrations of
100 mM (Gan et al., 2008).

Figure 6.4. Reaction mechanism for photochemistry of p-benzoquinone.
The reactions shown in Figure 6.4 are likely affected by temperature in two ways. First,
forward reactions to form phenol, hydroxy-p-benzoquinone, and the hydroquinone are expected
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to increase with increasing temperature. Additionally, an increase in temperature likely
encourages dissociation of the exciplex to re-form ground state p-benzoquinone. Based on these
data, it seems that an increase in temperature favors production of hydroxy-p-benzoquinone and
the hydroquinone up to a certain point (around 23 °C), while at higher temperatures, dissociation
of the exciplex dominates. This explanation also accounts for the net zero temperature
dependence of Φa for phenol. Negative and near zero activation energies have been taken as
evidence for exciplex formation in other chemical systems (Gorman et al., 1982; Man Him Hui
and Ware, 1976; O'Connor and Ware, 1976), albeit better characterized systems than DOM.
Taken as a whole, these experiments demonstrate that the activation energies observed for •OH
production from DOM cannot be attributed solely to a simple quinone model, even though the
experimental approach depended on the measurement of the formation of phenol from the
hydroxylation of benzene.
6.4.5

Effect of Molecular Size

Additional observation of Table 6.1 reveals differences in activation energies between
humic (average of 17.1 ± 0.9 kJ mol-1) and fulvic (average of 27.9 ± 9.0 kJ mol-1) acids. It is
difficult to specify what could account for this phenomenon because there are many differences
between these samples. For example, although SRFA and PLFA are both fulvic acids, they differ
widely in geographic source (Antarctica vs. Georgia, USA) and type (microbial vs. terrestrial
influence). However, fulvic acids in general have lower average molecular weights (Chin et al.,
1994).
To further discern the effect of molecular size on the temperature dependence of Φa,
SRNOM was size-fractionated with <5 kDa and <1 kDa ultrafiltration membranes. Activation
energies for •OH radical production from these samples, shown in Table 6.1, exhibited a
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consistent increase with decreasing molecular size. There is precedent for considering two
causes: the obvious change in molecular size and configuration, and any differences in chemical
composition between different size fractions (Dong et al., 2010; Mostafa and Rosario-Ortiz,
2013). For the sake of argument, consider the H2O2-independent pathway to •OH radical (e.g. Hatom abstraction by 3DOM* or a low energy hydroxylator) (Latch and McNeill, 2006).
Considering the first cause, if DOM chromophores that ultimately lead to •OH radicals are
localized in the hydrophobic interior of DOM (as has been observed for the formation of 1O2
from DOM), then a larger temperature dependence for bulk samples would be expected (contrary
to the present data). In other words, increasing temperature for bulk samples may allow more
•

OH radicals to diffuse away from the DOM interior, due to changes in three-dimensional

configuration with temperature, and react with benzene. A second explanation is found by
considering the lack of temperature dependence of Φa for phenol production from pbenzoquinone photolysis. If one assumes a greater concentration of low energy hydroxylators
(quinones) in bulk relative to fractionated DOM, than the observed activation energy, which is
due to a combination of these species and other (temperature-dependent) pathways, would be
lowered. Sharpless has suggested, based on studies of DOM redox properties (Aeschbacher et
al., 2010; Wenk et al., 2011), that higher molecular weight DOM may contain a higher amount
of donor and acceptor moieties than lower molecular weight DOM (quinones are often thought
of as electron acceptors in DOM) (Sharpless, 2012), providing some evidence for this
speculation. This issue should further be explored in future studies.
The observed results are counterintuitive when considering the charge-transfer model for
DOM (Sharpless and Blough, 2014). Higher molecular weight DOM with more charge transfer
interactions would be expected to have lower energy excited states, with the converse being true
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for low molecular weight DOM. Making the assumption that charge transfer states are one
pathway to •OH and that the transition state energy is similar for the high and low molecular
weight DOM reactions (see discussion of this assumption in next paragraph), a higher activation
energy for the higher molecular weight sample would be expected. Clearly the photochemistry
and photophysics of this system are complex. One explanation, though speculative, can be
derived from fluorescence measurements of DOM as a function of temperature. Previous work
by Baker has shown that fluorescence intensity decreases with increasing temperature (Baker,
2005), probably due to increases in quenching of 1DOM* or intersystem crossing. An increase in
temperature is expected to increase the rate of internal conversion, vibrational relaxation,
intersystem crossing, and, though unexplored for DOM, the rate of dynamic quenching of the
excited singlet state. For higher molecular weight DOM where both intra- and intermolecular
quenching likely occur, increases in dynamic quenching with temperature may be greater than in
lower molecular weight DOM. Thus, decreases in 1DOM* and 3DOM* concentrations would
ultimately decrease the concentration of charge-transfer states in high molecular weight DOM
more significantly relative to lower molecular weight DOM.
Alternatively, if one assumes that different molecular weight fractions vary in chemical
composition, then it would follow that their excited or transition states would also have different
energies. This is an alternative, and perhaps more straightforward explanation than the one given
in the previous paragraph. However, we wanted to put forth an interpretation of these results
considering charge-transfer interactions, which has become a popular explanation for the
photophysics and photochemistry of organic carbon (Sharpless and Blough, 2014).
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6.5. Environmental Implications
The results from this work can be used to assess the temperature dependence of the steady
state concentrations of •OH in surface waters, by considering DOM as the main source
(photochemical) and sink (scavenging of •OH by DOM). The temperature dependence of the
bimolecular rate constant between •OH and DOM has been previously measured for three of the
DOM isolates examined in this study, with values ranging from about 12 to 30 kJ mol-1 (McKay
et al., 2011). Assessing the effect of temperature on steady state •OH concentrations in natural
systems involves taking into account both the (photochemical) production and scavenging due to
DOM. Given that the magnitude of the activation energies for both processes are the same within
a factor of two, the change in steady state concentrations over the range of environmentally
relevant temperatures is expected to be minimal. Using temperature dependent data for PLFA,
SRFA, and ESHA for both production and scavenging, steady state concentrations were
calculated as a function of temperature from 10 to 40 °C and are plotted in Figure D.6. Thought
changes are minimal, it is interesting to note that the direction of the change (i.e. increasing or
decreasing steady state concentrations) are not the same for each isolate, which is ultimately
determined by the difference in activation energies for the two processes.
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7. Predicting Reactive Intermediate Quantum Yields from Dissolved Organic
Matter Photolysis Using Optical Properties and Antioxidant Capacity
This chapter is published as McKay, G.; Huang, W.; Romera-Castillo, C.; Crouch, J.E.; Roasrio-Ortiz, F.L.; Jaffé,
R. Predicting Reactive Intermediate Quantum Yields from Dissolved Organic Matter Photolysis Using Optical
Properties and Antioxidant Capacity. Environmental Science & Technology. 2017, (51), 10, 5404-5413.

7.1. Abstract
The antioxidant capacity and formation of photochemically produced reactive intermediates
(RI) was studied for water samples collected from the Florida Everglades with different spatial
(marsh versus estuarine) and temporal (wet versus dry season) characteristics. Measured RI
included triplet excited states of dissolved organic matter (3DOM*), singlet oxygen (1O2), and
the hydroxyl radical (•OH). Single and multiple linear regression modeling was performed using
a broad range of extrinsic (to predict RI formation rates, RRI) and intrinsic (to predict RI quantum
yields, ΦRI) parameters. Multiple linear regression models consistently led to better predictions
of RRI and ΦRI for our data set, but poor prediction of ΦRI for a previously published data set
(McCabe and Arnold, 2016), probably because the predictors are intercorrelated (Pearson’s r >
0.5). Single linear regression models were built with data compiled from previously published
studies (n≈120) in which E2:E3, S, and ΦRI values were also measured. This study reveals that
•

OH formation is, in general, decoupled from 3DOM* and 1O2 formation, providing supporting

evidence that 3DOM* is not a •OH precursor. Additionally, ΦRI for 1O2 and 3DOM* correlated
negatively with antioxidant activity (a surrogate for electron donating capacity) for the collected
samples.
7.2. Introduction
Dissolved organic matter (DOM) plays an important biogeochemical role in aquatic
ecosystems 2. The structure of DOM is highly dependent on its source (e.g., terrestrial vs.
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aquatic) and history (e.g. microbial, photochemical processing) (Helms et al., 2008; McKnight et
al., 2001; Sharpless et al., 2014). DOM that absorbs ultraviolet and visible light is classified as
chromophoric dissolved organic matter (CDOM) (Ghassemi and Christman, 1968; Shapiro,
1964). This fraction determines the depth of the photic zone in natural waters and is a source and
sink of reactive intermediates (RI) (Cory et al., 2009; Leifer, 1988; McCabe and Arnold, 2016;
Page et al., 2014), which likewise influence several biogeochemical processes such as carbon
mineralization, pathogen inactivation, and trace metal speciation and cycling (Blough and Zepp,
1995; Gao and Zepp, 1998; Kadir and Nelson, 2014; McCabe and Arnold, 2016). In addition,
previous research has shown that light absorption by DOM can lead to photobleaching,
production of carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide, and formation of lower molecular weight
organic compounds (Gao and Zepp, 1998; Helms et al., 2008; Sharpless et al., 2014).
Absorption of light by DOM in aquatic environments (λ > 290 nm) produces RI including
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), singlet oxygen (1O2), excited triplet states (3DOM*), superoxide
radical anion (O2•–), and the hydroxyl radical (•OH) (Canonica and Freiburghaus, 2001; Cooper
et al., 1988; Haag et al., 1984; Helms et al., 2008; McKnight et al., 2001; Sharpless et al., 2014;
Vaughan and Blough, 1998; Zepp et al., 1981a; Zhang et al., 2012). The formation pathways,
measurement, and importance of these RI has been discussed in detail in several recent reviews
(Rosario-Ortiz and Canonica, 2016; Sharpless and Blough, 2014; Vione et al., 2014). The redox
properties of DOM have also recently received significant interest, as this may be a controlling
factor of DOM’s ability to scavenge free radicals, interact with metals, and inhibit
photosensitized contaminant degradation (Aeschbacher et al., 2012b; Canonica and Laubscher,
2008; Wenk et al., 2011; Wenk and Canonica, 2012). As such, electron accepting capacity
(EAC) and electron donating capacity (EDC) have been quantified for freshwater and soil humic
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substances using direct and mediated electrochemical methods (Aeschbacher et al., 2012b;
2010). Similarly, the antioxidant capacities of DOM (a surrogate for EDC), have been reported
for DOM of various origins (Romera-Castillo and Jaffé, 2015).
Although it has been known for some time that RI are formed from DOM photolysis, there
is still limited information on how DOM quantity and quality determine RI formation rates (RRI)
and apparent quantum yields (ΦRI), respectively. In terms of DOM quantity, Peterson et al.
(2012) demonstrated that DOC concentration and the absorption coefficient at 300 nm (a300)
were good predictors of 1O2 steady state concentrations ([1O2]ss) for a notably large dataset
collected from Lake Superior (USA) and inflowing rivers (Peterson et al., 2012). More recently,
Timko et al. (2014) measured 3DOM*, 1O2, and •OH formation rates and steady state
concentrations from surface water samples from the Florida Everglades, and also observed that
RI formation rates positively correlated with light absorption, specifically the absorption
coefficient at 254 nm (a254) (Timko et al., 2014), particularly for samples enriched in terrestrial
DOM in contrast to microbial DOM. Similar results observed by Haag and Hoigné (1986) (Haag
and Höigne, 1986), strongly suggest that the rate of RI formation is a function of the amount of
DOM:

RRI = ∑ Ra−DOM ,λ Φ RI ,λ = [DOM]∑ ka−DOM ,λ Φ RI ,λ
all λ

all λ

Equation 7.1

In Equation 7.1, Ra-DOM, and ka-DOM, are the rate of light absorption and the specific rate of light
λ

λ

absorption by DOM, respectively.
In terms of DOM quality, several reports have examined links between RI quantum yields
and DOM optical and physicochemical properties (Boyle et al., 2009; Dalrymple et al., 2010;
Haag and Höigne, 1986; Helms et al., 2008; Mostafa and Rosario-Ortiz, 2013; Sharpless, 2012).
It has been consistently shown that ΦRI (3DOM*, 1O2, H2O2, and more recently •OH) positively
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correlate with both spectral slope (S) and absorbance ratios (e.g., Abs250/Abs365 = E2:E3) (Coelho
et al., 2010; Dalrymple et al., 2010; Halladja et al., 2007; McCabe and Arnold, 2016; McKay et
al., 2016; Sharpless and Blough, 2014) and fluorescence quantum yields (E. Lee et al., 2013;
McKay et al., 2016; Mostafa et al., 2014a), all of which are indicators of DOM molecular weight
(McKay et al., 2016; Peuravuori and Pihlaja, 1997). Most research has focused on S or E2:E3 to
model RI quantum yields using linear regression (Dalrymple et al., 2010; McCabe and Arnold,
2016; Page et al., 2014; Sharpless, 2012). These models lead to similar results (i.e. regression
coefficients) for these relationships, the most commonly explored being the relationship between
Φ1O2 and E2:E3. These optical properties vary with DOM molecular weight and inverse
correlations between ΦRI and DOM molecular weight have been consistently demonstrated
(Boyle et al., 2009; McKay et al., 2016; Peuravuori and Pihlaja, 1997).
Besides S and E2:E3, few intrinsic variables have been explored in regression analysis of RI
data. Timko et al., reported a strong coupling between RI formation rates and the abundance of
terrestrial humic substances for a similar set of Everglades DOM samples using excitation
emission matrix (EEM) fluorescence measurements and parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC)
(Timko et al., 2014). These authors also reported linear relationships between RI formation rates
and steady state concentrations and DOM optical properties, but for a rather small dataset. To
our knowledge, most regression modeling of RI data thus far have used a single regressor as
opposed to a multivariate approach. An issue that further hinders complete understanding of this
topic is that many reports do not provide complete datasets in tabular form, which would
facilitate broader modeling applications. Our study aims are to address this knowledge gap by
building regression models for a diverse set of DOM physicochemical properties, incorporating
previous studies’ data into these regression models, and by investigating DOM antioxidant
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capacity as a predictor of photoreactivity. To this end, RRI and ΦRI were measured for whole
water DOM samples (n=21) from the Florida Everglades [Everglades National Park (ENP),
Florida, USA]. The samples were comprised of DOM of diverse sources and environments (see
below). A diverse set of DOM physicochemical properties were explored in linear regression
analysis with measured RRI and ΦRI. Additional regression analysis was done by incorporating
data from previous studies in an attempt to compare and consolidate existing models. In an effort
to better predict ΦRI based on DOM chemical properties, antioxidant capacity was measured for
each sample using a recently developed assay (Romera-Castillo and Jaffé, 2015). As well as
contributing to the steadily growing knowledge base of the relationships between DOM optical
properties and RI production, this study provides one of the first analyses of relationships
between ΦRI and DOM antioxidant capacity.
7.3. Experimental methods
7.3.1

Chemicals.
Furfuryl alcohol (FFA, 97+%, TCI America), phenol (99+%, Sigma Aldrich), 2,4,6-

trimethylphenol (TMP, 99+% Alfa Aesar), benzene (99+%, Alfa Aesar), methanol (HPLC grade,
VWR), and phosphoric acid (85%, JT Baker) were used as received. Varian Bond Elut PPL
cartridges were purchased from Agilent Technologies. Suwanee River NOM (1R101N) was
purchased from the International Humic Substances Society, dissolved at either ~5 or ~10 mgC L1

in 10 mM pH 7.2 phosphate buffer, and filtered through 0.7 µm muffled glass fiber filters

(GF/F) prior to use.
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7.3.2

Sampling.

As the largest subtropical wetland in the United States, the Everglades not only exhibits
diverse vegetation, but is unique in its low concentrations of iron, phosphate, nitrate, and nitrite
(Chambers and Pederson, 2006), and exhibits high variability in DOM character (M. Chen et al.,
2013; Maie et al., 2005).

Figure 7.1. Sampling sites along Shark River Slough (SRS-2/4/6), Taylor Slough (TS-2/3/7) and
Florida Bay (FB21). Sub-environments: freshwater marsh (peat; SRS-2/3), freshwater marsh
(marl; TS-2), mangrove estuarine (peat; SRS-4/6), mangrove estuarine (TS-7), and Florida Bay
(FB) estuary (FB-21).
Two main hydrological systems were sampled in ENP (Figure 7.1): Shark River Slough
(SRS) and the Taylor Slough (TS), which drain freshwater marshes through mangrove estuaries
into the Florida Shelf and Florida Bay (FB) respectively, creating a salinity gradient along SRS
and TS transects. The seasonal climate variations in the Everglades represent clear wet (between
June and November) and dry seasons (December to May) with about 80% of total annual
precipitation occurring in the wet season. In the dry season, freshwater flows are reduced and
estuarine residence time and salinity intrusions increase. These altering processes are responsible
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for nutrient availability and water quality (Childers et al., 2006) which includes changes in DOM
sources and residence times, with potential effects on its reactivity. The Shark River Slough
estuary is strongly connected to the Gulf of Mexico and receives significant tidal influence.
Samples were collected from long-term monitored FCE-LTER sites located in the Shark
River Slough (SR2, SR4, and SR6), Taylor Slough (TS2, TS3, and TS7) and Florida Bay (FB21)
in September, October, and November of 2014. Samples were collected as surface water
(maximum depth of 1 ft) in pre-rinsed (trace metal grade nitric acid, base, then deionized water)
polyethylene bottles and transported back to the lab on ice. Samples were then filtered through
muffled 0.7 µm filters (Gelman GF/F) and stored in polyethylene bottles at 4 °C.
DOM composition varies on spatial scales in the Everglades, in part due to source material
changes (M. Chen et al., 2013; Maie et al., 2005). Upstream SRS and TS, both freshwater
marshes, are dominated by sawgrass (Cladium), spikerush (Eleocharis) and periphyton. TS sites
dry more frequently and for a longer duration (short hydroperiod) compared to SRS sites (long
hydroperiod) and are thus characterized as marl soils rather than peat soils. Biomass in
downstream TS and SRS sites is dominated by mangroves, however, TS sites have significantly
smaller trees, and lower rates of litterfall and root production. FB biomass is dominated by
seagrass. Overall, these vegetation and hydrological patterns result in highly variable DOM
character on spatial and temporal scales.
7.3.3

Antioxidant activity measurement.

DOM antioxidant activity was assessed by reacting 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH•)
with DOM in methanol solution (Brand-Williams et al., 1995; Romera-Castillo and Jaffé, 2015;
Wei et al., 2010). DPPH• has a characteristic absorbance at 515 nm that is reduced by reaction
with an antioxidant (AH) or a radical species (R•). This assay has been described in detail
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previously (Brand-Williams et al., 1995; Wei et al., 2010) and recently adapted to DOM
(Romera-Castillo and Jaffé, 2015). Briefly, a volume of 1 L of sample was extracted using PPL
cartridges with methanol as the eluent. The resulting methanolic extracts were mixed with
DPPH• reagent (70.9 µM), shaken, and left to react in the dark at room temperature for 15
minutes. The loss in absorbance at 515 nm was measured using a Varian Cary 50
spectrophotometer. The antioxidant activity or redox potential is expressed as
⎛
A −A ⎞
A× A = ⎜ 1− A C ⎟ ×100
AB ⎠
⎝

Equation

7.2

where AA is the absorbance of the antioxidant sample at the end of the reaction time, AC is the
absorbance of the sample blank at the beginning of the reaction time (t=0), and AB is the
absorbance of the methanol blank at the beginning of the reaction time (t=0). The antioxidant
activity of a sample is reported as the A×A50 value that is the antioxidant activity for a 50 mg L-1
of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) of the methanol extracted sample based on the calibration
curve (see (Romera-Castillo and Jaffé, 2015)). A greater A×A50 value corresponds to a greater
DOM antioxidant capacity.
It is important to note at this point that these values were measured on PPL extracts, whereas
ΦRI values were measured on whole water samples. Control experiments performed to assess the
validity of this approach showed that the comparison is valid within the scope of this work (see
Appendix E for detailed discussion).
7.3.4

DOC and optical property measurements.

DOC concentrations were measured after filtration (0.7 µm GF/F) with a Shimadzu TOC5000 analyzer using high temperature combustion. DOC concentrations of the PPL extracts were
determined by drying an aliquot (200 µL) of each methanol DOM extract with N2 gas and freeze
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drying under vacuum for 2 hr to insure complete dryness of the samples. Once dried, all the
samples were re-dissolved with 10 mL Milli-Q water for DOC measurement.
DOM absorbance was measured at both labs participating in this study. Absorbance and
fluorescence spectra were measured at FIU for whole water samples using an Aqualog
spectrofluorometer (Horiba) with a 1 cm quartz cuvette. The excitation wavelength was scanned
from 240 nm to 621 nm with an increment of 3 nm. The emission wavelength was scanned from
241 nm to 622 nm in 1.5 nm steps. UV-Vis spectra were collected from 240 nm to 621 nm with
an increment of 3 nm simultaneously. The optical parameters used in this study that derived from
these measurements include HIX (humification index) (Huguet et al., 2009; Senesi et al., 1991;
Zsolnay et al., 1999); absorption coefficient at 255 nm [a255 (cm⁻¹)], and the Slope Ratio (SR)
(Helms et al., 2008). Absorbance spectra at CU Boulder were measured in triplicate using a Cary
100-Bio in a 1 cm quartz cuvette, scanned from 800 to 200 nm, and baseline corrected to
deionized water. The optical parameters used in this study that derived from these measurements
included absorption coefficients (Naperian, m-1) at 254 and 300 nm (a254 and a300), E2:E3
(Abs250/Abs365), spectral slope (S300-600), and specific ultraviolet absorbance at 254 nm (SUVA254)
and 300 nm (SUVA300). S300-600 was calculated by nonlinear regression over 300 to 600 nm using
a single exponential model with λ = 350 nm as the reference wavelength. S is used to denote
spectral slope in general and (when provided) subscripts denote the wavelength range over which
the regression was performed.
7.3.5

Photochemical methods and regression modeling.

The methods used here to measure RI formation rates and calculate ΦRI values have been
discussed in detail previously and more information is provided in Appendix E (Bodhipaksha et
al., 2015; Dong and Rosario-Ortiz, 2012; Mostafa and Rosario-Ortiz, 2013). We note that no
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effort was made to distinguish between free •OH and low energy hydroxylators in •OH
measurements (McKay and Rosario-Ortiz, 2015; Page et al., 2011). Linear regression modeling
was performed using the Statistics Toolbox in Matlab (R2015a). Model terms and prediction
2
intervals were evaluated at α=5%. The 95% prediction interval (PI) and R2 predicted ( Rpred
)

2
values were calculated to assess uncertainty in predicting future observations. Rpred
was chosen

as a model diagnostic over R2 because it penalizes for model over fitting (especially important
for multiple linear regression). The Kolmogrov-Smirnov test was used to assess residual
distribution (studentized residuals were used). Normal probability plots of studentized residuals
and plots of studentized residuals versus effects were further evaluated for normalcy.
7.4. Results and Discussion
7.4.1

General observations and cluster analysis.

Selected water quality data (DOC values, absorption coefficients, and salinities) and RI data
(formation rates and quantum yields) are provided in Appendix E. Samples could generally be
divided into three groups based DOC concentrations and absorption coefficients. Low absorbing
waters with lower DOC concentrations were from the seagrass-dominated, marine, Florida Bay
site (FB21). Freshwater marsh samples (TS2, TS3, SRS2) and the upper estuary samples (SRS4)
comprised the second group, having intermediate to high absorption coefficients and DOC
values. SRS4 is at the interface of freshwatwer marshes and estuarine, mangrove-influenced
waters (Figure 7.1) and thus this sample’s DOM character is a function of season (i.e. freshwater
marsh and estuarine influenced in wet and dry season, respectively). The third group consisted of
two estuarine samples (SRS6 and TS7), which are associated with mangrove forests and
significant tidal action (SRS6) and saltwater intrusion (TS7 during dry season).
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To further identify relationships based on optical character and reactivity between samples,
hierarchical cluster analysis was performed using ΦRI values, antioxidant activity (A×A50) values,
and optical properties (E2:E3, a255, HIX). The results from these analyses are shown in Figure
E.1, and as previously reported for molecular composition and optical properties only (M. Chen
et al., 2013; Maie et al., 2005), a clear spatial cluster was evident, likely driven by DOM source
based on the sites’ soil type and plant cover characteristics. The cluster clearly separated the
dataset (using monthly samples; Figure E.1a) into sub-environment types as follows: Taylor
River mangrove estuary site (TS7; long inundation), Shark River mangrove estuary site (SRS6;
tide influenced), Shark River mangrove ecotone (SRS4), Taylor River freshwater marsh sites
(TS2, TS3; short hydroperiod), Shark River freshwater marsh site (SRS2; long hydroperiod) and
marine the marine Florida Bay site (FB21; seagrass dominated). Cluster analysis using averaged
monthly data was also performed (Figure E.1b) with similar results, with the samples grouping
into similar sub-environments such as Florida Bay, fresh water marshes, and mangroveinfluenced sites. This suggests that Everglades DOM can be categorized based on a combination
of compositional features (optical properties) and photoreactivity (RI data). A notable exception
in the general cluster distribution however, was that the November TS7 sample fell out from the
general mangrove group (Figure E.1a). The salinity value for this sample was 25.3 practical
salinity units (PSU), which is about three times higher than the other two months at this site
(average = 9.6 PSU) indicating that the TS7 site was strongly influenced by Florida Bay water
intrusions at that time. November is the beginning of dry season in the Everglades, when reduced
freshwater discharge at this site has previously shown to lead to a shift from estuary DOM to
marine DOM (M. Chen et al., 2013), explaining why the TS7 November sample had a low a₂₅₅
and DOC concentration, more similar to Florida Bay samples.
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These observations are consistent with previous results, in which the fringe mangrove
environment in ENP has been reported to have higher DOC concentrations and highly aromatic
DOM (M. Chen et al., 2013), leading to higher absorption coefficients for TS7 as compared to
TS2 and TS3 which are overlaying marl soils. Mangrove-influenced sites (SRS6 and TS7) had
consistently greater SUVA254 values than sites further upstream, whose DOM input was
dominated by peat soils and vegetative leaching, including significant periphyton-derived inputs
(M. Chen et al., 2013). In addition, mangrove-influenced samples exhibited the greatest
antioxidant capacity, likely a result of an increased proportion of polyphenols such as tannins
(Romera-Castillo and Jaffé, 2015). It is interesting to see such a clear agreement between this
cluster analysis (including RI data) and previously reported clusters (M. Chen et al., 2013; Maie
et al., 2005), (based on molecular or optical properties only) for DOM in diverse Everglades subenvironments, suggesting that this sample set is well suited to investigate the relationships
between DOM source and reactivity as reflected through RI production and antioxidant activity.
7.4.2

Regression models between RI formation rates and DOM quantity.

RRI and ΦRI are shown in Appendix E and fall within the range of previously measured
values for each species (Vione et al., 2014) (0.0249 to 0.104 for Φ1O2, 1.30 × 10-5 to 4.76 × 10-5
for ΦOH, and 35.0 to 318 M-1 for fTMP). Figure E.3 shows regression models for RRI with DOC
concentration, a254, and a300 as potential predictors. Significant positive correlations were
2
observed between all RRI and these predictors, although Rpred varied greatly (0.1 to 0.91). The

positive correlations observed between RRI and DOC concentration, a254, and a300, all of which
describe the quantity of DOM or CDOM, supports the hypothesis that DOM is the
photosensitizer producing these species. The linear relationship between ROH and DOC
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concentration suggests that DOM (and not nitrite or nitrate) is the source of •OH in this system,
particularly when considering that nitrate and nitrite concentrations are known be low in the
Everglades (Davis et al., 2003). This fact was confirmed for these samples using ion
chromatography (Laboratory for Environmental and Geological Studies, CU Boulder). All
samples were below the detection limit for nitrite (0.01 mgNO2- L-1) and the highest nitrate
concentration was 3.5 mgNO3- L-1 (~0.056 mM). These levels are too low to be a competitive
source of •OH at the elevated DOC concentrations in these samples (see Appendix E) (Dong and
Rosario-Ortiz, 2012; Vione et al., 2006).
7.4.3

Relationships between RI quantum yields and DOM optical properties.

Because the rate of RI formation is proportional to the quantum yield (RRI = Ra-DOMΦRI), it is
desirable to have a predictive model for ΦRI based on easily measurable DOM properties.
Optical properties based parameters such as SUVA, E2:E3 and S have historically been used to
model RI formation rates and ΦRI (Dalrymple et al., 2010; McCabe and Arnold, 2016; Sharpless,
2012), and as discussed above there is a need to examine additional predictors and consolidate
previous models. Regression models are presented in this section and potential interpretations of
the data based on DOM character are given in the following section.
In this work, several DOM optical properties were examined to identify potential predictors
of ΦRI including E2:E3, S300-600, SR, SUVA254, SUVA300 and HIX (Table 7.1). Figure E.4 shows
regression models for ΦRI with E2:E3, S, and SR as potential predictors. Significant positive
correlations were observed between all ΦRI and E2:E3 and S300-600. Only Φ1O2 was significantly
2
2
correlated to SR (although poorly, Rpred
= 0.09). Rpred
was consistently higher for Φ1O2 and fTMP

than for ΦOH when E2:E3 or S300-600 was the predictor. This difference in the behavior for ΦOH
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has been observed for water samples of natural and anthropogenic origins undergoing different
treatments (size fractionation and chemical reduction) as well as for prairie pothole waters
(McCabe and Arnold, 2016; McKay et al., 2016). While in the former study there was no
significant correlation reported between ΦOH and E2:E3 (McKay et al., 2016), in the later study
(McCabe and Arnold, 2016), the ΦOH-E2:E3 relationship was weaker than the fTMP- and Φ1O2relationships (based on reported R2 values of 0.34, 0.87, and 0.82, respectively). For our dataset,
2

S300-600 was a better predictor of Φ1O2 and fTMP ( Rpred = 0.80 and 0.89, respectively) than E2:E3 (
2
Rpred
= 0.69 and 0.69, respectively).

With regards to other optical parameters, ΦRI correlated negatively to HIX, SUVA254, and
SUVA300 (Figure E.5). HIX is a metric that is intended to describe the degree of DOM
humification and is a measure of how red-shifted the fluorescence spectrum is (Huguet et al.,
2009; Senesi et al., 1991; Zsolnay et al., 1999). In addition, higher HIX values have been linked
to higher DOM aromaticity (Senesi et al., 1991). Although this relationship has not been reported
previously, it is consistent with the negative correlations observed between ΦRI and SUVA254,
which specifically describes DOM aromaticity (Weishaar et al., 2003).
The correlations between ΦRI and DOM optical properties observed here have been
attributed in part to the effects of intramolecular (charge transfer, CT) interactions, which
influence the steady state concentration of DOM excited states that are precursors to RI (Boyle et
al., 2009; Ma et al., 2010; Sharpless and Blough, 2014). In contrast, differences in molecular
character due to DOM source and degree of degradation could play an important role in
determining optical properties and ΦRI (this has previously been referred to as an individual
chromophore model). The trends and patterns observed in the current dataset, which exhibits a
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large range of optical property values, can be explained by a combination of these two models, as
discussed below.
7.4.4

Effects of seasonal and temporal variations on DOM character and Φ RI.

DOM character in the Everglades is a function of source (spatial scale) and season (temporal
scale; wet/dry) (M. Chen et al., 2013; Maie et al., 2005; Yamashita et al., 2010), which in turn
influenced observed optical and photochemical properties.
Taylor Slough and Shark River sites exhibited a general increase in E2:E3 and S300-600,
decrease in A×A50 and SUVA254, with a concomitant increase in Φ1O2 and fTMP going from wet
(September and October) to early dry (November) season. There is little variation in ΦOH
between sites and sampling times; most of the values are ~ 1.5 - 2 × 10-5 (FB21 sites are a factor
of about three greater). This temporal trend is consistent with enhanced dry season condition
(November) driven estuarine inputs, in which the primary DOM source is seagrass-derived and is
characterized by low molecular weight and low aromaticity (M. Chen et al., 2013). From a
physicochemical standpoint, this observation can be attributed to a lessened ability of low
molecular weight DOM molecules to form intramolecular CT interactions, increasing the steady
state concentration of DOM excited states leading to RI (Boyle et al., 2009; McKay et al., 2016).
However, the presence of chromophores more reactive towards forming RI cannot be excluded
without further molecular-level characterization (e.g. NMR or FTICR-MS). The importance of
sample-specific characteristics in RI formation was indicated by Timko et al., who demonstrated
stronger correlations to specific PARAFAC components derived from fluorescent measurements
than to optical properties from absorbance measurements (Timko et al., 2014). In addition, these
authors reported a stronger correlation between.•OH formation rates and SUVA254 for their TS
transect (compared to SRS), suggesting differences in the molecular composition of the
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aromatics involved in the generation of •OH. Indeed, the abundance of microbial-like humic and
protein-like PARAFAC components and non-lignin phenols (particularly at TS7 and FB21)
might support this hypothesis (M. Chen et al., 2013; Maie et al., 2005).
Conversely, there is a general decrease (north to south) in E2:E3 and S300-600, increase in
SUVA254 (excluding FB21) and A×A50with a concomitant decrease in Φ1O2 and fTMP spatially
along the Taylor Slough and Shark River Slough. This spatial trend is potentially attributable to
two competing processes: varied DOM input [freshwater marshes (high molecular weight and
low/intermediate aromaticity) to mangrove forest (high molecular weight and high aromaticity)]
(M. Chen et al., 2013), and photo-bleaching of DOM from north to south (which would be
expected to form lower molecular weight, less aromatic molecules) (Helms et al., 2008;
Sharpless et al., 2014). Due to a high level of shading as a consequence of the presence of
aquatic vegetation and elevated CDOM, it is unlikely that the latter hypothesis is the dominant
process. In contrast, DOM source changes along these transects have been clearly established as
explained above. In addition, mangrove-derived DOM contains a high amount of tannins, which
have a greater proportion of polyphenols than aromatic ketones/aldehydes (Maie et al., 2008)
(typical 3DOM* and 1O2 precursors) (Canonica et al., 1995). Thus, a reasonable hypothesis is
that a decreased amount of 3DOM* precursors (and thus 1O2 sensitizers) are present in the SRS6
and TS7 sites, leading to decreased fTMP and Φ1O2, indicating that mangrove forest inputs to the
DOM pool are critical in controlling DOM photoreactivity in southern ENP. Although
mangroves are known to contain significant amounts of tannins (Maie et al., 2008), the observed
effect of mangrove-derived DOM on ΦRI might be related to the antioxidant capacity of these
compounds (see 7.4.8).
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7.4.5

Effect of salinity on RRI and Φ RI.

Because of the large salinity gradient in ENP (increasing salinity north to south) the
potential exists for probe compound reactions to be influenced by general and specific ion
effects, thus affecting RRI and ΦRI. Although this topic is mostly unexplored, Parker et al. have
examined the effects of high ionic strength and halides on 3DOM* photochemistry (Parker et al.,
2013). These authors showed that high ionic strength decreases the rate constant for 3DOM* loss,
increases [3DOM*]ss, but does not affect the apparent quantum yield for 3DOM* formation. Our
dataset was examined for general and specific ion effects by comparing RRI and ΦRI to total
salinity, [Cl ], and [Br ] (Figure E.13 and Figure E.14). There were significant decreases in RRI
−

−

with increasing salinity, but this trend was likely influenced by the concomitant decrease in DOC
for these samples. Only four of nine relationships between ΦRI and salinity, [Cl ], or [Br ] were
−

−

2

significant, and the highest degree of correlation was between fTMP and total salinity ( Rpred =0.39).
These data, along with Figure E.12 suggests that general and specific ionic strength effects are
likely not playing a significant role in determining ΦRI for this study site.
7.4.6

Multiple linear regression models and consolidation of single linear regression
models.

While there are clearly many physicochemical factors controlling ΦRI for these samples,
correlations with E2:E3 and S300-600 are consistent with previous reports (Dalrymple et al., 2010;
McCabe and Arnold, 2016; Sharpless, 2012). E2:E3, S300-600, HIX, SUVA254, and SUVA300 are
all thought to be surrogates for DOM molecular weight, structure, and history (source and
transformations) (Helms et al., 2008; McKay et al., 2016; Peuravuori and Pihlaja, 1997).
However, there has yet to be a compilation and comparison of published correlations between
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ΦRI and these physicochemical parameters. In addition, no attempts at using multiple linear
regression to predict RRI or ΦRI have been published. We discuss these two points below.

Figure 7.2. Regression models for absorbance predictors used in estimating RI quantum yields.
Solid line indicates the model prediction and dashed lines indicate the 95% prediction interval.
2
The fitted model equation, Rpred
, and average prediction interval are shown for each predictionregressor pair. Data in red are from Peterson et al. (2012) and are not included in regression
models. Data used in the model included that from this study, Dalrymple et al., Mostafa and
Rosario-Ortiz (un-treated samples; i.e., not oxidized), Bodhipaksha et al., and McCabe and
Arnold.
2
Although multiple linear regression resulted in better predictability (i.e. Rpred ) for the ENP

samples, all regressors were intercorrelated, even when standardized (i.e. x = 0; σ =1 ) ; see
Table E.2 through Table E.6). Additional analysis demonstrated that these models are probably
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not applicable in general. Further details are provided in Appendix E. Thus, previously published
relationships between ΦRI and optical properties were compiled (Bodhipaksha et al., 2015;
Dalrymple et al., 2010; McCabe and Arnold, 2016; Mostafa and Rosario-Ortiz, 2013; Peterson et
al., 2012), focusing on correlations between ΦRI and E2:E3 and S because these data were the
most widely available, and were shown above to be significant predictors of ΦRI. Inclusion of
additional physicochemical properties described herein would reduce the amount of published
data that could be used in the modeling effort. Regression models for the compiled dataset are
shown in Figure 7.2 and exhibit good predictability for Φ1O2 and fTMP using either E2:E3 or S
2
(0.66< Rpred
<0.84). However, as observed for the ENP samples (Figure E.4 and Figure E.5), these

2
models poorly predict ΦOH ( Rpred
≈0.3). It is worth noting that Φ1O2 data from the study of

Peterson et al. (Peterson et al., 2012) (data shown in red in Figure 7.2) were not included in
either the Φ1O2-E2:E3 or Φ1O2-S regression models because of their obvious deviation from the
trend exhibited by the other studies. This deviation is surprising and its reasons remain
undetermined.
As suggested by the data shown in Figure 7.2, the slope of the linear relationship between
Φ1O2 and E2:E3 may depend on the range of E2:E3 values used in the regression. To test this
hypothesis, we determined slope parameters using subsets of the data presented in Figure 7.2.
These results are shown in Table E.7 and demonstrate that indeed the slope is dependent on the
range of E2:E3 (and corresponding Φ1O2) values used in the linear regression. For example,
analysis of samples with E2:E3 values ranging from 3.1-6.0 (includes 50% of data) compared to
3.1-16.9 (includes 100% data) results in linear regression slopes of 1.16 ± 0.18 (mean ± standard
error) compared to 0.66 ± 0.035, respectively. Whether this “two regions” result is general
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should be a topic of future research. However, it is notable that there does not seem to be a
similar partitioning of the data if S is used as the regressor. The model presented here is robust in
that it has good predictability for the majority of previously published studies examined (four out
of six). This potentially suggests that ΦRI-optical property relationships may be more similar than
previously thought (McKay et al., 2016; Peterson et al., 2012). Further research is needed to
clarify this issue, and future efforts should focus on measurements of ΦRI for DOM samples with
high E2:E3 values.

Figure 7.3. Inter-correlations between measured RI quantum yields. Data from McCabe and
Arnold are shown in red and data from this study are shown in black. One to one line shown in
blue for comparison.
7.4.7

Comparison of Φ RI and poor predictability of Φ OH.

Intercorrelations between different ΦRI values measured in this study are shown in Figure
7.3. The lack of correlation between ΦOH and Φ1O2 or fTMP indicates that 3DOM* is not a
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significant precursor to •OH, which is consistent with previous studies (Gan et al., 2008; McKay
et al., 2016; McKay and Rosario-Ortiz, 2015; Pochon et al., 2002). The correlation between fTMP
and Φ1O2 is expected given 1O2’s formation pathway: 3DOM* + O2 → DOM + 1O2 (Haag and
Höigne, 1986; Zepp et al., 1981b), and previous authors have suggested that O2 could be used as
a probe for 3DOM* (McNeill and Canonica, 2016; Sharpless and Blough, 2014). Surprisingly,
this correlation has not been explored quantitatively in the literature and further studies are
warranted. Combining this knowledge with a better understanding of the relationship between
fTMP and actual (but difficult to accurately determine) 3DOM* quantum yields would facilitate
2
use of Φ1O2 as an assessment of 3DOM* reactivity. The strong linear relation ( Rpred
≈0.9)

observed here between Φ1O2 and fTMP indicates that this is probable.
All regression models built for ΦOH exhibited weaker predictability than for Φ1O2 and fTMP.
Figure 7.2 shows that Φ1O2 and fTMP values span an order of magnitude, whereas ΦOH varies by
approximately a factor of three. The highest ΦOH values were for the three FB21 samples (~ 4.5
× 10-5), whereas all others clustered around 1.5-2 × 10-5. Thus, it is possible that the weaker
correlations between DOM physicochemical properties and ΦOH are due to the smaller range of
ΦOH values (as compared to Φ1O2 and fTMP). In terms of predicting (DOM-derived) •OH steady
state concentrations in natural waters a more effective strategy may be to use linear regression
2

models for ROH, which exhibited excellent predictability for ENP samples ( Rpred ≈ 0.9). The full
application of this strategy would require characterizing the irradiance for the system of interest.
7.4.8

RI and redox potential (A×A50).

Previous studies using electrochemical methods have reported EDC and EAC for a number
of DOM isolates (Aeschbacher et al., 2012b; 2010). It was recently shown that the antioxidant
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capacity of DOM as measured by free radical scavengers correlated well with EDC (RomeraCastillo and Jaffé, 2015). This observation is expected given that DOM components such as
polyphenols are known for their antioxidant capacity (Halliwell, 1990; Rice-Evans et al., 1996)
and are thought to be the main electron donating moieties within DOM (Aeschbacher et al.,
2012b).

Figure 7.4. Relationships between Φ1O2, fTMP and A×A50. EDC values from Bodhipaksha et
al.(Bodhipaksha et al., 2015) were converted to A×A50 using the relationship determined by
Romera-Castillo and Jaffé (2015) - A× A50 = 17.48 × EDC − 0.12 - and are shown in red with the
corresponding Φ1O2 and fTMP values. Data from this study are shown in black. Insets correspond
to first row with a narrower A×A50 range.
In this study, antioxidant activity was measured for each DOM sample using the
abovementioned methodology (Romera-Castillo and Jaffé, 2015), and significant negative
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correlations were observed between A×A50 with Φ1O2 and fTMP, but not with ΦOH (Figure 7.4
inset and Figure E.17). It is important to note that degradation of the 3DOM* probe TMP is not
inhibited by DOM (i.e. TMP•+ + DOM → TMP + DOM•+) (Canonica and Laubscher, 2008), and
therefore, the above observation for fTMP is attributable to changes in DOM character and not
inhibition of TMP degradation. This result is consistent with a previous study that measured fTMP,
Φ1O2, and EDC for samples of varying origins (combination of wastewater organic matter
isolates and IHSS-purchased isolates) (Bodhipaksha et al., 2015). EDC values from this study
were used to calculate A×A50 based on the linear relationship reported by Romera-Castillo and
Jaffé (Romera-Castillo and Jaffé, 2015), A× A50 = 17.48 × EDC − 0.12 , and these data are plotted
in Figure 4 for comparison. Taken together, Figure 4 indicates that Φ1O2 and fTMP have some type
of non-linear dependence on A×A50. This trend agrees with suggestions in the literature that
electron rich DOM (larger A×A50 or EDC values) is more capable of forming intramolecular
interactions (charge transfer complexes) that would decrease [3DOM*]ss via excited state
electron transfer, a possibility that cannot be excluded or verified based on the present data
(Sharpless and Blough, 2014). In other words, 3DOM* could be acting as an (intramolecular)
oxidant, in which electron donating moieties such as polyphenols reduce 3DOM* (Wenk et al.,
2015). The potential of this reaction would increase with more electron rich DOM as measured
by the A×A50 assay, explaining the observed correlation. The relationship is conceivable
considering that moieties responsible for high A×A50 (polyphenols) may not sensitize 1O2
production when in polymeric form (such as tannins)
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, whereas chromophores that do (i.e.

aromatic ketones/aldehydes and quinones) have comparatively lower electron donating
capacities. This is especially likely for mangrove-influenced samples from the ENP (which had
the highest A×A50 values in our dataset (Romera-Castillo and Jaffé, 2015)). Thus, it seems that
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DOM with greater EDC is expected to have a lower propensity to form 3DOM* and 1O2. We
propose that the relationship observed in Figure 7.4 is due to a combination of these two
processes. Finally, it is significant that these correlations were observed using an easily
measurable proxy for EDC (i.e. A×A50), which is less cumbersome to quantify compared to
electrochemical methods.
7.5. Environmental Implications
Linear regression models built with ENP data showed that many DOM physicochemical
properties are accurate predictors of RI formation rates and quantum yields. The relationships
observed for E2:E3 and S300-600 were consistent with previous studies, whereas predictors not
previously examined that proved significant in this work included HIX, SUVA254, and SUVA300.
The correlations between ΦRI and E2:E3, HIX, and SUVA indicate that aromaticity is a
significant driver of photoreactivity, and suggests that waters with more terrestrially-derived
DOM will produce RI less efficiently. However, because the rate of RI formation also depends
on the rate of light absorption, which is faster for high SUVA waters, steady state concentrations
of RI in these systems will be high. Another significant finding is that multiple linear regression
models developed using our data were not successful at predicting RI quantum yields from
previously published studies. Although more research is needed to verify this finding, the high
amount of intercorrelation observed between regressors presents a challenge that is not easily
overcome and highlights the need for additional metrics to describe DOM character.
The correlation between 1O2 and 3DOM* formation and antioxidant capacity observed here
is in agreement with previously reported relationships between these RI and EDC (Bodhipaksha
et al., 2015; Wenk et al., 2015), and suggests that DOM with more phenolic groups (electron
donors) will have a lower than expected 1O2 and 3DOM* photoproduction. It has recently been
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proposed that reduction of 3DOM*, followed by reduction of O2, is a mechanism of H2O2
formation (Zhang et al., 2014). Although not measured in this study, this suggests that samples
with high antioxidant capacities may exhibit enhanced H2O2 production. It is thought that the
abovementioned reduction of 3DOM* is facilitated by oxidation of phenolic moieties to phenoxy
radicals (Canonica et al., 1995; Zhang et al., 2014), which can be further oxidized (Canonica et
al., 1995). Thus, one implication is that DOM samples with higher polyphenol content will have
faster rates of photooxidation (Sharpless et al., 2014). Recent work has also shown that hydroxy
benzoic acids (also electron donors) may be sources of •OH. The lack of correlation between
ΦOH and A×A50 does not support this conclusion; however, as mentioned before, this may be due
to the relatively narrow variation range in ΦOH values as compared to Φ1O2 and fTMP.
The results shown in this study have significant implications for aquatic environmental
photochemistry in terms of modeling RI formation and understanding the physicochemical
properties of DOM driving RI formation in these systems. In addition, this work provides
potential insight into the complex roles of DOM character, including aromatic composition,
molecular size and antioxidant capacity on RI formation in aquatic ecosystems.
Table 7.1. Single linear regression parameters (ΦRI = a•Predictor + b) for ΦRI measured in this
study.
2
Regression Parameter
Rpred
PIavg
a
b
Predictor/ΦRI
E2:E3
S300-600
SR
HIX
SUVA254
SUVA300

Φ1O2a
0.64
0.82
n.s.c
-0.37
-2.27
-3.79

ΦOHb
0.26
0.28
6.69
-0.16
-0.85
-1.38

fTMP
27.09
34.64
427.93
-17.69
-92.92
-158.29

Φ1O2
n.s.
-9.8
n.s.
9.4
11.2
10.1

ΦOH
n.s.
-3.0
-5.1
3.8
4.3
3.8

a

fTMP
-69.5
-496.6
-316.5
328.3
379.7
337.1

Φ1O2
0.69
0.80
n.s.
0.52
0.82
0.81

ΦOH
0.54
0.37
0.64
0.47
0.49
0.44

fTMP
0.69
0.89
0.26
0.82
0.87
0.90

Φ1O2
2.4
2.0
n.s.
3.0
1.8
1.8

ΦOH
1.3
1.6
1.1
1.3
1.3
1.4

fTMP
82.7
57.3
153.4
75.8
63.7
54.9

Model yields Φ1O2 multiplied by 1 × 102, so to determine actual Φ1O2 values, calculated values
should be multiplied by 0.01. bModel yields ΦOH multiplied by 1 × 105, so to determine actual
ΦOH values, calculated values should be multiplied by 1 × 10-5. c- indicates that parameter was
not significant at α = 5%.
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9. Conclusions and Outlook
The research chapters presented in this thesis represent an advance in the understanding of
DOM photophysics and photochemistry in natural waters. Overall, this thesis provides evidence
that the photophysical and photochemical properties of DOM can be explained by an individual
chromophore approach as opposed to a charge-transfer (CT) model. Chapters 4 and 5 represent
the first critical evaluation of the CT model as it has been presented in the literature, whereas
Chapters 3, 6, and 7 represent advances in the understanding of •OH photochemistry. These
studies are initial steps and more work is necessary in order to arrive at a complete
understanding.
The results in Chapters 3-5 pose a number of questions about the nature of chromophores
and fluorophores in DOM. Although Chapter 3 was supportive of the CT model based on
experiments used previously to characterize CT interactions in DOM (e.g. borohydride
reduction), Chapters 4 and 5 provide strong evidence against its prevalance based on experiments
using techniques to characterize CT interactions in well-defined organic DA complexes (e.g.
solvatochromism). The solvatochromism observed in these experiments in absorbance and
fluorescence spectra was typically less than ~ 15 nm, consistent with excitation into, and
emission from, local excited (LE) states as opposed to CT excited states. This minimal
solvatochromism brings up the issue of the solvent accessibility of chromophores. Specifically,
because known chromophores and fluorophores in DOM are expected to exhibit specific solvent
effects (e.g. H-bonding in hydroxybenzoic acids), one could potentially infer that these
chromophores are inaccessible, buried in a hydrophobit core or microenvironment. This
microenvironment model has support from studies investigating the role of probe polarity on
singlet oxygen formation (Latch and McNeill, 2006). However, there are many lines of evidence
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that suggest DOM chromophores are generally solvent accessible. First, these chromophores are
in general polar molecules with appreciable water solubility (e.g. phenols, quinones, and
substituted aromatic ketone/aldehydes). Second, much of the photochemistry of DOM requires
solvent accessibility, for example, triplet-induced degradation of contaminants. Finally, the
formation of such a microenvironment is thermodynamically driven by the hydrophobic effect,
which is expected to be influenced by solvents of varying polarity.
More work is necessary to verify the results of the studies in Chapters 4 and 5.
Investigations into the photophysics of DOM could benefit from the use of model compounds,
which, for example, have been useful in studies of 3DOM* chemistry. This approach would
entail building a realistic picture of chromophores and fluorophores present in DOM (e.g. based
on high-resolution molecular weight data), preparing solutions containing these components, and
performing optical property measurements. An alternative methodology that would allow a more
systematic investigation of the effect of molecular size and composition on optical properties and
photochemistry, would be to synthesize individual model DOM molecules containing these
identified chromophores and fluorophores with varying molecular weights and spacing between
D and A groups.
The temperature-dependence of •OH formation in Chapter 6 demonstrated that low-energy
hydroxylation pathways (of model compounds) from DOM photolysis are characterized by a
barrierless process, which is attributed to the formation of a quinone-water exciplex.
Understanding of photochemical •OH formation from DOM photolyis will be improved in future
studies if a method is developed that can differentiate free •OH from low-energy hydroxylators.
Application of this method to a diverse collection of isolates is necessary in order to assess the
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ubiquity of low-energy hydroxylators in DOM as a whole and the importance of these species on
contaminant attenuation in aquatic environments.
The modeling work in Chapter 7 focuses on the ability to model •OH formation quantum
yields from DOM photolysis and is the most applied of the research chapters. Chapter 7
demonstrates that •OH quantum yields were poorly modeled by all physicochemical properties
explored as predictors, which demonstrates that •OH precursors are a small component of the
overall DOM pool. Data from Chapter 3 suggests that fluorescence quantum yield may be a
viable approach for modeling •OH formation.
With Chapters 3, 6 and 7 in mind, there are a few points worth making regarding the current
state of knowledge of •OH formation from DOM. The activation energy for formation of •OH
from the H2O2-dependent and H2O2-independent pathway were identical (Chapter 5), indicating
that secondary thermal reactions (e.g. the reduction of H2O2 by Fe2+) is not the source of this
temperature-dependence. The activation energy for benzene oxidation by p-benzoquinone, a
model sensitizer, was 0 kJ mol-1, consistent with the photooxidant being an exciplex between a
triplet excited state quinone and a water molecule. Although more work needs to be done to
verify whether this chemistry is occuring in DOM, the fact that quinones are known to be present
in DOM makes this likely.
Overall, many significant challenges remain in the field of •OH photochemistry. First, the
nature, reactivity, and ubiquity of low-energy hdyroxylators formed from DOM photolysis needs
to be established, which will be possible only if a quantitative method for differentiating •OH
from these species is developed. Second, contribution of the H2O2-dependent pathway to •OH
formation (in terms of a quantum yield) has yet to be linked to the amount of iron present in a
given DOM isolate or whole water sample. This could be easily done and is important if we are
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to fully understand the apportionment of these two pathways. In addition, as demonstrated in
Chapter 7, there is a poor understanding of what DOM physicochemical properties describe •OH
formation. This also indicates that the precursors of •OH formation are either very different than
those of 1O2 and 3DOM* or that they are not well described by traditionally used parameters (e.g.
E2/E3). Chapter 3 showed that fluorescence quantum yield may be a good metric for describing
•

OH formation, indicating that fluorescing moieties may be important •OH precursors.
Finally, additional work needs to be done in order to understand the photochemistry of

DOM in light of the competing photophysical models. The CT model has also been used as a
general framework to explain DOM photochemistry. Thus, future work should focus on
explaining the photochemical properties of DOM under the individual chromophore model. I
anticipate that debate between the CT and superposition model will continue for years to come.
A correct understanding of molecular basis for the photophysical and photochemical properties
of DOM if we are to accurately describe processes involving DOM in the future.
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Appendix A Supporting Information for Chapter 3
A.1. Water Sample Information.
Wastewater samples included secondary treated wastewater effluent from Boulder
Wastewater Treatment Facility (BWW), which uses UV disinfection prior to effluent release and
secondary effluent (pre-chlorination) used by the Orange County Water District (OCWD) as
influent to its advanced wastewater recycling facility. The latter sample is a blend of nitrified
activated sludge and trickling filter effluents produced by the Orange County Sanitation District.
Longmont Wastewater Treatment Facility (LM) samples were secondary treated and disinfected
with UV light prior to collection. An additional sample was collected from Boulder Creek (BC)
at 75th and Jay St. (Boulder, CO), which is ca. 100 yards downstream of wastewater effluent
discharge. This sample was subjected to the same base-modification treatment described in the
main text, but no visible precipitate formed. This sample was used as a control for assessing the
effect of base modification on DOM when coagulation did not occur. Samples were collected in
pre-combusted amber glass bottles, filtered with pre-combusted and rinsed 0.7 µm glass fiber
filters, and stored at 4 °C. Samples were used over several months.
A.2. Analytical Methods.
A.3. HPLC.
An Agilent 1200 Series HPLC with a variable wavelength detector (VWD) was used for
analyze concentrations of probe compounds used in photolysis experiments. Either an Eclipse
XBD C-18 or Eclipse Plus C-18 column was used (1.5 x 250 mm dimensions, 5 µm particle
size).
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A.4. 1O2 Measurement.
Degradation of 2-furanmethanol (furfuryl alcohol, FFA) was used to measure the rate of 1O2
production, R1O2, (e.g. see ref (Mostafa and Rosario-Ortiz, 2013)) at a concentration of ca. 22.5
µM. Pseudo-first order rate constants for furfuryl alcohol loss allowed for calculation of R1O2
using the known rate constant for this reaction as well as the rate constant for physical quenching
of 1O2 by water. HPLC detection was accomplished using VWD at 219 nm and a gradient of pH
2.3 phosphoric acid (ca. 10 mM) and methanol: 30/70 ramped to 50/50 from 0 to 5 minutes.
Furfuryl alcohol eluted at 3.2 ± 0.2 minutes under these conditions. Measured concentrations
were far above the detection limit for furfuryl alcohol.
A.5. 3DOM* Estimation.
3

DOM* quantum efficiencies were estimated using the electron transfer probe 2,4,6-

trimethylphenol (TMP). This method has been explained in detail previously (Bodhipaksha et al.,
2015). Briefly, because DOM has a spectrum of triplet states, all of which react at different rate
constants with TMP, exact quantification of 3DOM* formation rates are not attainable. However,
the pseudo-first order rate for TMP loss can be used (at a fixed TMP concentration) to calculate
the quantum efficiency for TMP loss, fTMP (M-1), which is proportional to the quantum yield for
3

DOM* (Bodhipaksha et al., 2015). This analysis works under the assumption that both kTMP and

Σk3DOM* are constant, which represent the second order rate constant between 3DOM* and TMP
and the sum over all first- and pseudo-first order 3DOM* loss reactions, respectively. In this
study, a TMP concentration of 5 µM was used. HPLC measurement of TMP loss was
accomplished using VWD at 219 nm and an isocratic flow of pH 2.3 phosphoric acid and
methanol (40/60). TMP eluted at 7.0 ± 0.2 minutes under these conditions. Measured
concentrations were far above the detection limit for TMP.
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A.6. •OH Measurement.
•

OH was measured by following the formation of phenol from the oxidation of benzene (3

mM). The previously determined yield of 0.63 from this reaction was used to convert the rate of
phenol formation into the rate of •OH formation (McKay and Rosario-Ortiz, 2015). While not all
of the phenol produced is formed from free •OH, all reported values used this conversion for
consistency with previous studies (McKay and Rosario-Ortiz, 2015).
For whole water samples, nitrate and nitrite concentrations (Table A.1) were used to
calculate the formation rate of •OH from these species by using a calibration curve, similar to the
procedure of Dong and Rosario-Ortiz (Dong and Rosario-Ortiz, 2012). The remaining •OH
formation rate was then attributed to DOM photolysis. Phenol was detected using HPLC with
VWD detection at 210 nm. An isocratic mobile phase of 60% pH 2.3 phosphoric acid (ca. 10
mM) 40% methanol was used. Under these conditions, phenol eluted at 4.8 ± 0.2 minutes. The
limit of detection under these conditions (for phenol in deionized water) was around 20 nM
while the limit of quantitation was around 55 nM. These limits were slightly greater in DOMcontaining solutions due to background DOM absorbance.
A.7. Estimation of polychromatic quantum yields.
The quantum yield for ROS production can be defined as the rate of that process divided by
the rate of light absorption

Φ=

RROS
Ra−DOM

Equation A.1

RROS (M s-1) is measured as described above, while the rate of light absorption by DOM, Ra-DOM
(Es L-1 s-1), is calculated. fTMP is calculated by dividing the measured pseudo first order rate
constant for TMP loss (at [TMP]0 = 5 µM) by Ra-DOM. For the polychromatic system used here,
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Ra-DOM is equal to the total rate of light absorption, which is a sum over all wavelengths of
interest (Leifer, 1988), times the DOM concentration:
Ra−DOM = ka−DOM [DOM]=
=

i

∑

λ =290

=

i

∑

λ =290

=

i

∑

λ =290

(

− ε λ [DOM]z

E p,0 λ ε λ 1−10

(

ε λ [DOM]z
− Aλ z

E p,0 λ 1−10

(

)A =

Equation A.2

λ

Aλ z
− Aλ z

E p,0 λ 1−10
z

)[DOM] =

)

with the terms above defined as: ka-DOM (specific rate of light absorption), [DOM] (concentration
0
of carbon in molar), E p,λ (spectral photon flux at wavelength λ), ε (molar absorptivity of DOM
λ

at wavelength λ defined on a molar carbon basis), z (optical pathlength). In Equation A.2,
wavelengths are summed between 290 nm and i where i represents the upper wavelength limit.
This is represented in Figure A.2 in which the lamp spectra, DOM absorbance spectra, and
wavelength dependent rate of light absorption by the system are displayed. The AM 1.5 filter as
shown cuts off wavelengths below ca. 290 nm and i was typically equal to 400 nm. Table A.4
shows results of calculations of quantum yields for fluorescence, 1O2, •OH, and 3DOM* in which
the upper bound was varied.
A.8. Additional notes about CT states
The CT model attributes much of DOM photophysics to intramolecular CT interactions. For
DOM, these states arise from either partial or complete transfer of an electron between electronrich donors (hydroxy-/alkoxy-benzenes) and electron-poor acceptors (carbonyl-containing
moieties like quinones or aromatic ketones). These groups can be denoted as D and A,
respectively, and a CT state is typically written as 1(D+ / A ) indicating transfer of an electron
−
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from D to A. The superscript is meant to indicate that the excited state is a singlet state.
Parentheses around D and A are meant to indicate the close association between D and A groups
within a DOM molecule. This can also be denoted as DOM•+/• , which similarly describes
−

transfer of an electron, although it is implicit here that the transfer is from a D to an A group.
1

(D* + A) indicates a local singlet excited donor, 1(D + A*) indicates a local singlet excited

acceptor, and 3(D + A*) indicates a local triplet excited acceptor.
In principle, these interactions are possible in either the ground or excited electronic state.
Weak CT complexes have little to no CT character in the ground state, but significant CT
character in an electronic excited state (Birks, 1970). Here, character is specified by the
contribution of the dative-bond (in which complete electron transfer has occurred) wave function
( ψ1) to the ground state. For a given DA complex, the ground-state wave function can be written
as (Equation A.3)(Birks, 1970; Mulliken, 1952)
𝜓! 𝐷, 𝐴 = 𝑎𝜓! 𝐷/𝐴 + 𝑏𝜓! (𝐷! /𝐴! )

Equation A.3

and the excited state wave function can be written as (Equation A.4)
𝜓! 𝐷, 𝐴 = 𝑎∗ 𝜓! 𝐷! /𝐴! + 𝑏 ∗ 𝜓! (𝐷/𝐴)

Equation A.4

The coefficients a, b, a*, b* describe the contribution of each state (no bond (ψ0) and dativebond) to the total wave function of the ground and excited state, respectively. For weak CT
complexes, a ≃ a*≃1 and b ≃ b*≃0. These coefficients have yet to be characterized for DOM
and thus it is presently unknown if the CT interactions within DOM are primarily in the ground
or an electronic excited state. Future research should explore this question.
Under this formalism, a CT excitation could be written as (Equations A.5, A.6)
1

(D + A) + hν → 1(D* + A)

Equation A.5
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(D* + A) → 1(D+ / A )

Equation A.6

−

It is important to note that only excitation of a D group [i.e. to form 1(D* + A)] could lead to a
CT state because by definition an excited local acceptor would not donate electron density.
A.9. Calculations on the number of carbonyl groups in SRFA
Below we present an analysis on the statistical likelihood of intramolecular CT interactions
for SRFA based on known physicochemical data for this isolate. Discussion is presented first and
then the calculations are presented afterwards. Based on the (number average) molecular weight
of SRFA (829 Da by vapor pressure osmometry) (Aiken and Malcolm, 1987) and reported
carbonyl content (by

13

C-NMR, including shifts between 165 to 220 ppm),219 the number of

carbonyl groups in a SRFA molecule are estimated to be: 2 (aldehyde, ketone) and 7 (ester,
carboxylic acid). Using the reported carboxylic acid content of SRFA (6 mmol g DOM-1),10 there
are ca. 5 carboxylic acid groups, which leaves ca. 2 ester groups. The CT model states that A
groups are primarily aromatic ketones/aldehydes and quinones (Sharpless and Blough, 2014).
While esters and acids would not be as electron-deficient acceptors as ketones or aldehydes, it
seems unlikely that the substantial intramolecular CT interactions attributed to this sample would
be configurationally or statistically possible with only 2 A groups per molecule. Based on the
below calculations, 4 to 5 A groups per SRFA molecule is a reasonable upper limit for this
sample. This estimate assumes that not all of the ester and acid carbonyls act as acceptors. Lower
molecular weight DOM likely has fewer than 4 A groups. In fact, two recent reports indicate that
terrigeneous humic substances have greater antioxidant and electron donating capacities than
aquatic humic substances (Aeschbacher et al., 2010; Bodhipaksha et al., 2015; McKay and
Rosario-Ortiz, 2015; Wenk et al., 2011), suggesting a greater proportion of D and A groups
within the higher molecular weight (terrigenous) humic material.
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Detailed calculations are made on the number of carbonyl groups present in SRFA. Relevant
carbonyl-containing functional groups in SRFA are aldehydes, ketones, esters, and carboxylic
acids. Data for these calculations are derived from the International Humic Substances Society
(IHSS) website (13C-NMR estimations of C-content), Aiken and Malcolm (1987) for the
molecular weight of SRFA (Aiken and Malcolm, 1987), and Thurman and Malcolm (1983) for
the carboxylic acid content of SRFA. Reported estimates of carbon distribution in SRFA
(1S101F) obtained from the IHSS website are (chemical shift range, mass % of total C mass):
carbonyl (220-190 ppm, 7%) and ester (190-165 ppm, 20%). The reported molecular weight of
SRFA by vapor pressure osmometry is 829 Da and the reported carboxylic acid content is 6
mmol g DOM-1. The reported % C by mass for SRFA is 52.44 % (Filella and Hummel, 2010).
The number of carbonyl groups from aldehydes and ketones is calculated as
7 𝑔 𝐶 = 𝑂 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛 0.5244 𝑔 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛 1 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛
1 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝐶 = 𝑂
829 𝑔
×
×
×
×
100 𝑔 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛
1 𝑔 𝑆𝑅𝐹𝐴
12 𝑔 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛 1 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝐶 = 𝑂 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛 1 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑆𝑅𝐹𝐴
= 𝟐. 𝟓𝟒 𝑪 = 𝑶 𝒈𝒓𝒐𝒖𝒑𝒔 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝐷𝑂𝑀 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑎𝑙𝑑𝑒ℎ𝑦𝑑𝑒𝑠/𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑠
The number of carbonyl groups from esters and carboxylic acids is calculated as
20 𝑔 𝐶 = 𝑂 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛 0.5244 𝑔 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛 1 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛
1 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝐶𝑂𝑂
×
×
×
100 𝑔 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛
1 𝑔 𝑆𝑅𝐹𝐴
12 𝑔 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛 1 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝐶𝑂𝑂 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛
The number of carboxylic acid groups is calculated as
6 𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐻
829 𝑔
1 𝑚𝑜𝑙
×
×
= 4.97 𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐻 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑠 = 𝟒. 𝟗𝟕
𝑔 𝑆𝑅𝐹𝐴
𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑆𝑅𝐹𝐴 1000 𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑙
= 𝑶 𝒈𝒓𝒐𝒖𝒑𝒔 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝐷𝑂𝑀 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑥𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑐 𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑠
Thus, the number of carbonyl groups from esters is 7.25 – 4.97 = 2.28 ≈ 2.
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𝑪

A.10. Additional discussion of the relationship between RI quantum yields and molecular
weight using current models
The below text presents a more in depth explanation of the relationship between RI quantum
yields and molecular weight than presented in the main text.
Increases for Φ1O2 with decreasing molecular weight are attributable to either (i) a greater
bulk 1O2 steady state concentration with decreasing molecular weight (Latch and McNeill, 2006;
Mostafa and Rosario-Ortiz, 2013) and/or (ii) a greater concentration of or more reactive 1O2
precursors. Latch and McNeill (2006) reported greater 1[O2]ss in the DOM microenvironment as
opposed to bulk, aqueous [1O2]ss due to decreased quenching by water in the hydrophobic DOM
core (Latch and McNeill, 2006). Thus, for lower molecular weight DOM, 1O2 would have less
distance to diffuse before reaching the aqueous phase, resulting in greater aqueous [1O2]ss.
Secondly, the CT model says that DOM excited states can be deactivated to CT states; for
example, 3DOM* → DOM+•/ •. Lower molecular weight DOM would have a decreased rate of
−

such a deactivation pathway and Φ1O2 and fTMP would increase. The rate of 1DOM* deactivation
to DOM+•/ • would decrease as well, explaining concomitant increase in Φf.
−

Finally, Figure 3.4 also demonstrates an increase in ΦOH with decreasing molecular size,
which has previously been observed for size-fractionated EfOM obtained by ultrafiltration (E.
Lee et al., 2013; Mostafa et al., 2014a). The explanation for this is not simple. Although the same
correlation is observed for fTMP, it is unlikely that 3DOM* are precursors to free •OH. However,
3

DOM* could be precursors to low energy hydroxylators. For example, benzene is oxidized to

phenol upon irradiation of p-benzoquinone (McKay and Rosario-Ortiz, 2015), which likely
occurs through a quinone-water exciplex (Gan et al., 2008) that results from triplet state pbenzoquinone. Figure 3.5 as well as Lee et al. (2013) reports a positive correlation between Φf
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and ΦOH, which suggests a greater population of excited state •OH precursors (E. Lee et al.,
2013). The correlation holds for both DOM undergoing size-fractionation and chemical
reduction (SRFA) as well as coagulation (LM wastewater).
A.11. Possible assignments of peak in SEC chromatograms at retention time of ~ 45 min
The peak observed at a retention time of ~ 45 min. in the borohydride reduced samples was
also observed by Tinnacher and Honeyman (2007) (Tinnacher and Honeyman, 2007), who
labeled the DOM with tritiated NaBH4. In addition to TOC analysis, the Tinnacher and
Honeyman study also measured tritium (3H) activity after elution from the SEC column. This
revealed that the DOM responsible for this peak was tritiated. Based on the consistent retention
times between native and reduced samples, we feel that the overall effects of this new peak are
minimal. However, based on the data of Tinnacher and Honeyman, it does seem likely that lower
molecular weight compounds are being produced due to reduction of esters by borohydride.
For example, if an ester reacts with tritiated NaBH4, the following reaction occurs
O
R

O

R'

trit. NaBH 4

O3
H
R'
R
O

O
R

3H

OR'

Equation A.7

The tritiated aldehyde could be further reduced. Either of these products would account for
the tritium signal detected by Tinnacher and Honeyman at longer SEC retention times. Based on
the fact that the signal at this retention time exhibited tritium activity, it seems unlikely that it is
due to ester hydrolysis. Tritiated NaBH4 would not produce a significant amount of O3H (see
−

calculations in Supplementary Information of ref. (Sharpless, 2012)) and so its incorporation into
DOM is also expected to be minimal.
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A.12. Analysis of whether preferential removal of long wavelength absorption by
borohydride reduction increases the apparent quantum yield because of the RI wavelength
dependence
To answer this question, consider the observation that ΦRI formation are wavelength
dependent (e.g. ref. (Sharpless and Blough, 2014)). In a polychromatic system, the rate of light
absorption by DOM over all wavelengths of interest, Ra-DOM, is (Equation A.8)
Ra-DOM = 2.303 ∫ Ia (λ )A(λ )d λ

Equation A.8

all λ

where Ia is the rate of light absorption by the system and A is the solution absorbance in a 1 cm
pathlength, both at wavelength λ. With these parameters known, the rate of RI formation is
(Equation A.9)
RROS =

∫I

all λ

a-DOM

(λ )Φ(λ )d λ

Equation A.9

where Ia-DOM is the rate of light absorption by DOM at wavelength λ. For 1O2, Φ seems an
exponential function of λ (Sharpless and Blough, 2014). The dependence for •OH is similar
(Grannas et al., 2006; Vaughan and Blough, 1998; White et al., 2003). Regardless, Φ(λ) decays
to zero quickly past ~ 350 nm and thus a substantial portion of the light being absorbed may not
be inducing formation of RI, decreasing the calculated value of Φ. To examine this, Φ values
were calculated using the discrete version of Equation A.9 with the upper bound of the sum as
350, 400, and 450 nm; results are shown in Table A.4. For 1O2 and 3DOM*, the difference
between native and reduced SRFA diminishes as the upper wavelength bound increases.
Interestingly, the difference is less pronounced for fTMP than Φ1O2. Conclusions presented in 3
regarding “environmental” 1O2 and 3DOM* quantum yields should be investigated more
thoroughly given the above analysis; however, there is good precedent in the literature for
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choosing an upper wavelength bound of 400 nm (Dalrymple et al., 2010; Dong and RosarioOrtiz, 2012; Glover and Rosario-Ortiz, 2013; Golanoski et al., 2012; E. Lee et al., 2013; Mostafa
et al., 2014a; Mostafa and Rosario-Ortiz, 2013). The differences in ΦOH are actually accentuated
by increasing the upper wavelength bound.
Table A.1. Water quality of samples undergoing the base-modification and coagulation
procedures.
Sample
Total Iron (ppm)
BCnBM
0.054
BCBM
0.045
BWWnBM
0.017
BWWBM
BDLa
BWW ppt
931
OCWDnBM
0.070
OCWDBM
BDLa
OCWD ppt
353
LMC 0ppm Alum
0.060
LM30ppm Alum
0.034
LM60ppm Alum
0.032
LM90ppm Alum
0.027
LM 120ppm Alum
0.024
a

Total Aluminum
(mg Al/L)
DOC (mgC/L) Nitrate (mM) Nitrite (mM) Abs(254nm)
n.m.b
3.982
0.457
BDLa
0.126
n.m.b
BDLa
3.871
0.483
0.127
n.m.b
BDLa
5.924
0.723
0.112
n.m.b
BDLa
5.144
0.723
0.093
n.m.b
n.m.b
n.m.b
n.m.b
n.m.b
b
n.m.
8.412
0.755
0.050
0.182
n.m.b
7.588
0.770
0.050
0.145
b
b
b
n.m.b
n.m.
n.m.
n.m.
n.m.b
a
a
BDL
BDL
8.210
0.968
0.163
BDLa
0.028
7.200
0.945
0.137
BDLa
0.018
6.530
1.004
0.118
a
BDL
0.006
6.090
0.931
0.108
BDLa
0.017
5.470
0.932
0.098

below detection limit, bnot measured
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Table A.2 Average SEC retention time (Rt) for all samples.
Sample
BWW nBM
BWW BM
OCWD nBM
OCWD BM
BC BM
BC nBM

Average
Rt (min)
13.80
13.67
13.61
13.77
11.81
12.03

Sample
LM 0 mg Alum/L
LM 30 mg Alum/L
LM 120 mgAlum/L
-

Average
Rt (min)
38.13
37.98
37.81
-

Sample
SRFA <5K nat
SRFA <5K red
SRFA nat
SRFA red
SRFA >5K nat
SRFA >5K red

Average
Rt (min)
31.04
31.40
29.90
29.98
29.56
30.27

Table A.3. Data on various metrics for determining CT contributions to DOM absorbance and
fluorescence.
Metric/Sample
Absorbance
fa,min
Area under ε red/ε nat
(254nm<λ <480nm)
Area under ε red - ε nat
(254nm<λ <480nm)
Fluorescence
(Φ f,red - Φ f,nat)/Φ f,nat
(Φ f,red - Φ f,nat)

SRFA<5K

SRFA
bulk

SRFA>5K

Similar to fa,min result?

0.620

0.485

0.364

178

132

104

-1731

-11674

-19949

Yes, more negative value corresponds to more
removal

0.82
0.0145

1.15
0.0109

1.25
0.00890

-
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Yes, more area indicates less removal

Table A.4. Polychromatic quantum yields calculated over different wavelength intervals.
1

•

O2 QY

fTMP(M-1)

OH QY

290 ≤ λ ≤ 350 nm

Mean

2s

Mean

2s

Mean

2s

SRFA <5K nat

2.77E-01

4.13E-02

1.59E-04

4.60E-05

3.73E+02

4.26E+01

SRFA <5K red

2.00E-01

3.32E-03

2.22E-04

5.81E-05

2.32E+02

1.62E+00

SRFA nat

1.90E-01

5.43E-03

1.86E-04

7.76E-06

2.64E+02

6.88E+00

SRFA red

1.41E-01

1.28E-03

1.74E-04

3.72E-05

2.11E+02

1.03E+01

SRFA >5K nat

1.65E-01

1.05E-02

1.18E-04

4.03E-05

2.27E+02

2.62E+01

SRFA >5K red

1.33E-01

9.71E-03

1.68E-04

3.96E-05

1.47E+02

1.41E+01

290 ≤ λ ≤ 400 nm

Mean

2s

Mean

2s

Mean

2s

SRFA <5K nat

3.52E-02

5.26E-03

2.03E-05

5.86E-06

4.82E+01

5.50E+00

SRFA <5K red

3.03E-02

5.04E-04

3.38E-05

8.82E-06

3.56E+01

2.49E-01

SRFA nat

2.13E-02

6.10E-04

2.09E-05

8.71E-07

3.03E+01

1.43E+00

SRFA red

1.94E-02

1.76E-04

2.38E-05

5.11E-06

2.96E+01

8.59E-01

SRFA >5K nat

1.80E-02

1.15E-03

1.28E-05

4.39E-06

2.52E+01

2.90E+00

SRFA >5K red

1.79E-02

1.30E-03

2.25E-05

5.31E-06

2.01E+01

1.93E+00

290 ≤ λ ≤ 450 nm

Mean

2s

Mean

2s

Mean

2s

SRFA <5K nat

1.99E-02

2.97E-03

1.14E-05

3.31E-06

2.72E+01

3.11E+00

SRFA <5K red

1.85E-02

3.09E-04

2.07E-05

5.40E-06

2.19E+01

1.53E-01

SRFA nat

1.13E-02

3.23E-04

1.10E-05

4.61E-07

1.61E+01

8.63E-01

SRFA red

1.12E-02

1.02E-04

1.38E-05

2.96E-06

1.72E+01

3.94E-01

SRFA >5K nat

9.50E-03

6.05E-04

6.78E-06

2.32E-06

1.34E+01

1.54E+00

SRFA >5K red

1.06E-02

7.73E-04

1.34E-05

3.15E-06

1.20E+01

1.15E+00
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Table A.5. Results of linear correlations between Φ1O2 and E2/E3 as measured in this study.
Sample acronyms are BC (Boulder Creek), BWW (Boulder Wastewater), OCWD (Orange
County Wastewater), LM (Longmont Wastewater), SRFA (Suwanee River Fulvic Acid).
Sample

Sample

Slope

Intercept

n

This study
BC

creek water

-3.57

23.68

2

BWW

wastewater

1.50

-5.13

2

OCWD

wastewater

8.54

-40.17

2

LM

wastewater

1.38

-3.97

5

SRFA native

DOM isolate

1.61

-5.82

3

SRFA reduced

DOM isolate

0.95

-4.48

3

wastewater + DOM isolates

1.59

a

-5.29

a

Mostafa et al. (2013)(Mostafa and Rosario-Ortiz, 2013) wastewater + DOM isolates

0.72

0.20

> 20

Peterson et al. (2012)(Peterson et al., 2012)

0.61

0.20

> 45

0.87

-1.53

18

All data besides reduced SRFA

14

Previous work

Dalrymple et al. (2010)(Dalrymple et al., 2010)
a

water from Lake Superior
DOM isolates of diverse
origin

Found to be significant at α = 5% (slope p < 0.01)
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SRFA<5K native

0.2
0.1
300

400

500

Absorbance

0.2
0.1
0

300

400

500

0.2
0.1
0

300

400

500

0.1
300

Wavelength (nm)

500

600

Wavelength (nm)
SRFA reduced
0 days
4 days
19 days

0.2
0.1
300

400

500

600

Wavelength (nm)
SRFA>5K reduced
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Figure A.1. Time course of absorbance spectra (1 cm pathlength) for SRFA plotted from 254 to
600 nm for SRFA <5K, unfractionated, and >5K before and after reduction with sodium
borohydride over the time period of this study.
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Figure A.2. (Left) Lamp spectra (black, left axis) for Oriel 94041 A solar simulator described in
main text and absorbance spectra (red, right axis) for Boulder Creek non-base-modified. (Right)
calculation of the rate of light absorption by DOM based on Equation A.2).
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Figure A.3. Size exclusion chromatograms for pre-and post-base-modified samples. Solution and
eluent conditions are given in (Dong et al., 2010) Detector was a VWD set at 254 nm.
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Figure A.4. Size exclusion chromatograms for LM wastewater pre- and post-coagulation with
Alum. Solution and eluent conditions are given in ref.(Dong et al., 2010) Note that DOC signal
in top plot has been baseline subtracted (actual baseline was around 800 mV).
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Appendix B Supporting Information for Chapter 4
B.1. Background
B.2. Charge Transfer
Mulliken developed charge transfer (CT) theory in a series of papers and used this model to
calculate the intensity and position of previously observed CT absorption bands (Mulliken,
1952). We have provided below a brief outline of CT theory as described by Mulliken and a
discussion of the application of this theory to dissolved organic matter (DOM).
Association of an electron-rich donor (D) with an electron-poor acceptor (A) forms a donoracceptor complex (DA) that is described quantum mechanically by the states (Equation B.1)

ψ N = aψ 0(D, A)+ bψ 1(D+ A− )

ground state

ψ E = a*ψ 1(D+ A− )+ b*ψ 0(D, A)

excited state

Equation B.1

Here, ψ0 represents the no-bond wave function of the complex DA and ψ1 represents the dative
wave function in which an electron is transferred completely from D to A. The contribution of ψ1
to the ground (ψN) and excited state (ψE) describes the amount of CT character of the complex
and is determined by the scalar product of Equation B.1. Assuming ψN is normalized (Equation
B.2):

ψ N ψ N = aψ 0 + bψ 1 aψ 0 + bψ 1 =
= aa ψ 0 ψ 0 + ab ψ 0 ψ 1 + ba ψ 1 ψ 0 + bb ψ 1 ψ 1 =
= a2 + 2abS + b2 = 1

where S = ψ 0 ψ 1

Equation B.2

A bar is used above to denote the complex conjugate so as not to confuse, for example, a versus
a*. The coefficients a and b above can be determined, which yields the CT character as
(Equation B.3)
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λ=

b2
a2 + b2

0≤ λ ≤1

Equation B.3

So-called weak DA complexes have λ ≈ 0 and thus have close to no D+A– character in their
ground state. Strong DA complexes have λ ≈ 1 and have substantial D+A– character in their
ground state (i.e., substantial ionic character).
With this in mind, upon light absorption weak DA complexes undergo what is appropriately
described as a CT transition (Equation B.4)

ψ N →ψ E
ψ 0(DA)→ ψ 1(D+ A− )

Equation B.4

Conversely, upon light absorption strong DA complexes undergo a transition in which the
excited state ψE has little or no CT character (Equation B.5)

ψ N →ψ E
ψ 1(D+ A− )→ ψ 0(DA)

Equation B.5

The above discussion focuses on absorption of light by DA complexes. Concerning
fluorescence, there is an important distinction between fluorescence of CT excited states (i.e. ψE
≈ ψ1(D+A–) for weak DA complexes) and donor-acceptor exciplexes. The distinction is in the
route by which the excited CT state complex, [D+A–]*, is formed. This distinction is important
because excited-state deactivation mechanisms differ between the two pathways. For the DA
exciplex route, formation of the exciplex D*A or DA* is a pre-requisite for electron transfer to
form D+A– and is in competition with local excited (LE) state fluorescence and formation of
solvent separated charged species (D+…..A–). Furthermore, exciplex emission from D*A or DA*
can occur prior to electron transfer. All of these mechanisms decrease the contribution of this
pathway to D+A– fluorescence. For the CT absorption route, formation of the DA complex is a
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prerequisite to CT absorption, which directly populates [D+A–]*. Emission by [D+A–]* formed
by this pathway is in competition with formation of a solvent separated charged species
(D+…..A–).
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Figure B.1. Scheme depicting the possible photophysical processes of CDOM, including local
excited (LE) states and charge-transfer (CT) interactions and expected effects of temperature,
solvent polarity, and viscosity on CDOM absorption (a-c) and fluorescence (d-f) properties.
Scenarios are depicted for independent D and A molecules (a, d), covalently tethered D and A (b,
e) and conjugated D and A moieties (c, f). Only some of the critical dependencies are indicated.
For example, the wavelength of fluorescence (hνF,CT) has been shown to be dependent on
solvent viscosity due to dipole reorientation effects (Lakowicz, 1999). Note also that temperature
also perturbs solvent viscosity and solvent polarity and is thus expected to have effects beyond
DA complex equilibrium position.
B.3. Application of CT theory to DOM
CT theory was first used to explain DOM optical properties by Ziechman in the 1970s, who
investigated humic substances and model compounds (Ziechmann, 1972). This work suggested
an enthalpic component to DA complex formation in humic substances and that this could be
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investigated by UV-Vis spectrophotometry. Subsequent work by Langford and coworkers
developed these ideas further, wherein it was proposed that intramolecular complexation of
chromophores resulted in long wavelength absorbance. Work by Blough and Sharpless has led to
the CT model for DOM photophysics, which is summarized in Table B.1 (Sharpless and Blough,
2014). Other optical property models are used by the DOM community, mainly one in which
chromophores are assumed to act independently of one another (i.e. a superposition). An
application of this model is parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC), which decomposes DOM
fluorescence spectra into components, which researchers often interpret as specific groups of
fluorophores.
Table B.1 outlines the major photophysical and photochemical observations that have lent
support for the CT model. Readers are referred to references listed in Table B.1 for details.
Figure B.1 shows schematically the possible arrangements of D and A moieties under this model.
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Table B.1.Photophysical and photochemical properties of DOM and their proposed explanation
by the CT model.
Observation

Reference

Absorption in visible
region of spectrum

Shapiro (1964),(Shapiro,
1964) Ghassemi and
Christman (1968)(Ghassemi
and Christman, 1968)

Preferential decrease in
visible absorbance as a
result of photobleaching
and lower molecular
weight

Boyle (2009),(Boyle et al.,
2009) Helms (2008),(Helms
et al., 2008) Sharpless
(2014),(Sharpless et al.,
2014) McKay (2016)(McKay
et al., 2016)

Shape of Φf versus
excitation wavelength plot

Del Vecchio and Blough
(2004),(Del Vecchio and
Blough, 2004) Boyle
(2009)(Boyle et al., 2009)

Superposition of
chromophores
explanation
Absorption due to
chromophores
containing extended
π systems, or
electron rich
aromatics
(polyphenols)
Lower abundance of
conjugated DOM
molecules,
polyphenols,
quinones in lower
molecular weight
DOM
This shape is not
universal for organic
matter isolates (vide
infra and main
manuscript)

Preferential loss of visible
absorption, blue-shifted
fluorescence emission, and
increased fluorescence
quantum yields following
DOM reduction with
borohydride

Ma (2010),(Ma et al., 2010)
McKay (2016)(McKay et al.,
2016)

Formation of lower
molecular weight
molecules due to
ester hydrolysis
during borohydride
reduction

Decrease of reactive
intermediate quantum
yields with increasing
wavelength

Vaughan et al.
(1998),(Vaughan and
Blough, 1998) Sharpless
(2012),(Sharpless, 2012) refs
within Sharpless and Blough
(2014)(Sharpless and
Blough, 2014)

Formation of lower
energy excited states
that preempt reactive
intermediate
formation
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CT Explanation
Absorption due to the lower
energy excitation of a weak
DA complex into a CT
excited state, [D+A–]*
Formation of lower
molecular weight compounds
upon photobleaching, which
have a decreased likelihood
of forming DA complexes
due to size constraints
Emission at wavelengths >
475 nm is due to a coupled
manifold of CT states that
are increasingly lower in
energy
Reduction of aromatic
ketones/aldehydes (D
groups) decreases DA
complex (i.e. visible)
absorption, and also
decreases LE decay into CT
states
Excitation into CT states
does not lead to formation of
reactive intermediates

B.4. Materials and methods
Additional sample sources and details are given in Table B.2.
Table B.2. Names, classifications, and sources for samples used in this study.
Sample

Classification

Source

Acronym

Identification #

Suwannee River
Fulvic Acid

Terrestrial,
aquatic

IHSS

SRFA

2S101F

Suwannee River
Humic Acid
Nordic Lake Fulvic
Acid
Pony Lake Fulvic
Acid
Suwannee River
Natural Organic
Matter

Terrestrial,
aquatic
Terrestrial,
aquatic
Microbial,
aquatic

IHSS

SRHA

2S101H

IHSS

NRFA

1R105F

IHSS

PLFA

1R109F

IHSS

SRNOM

2R101N

IHSS

NRNOM

1R108N

Terrestrial,
aquatic

IHSS

MRNOM

1R110N

Soil

IHSS

ESHA

1S102H

Soil

IHSS

PPHA

1S103H

Soil

IHSS

PPFA

2S103F

Yukon HPOA

Terrestrial,
aquatic

USGS

YHPOA

AK09-0044 HPOA

Gulf of Maine HPOA

Estuarine

USGS

GMHPOA

MEG08-0029
HPOA

Pacific Ocean FA

Marine

USGS

POFA

O-1 FA

Nordic Lake Natural
Organic Matter
Upper Mississippi
River Natural
Organic Matter
Elliot Soil Humic
Acid
Pahokee Peat Humic
Acid
Pahokee Peat Fulvic
Acid

Terrestrial,
aquatic
Terrestrial,
aquatic

Isolation method
Thurman and Malcolm
(1981, EST)(Thurman
and Malcolm, 1981)
Thurman and Malcolm
(1981, EST)
Thurman and Malcolm
(1981, EST)
Thurman and Malcolm
(1981, EST)
Sun, Perdue and
McCarthy (1995, Water
Res)(Sun et al., 1995)
Sun, Perdue and
McCarthy (1995, Water
Res)
Sun, Perdue and
McCarthy (1995, Water
Res)
base extracted from solid
material, XAD-8
base extracted from solid
material, XAD-8
base extracted from solid
material, XAD-8
Aiken et al. (1992, Org
Geoc)(Aiken et al., 1992)
Aiken et al. (1992, Org
Geoc)
Aiken et al. (1992, Org
Geoc)

Table B.3 compares Fluoromax-4 and Aqualog spectrofluorometer specifications.
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Table B.3. Comparison of Fluoromax-4 and Aqualog spectrofluorometers
Instrument

Source

Fluoromax4

150 W xenon,
continuous
output,
ozone-free
lamp

Aqualog

150 W xenon,
continuous
output,
ozone-free
lamp

Excitation
rangea
(nm)

240-600

Emission
rangea
(nm)

Monochromators

Detectors

Czerny-Turner, Ruled
gratings, 1200 grooves/mm

Excitation:
Photodiode
PMT

290-800
Excitation: 330 nm blaze
Emission: 500 nm blaze
Excitation: Double-grating.
Aberration-corrected with
holographic gratings.

230-800

250-800

Excitation grating:
1,200 gr/mm, 250 nm blaze

Emission grating:
285 gr/mm, 350 nm blaze
a Range with manufacturer determined instrument correction factors
b Manufacturer specification, test conditions and method specified in instrument manual.

S/N
Ratiob
3,000:1

Emission:
R928P PMT
20,000:1
Excitation:
Photodiode
PMT
Emission:
CCD

B.5. Quantum yield calculation
The fluorescence quantum yield (Φf) was determined using steady state fluorescence data
and quinine sulfate in 0.1 N H2SO4 as a reference (Φf of 0.51) (Velapoldi and Mielenz, 1980).
Equation B.6 is the most general expression for fluorescence quantum yield (Birks, 1970). This
method calculates the ratio of the integrated DOM sample fluorescence intensity (IDOM) across
all emission wavelengths (λem) at a given excitation wavelength (λex) divided by the DOM
absorbance at this excitation wavelength (Absex). This ratio is divided by the same ratio for the
quantum yield standard (Iref and Absref), in this case quinine sulfate. The first term corrects for
differences in refractive index between the sample and quantum yield reference.
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Φ DOM ( λex )

n2
=
Φ ref ( λex ) n2

∞

∫

0

I DOM ( λex , λem )d λem

ref

Absex ( λex )

Absref ( λex )

∫

∞

0

Iref ( λex , λem )d λem

Equation B.6

Quinine sulfate does not absorb at wavelengths > 400 nm, which are of interest to DOM
fluorescence. Thus, the reference term in the above equation was fixed to an excitation
wavelength of 350 nm. This approach has been used before and is justified by the fact that
instrument-specific correction factors are applied to the fluorescence data (Valeur and BerberanSantos, 2012). Finally, the dependence of refractive index on wavelength and solvent was
assumed to be negligible. In aqueous samples, the wavelength dependence is due to the fixed
quinine sulfate standard excitation wavelength compared to sample excitation wavelength. For
aqueous samples, the maximum refractive index range between all excitation and temperature
combinations tested is 1.33 to 1.36 (Thormählen et al., 2009). For the glycerol-water solutions,
the refractive index at 20°C ranges from 1.33-1.37. In ACN and THF, the refractive index across
excitation wavelengths ranges from 1.35-1.35 and 1.41-1.42 for ACN and THF, respectively
from 600-400 nm (http://wtt-pro.nist.gov/wtt-pro/). Based on Equation 6, the maximum
systematic error due to neglecting the refractive index term is 10%. With these assumptions, the
Equation B.6 simplifies to Equation B.7.

Φ DOM (λex )
Φref (350 nm)

∫
=

∞

0

I DOM (λex , λem )d λem
Absex (λex )

Absref (350 nm)

∫

∞

0

Iref (350 nm, λem )d λem

Equation B.7

The upper bound of the integral in Equation B.7 is given by the maximum emission
wavelength for which the sample emits. For measurements performed on the Fluoromax-4, the
maximum emission wavelength measured was 700 or 800 nm, depending on the sample (red182

shifted samples such as soil HA and SRHA were analyzed out to 800 nm). For measurements
performed on the Aqualog, all samples were analyzed with a maximum emission wavelength of
800 nm.
Some additional details need to be mentioned regarding quantum yield determined with the
Fluoromax-4 instrument. First, due to second order diffraction of fluorescence signal by the
emission gratings, it was necessary to extrapolate (first order) fluorescence to zero using a single
exponential function at excitation wavelengths less than 400 nm before integrating the signal.
The difference in area between this method and simply stopping the integration when second
order diffraction appeared was typically < 10% at excitation wavelengths > 300 nm. Second,
comparison of quantum yield profiles determined on both instruments showed systematically
higher values for the Fluoromax-4 as compared to the Aqualog at excitation wavelengths < 350
nm. This difference is due to the poorer quality excitation gratings in the Fluoromax-4 (plane
ruled gratings) that lets more stray light pass than the gratings in the Aqualog excitation system
(concave holographic). For these reasons, quantum yields determined on the Fluoromax-4 are
only reported at excitation wavelengths greater than 350 nm, which did not exhibit this
systematic bias. At excitation wavelengths greater than 350 nm, there was good agreement in
quantum yields measured on both instruments.
B.6. Results and discussion
B.7. DOM optical properties in aqueous solution
The samples investigated in this study were diverse in origin, ranging from marine and
microbial-derived isolates, to terrestrial aquatic isolates, to soil-derived isolates. This can be seen
by looking at the wide range of SUVA254 values measured (0.7 – 8.9 L mgC-1 m-1), which
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indicates an approximate percent aromatic carbon ranging from about 7 % to 50 % (Weishaar et
al., 2003). We note, however, that SUVA254 values for soil samples are higher than what is
typically observed for aquatic samples and should be interpreted with caution. Absorbance
spectra for all aqueous samples are shown in Figure B.8 and Figure B.9. Fluorescence spectra for
all aqueous samples are shown in Figure B.10 through Figure B.13.
Table B.4. Optical properties for all samples in aqueous solution. Uncertainty may be less than
significant figures shown.
Isolate
GMHPOA
POFA
PLFA
MRNOM
NRNOM
SRNOM
NRFA
SRFA
YHPOA
SRHA
ESHA
PPFA
PPHA

SUVA254
ID Number
DOC (mg/L) (L/mgC/m)
MEG08-0029 HPOA 5.63±0.09 1.74±0.02
O-1 FA
10.55±0.07 0.67±0.01
1R109F
4.77±0.13 2.52±0.03
1R110N
4.58±0.04 3.44±0.01
1R108N
4.17±0.13 4.20±0.03
2R101N
4.62±0.01 3.03±0.00
1R105F
5.18±0.05 4.85±0.01
1S101F
3.25±0.04 4.22±0.01
AK09-0044 HPOA 2.71±0.06 2.61±0.02
2S101H
7.60±0.10 3.77±0.01
1S102H
3.50±0.03 8.88±0.01
2S103F
2.46±0.04 6.34±0.02
1S103H
3.66±0.16 8.29±0.04

E2:E3
6.96±0.01
8.69±0.00
4.89±0.00
5.39±0.00
4.68±0.00
4.74±0.01
4.20±0.00
4.53±0.01
7.06±0.01
3.45±0.00
2.39±0.00
4.27±0.01
2.87±0.00

Spectral Slope
(nm-1)
0.01725±0.00009
0.01613±0.00009
0.01547±0.00009
0.01609±0.00005
0.01488±0.00005
0.01469±0.00005
0.01506±0.00005
0.01519±0.00000
0.01863±0.00014
0.01303±0.00000
0.00750±0.00000
0.01344±0.00005
0.00978±0.00005

FI
1.430±0.003
1.540±0.029
1.575±0.016
1.452±0.008
1.437±0.003
1.422±0.005
1.231±0.003
1.293±0.009
1.529±0.008
1.095±0.002
0.653±0.001
1.065±0.003
0.741±0.001

Max Em at λ Ex = 370
nm
462±0
457±0
456±0
462±3
463±3
465±0
479±5
472±2
459±0
490±3
553±0
491±2
541±3

Φ f at λ Ex = 370 nm
0.0099±0.0002
0.0103±0.0001
0.0121±0.0001
0.0111±0.0001
0.0066±0.0001
0.0087±0.0002
0.0058±0.0000
0.0077±0.0001
0.0201±0.0002
0.0030±0.0000
0.0040±0.0000
0.0099±0.0001
0.0033±0.0000

Max Φ f
0.0099±0.0002
0.0104±0.0001
0.0123±0.0000
0.0111±0.0001
0.0067±0.0001
0.0087±0.0002
0.0062±0.0001
0.0078±0.0001
0.0206±0.0003
0.0032±0.0001
0.0053±0.0000
0.0116±0.0001
0.0049±0.0000

λ Ex
370
355
390
370
360
380
435
380
380
430
460
460
475

B.8. Temperature dependence of DOM absorbance and fluorescence.
Association of an electron donor D with an electron acceptor A can form a one to one
complex, DA, with an equilibrium written as KDA = [DA]/([D][A]). Typical KDA values for
intermolecular DA complexes between iodine and benzene derivatives range from 0.1 to 10,
increasing with increasing substitution of electron-rich substituents on benzene. By measuring
the temperature-dependence of KDA, enthalpies of formation for these complexes have been
reported, and it is expected that potential intramolecular DA complexes within DOM would have
similar values. Importantly, absorbance by DA complexes depends on the concentration of DA
in solution (AbsDA = εCT[DA]l), which in turn is a function of temperature due to KDA’s
temperature-dependence (Foster, 1969; Orgel and Mulliken, 1957). As an example, the relative
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change in AbsDA for a complex having a ΔHform = -1.8 kcal mol-1 (benzene + p-benzoquinone)
(Kuboyama and Nagakura, 1955), is
Abs DA,T=10C
Abs DA.T=35C

=

(K[D][A])T=10C
(K[D][A])T=35C

!

K T=10C
K T=35C

=

exp(−ΔH /(R × 283 K)
exp(−ΔH /(R × 308 K)

−1

exp(7500 J mol /(8.314 J mol-1K -1 × 283 K) 24.2
=
=
= 1.28
exp(7500 J mol −1 /(8.314 J mol-1K -1 × 308 K) 18.7

Equation B.8

corresponding to a 28% increase in absorbance in the CT band upon decreasing the temperature
from 35 to 10 °C. Note that this calculation assumes that equilibrium concentrations of [D] and
[A] are approximately equal at these two temperatures. Contrary to this hypothesis, no change in
absorbance is observed at any excitation wavelength between 10 and 40 °C for any sample
studied (Figure B.2).
The lack of change in DOM absorbance over the measured temperature range indicates
either:
− DA complexes are not as responsible for the optical properties of DOM as
previously stated
− DA complexes are of the rigid type as specified in Figure B.1
− ΔHform values for DA complexes are much smaller than -2.0 kcal mol-1 (as ΔHform
→ 0 kcal mol-1, AbsCT,T=10C/AbsCT,T=35C → 1)
It is difficult to specify which of (i) – (iii) is most correct, although it seems reasonable to
disregard (iii) because of the abundance of measured ΔHform for π-π DA complexes similar to
those hypothesized to be present in DOM.
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Temperature is also expected to influence the fluorescence emission maximum and
intensity. Decreasing temperature increases the viscosity of solvent molecules, decreasing the
solvent reorientation rate around the excited state dipole, which in turn increases the proportion
of fluorescence from the unrelaxed state and results in a blue shift. This spectral shift can be
observed for LE states in addition to fluorescence from CT excited states, however, the change in
emission maximum is much more prominent in the latter (Lakowicz, 1999). Although we
observe a decrease in fluorescence intensity with increasing temperature, similar to a previous
study (Baker, 2005), the spectral shape remained unchanged, which indicates that the proportion
of fluorescing species is unchanged over this temperature range. The lack of change in emission
maximum indicates that the solvent relaxation rate is still faster at 10 °C than the fluorescence
emission rate. The same result was observed for fluorescence spectra collected for MRNOM and
ESHA at -10 and 70 °C in ≈70% v/v glycerol in water.
In addition, the CT model for DOM postulates that charge-recombination-induced
luminescence by [D+A–]* is responsible for fluorescence at longer emission wavelengths (i.e. at
or greater than ~470 nm) due to a near continuous, coupled manifold of these states. Thus, for
excitation wavelengths < 375 nm, emission is potentially due to both LE fluorescence and
charge-recombination, while at wavelengths > 375 nm, emission is due solely to chargerecombination. The lack of change in emission spectra at wavelengths > 375 nm is inconsistent
with this idea because these emitting states would be coupled by temperature-dependent
processes, necessitating extremely fortuitous circumstances for each process to have the exact
same (or similar) activation energy.
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Figure B.2. Absorbance spectra for isolates at temperatures ranging from 10 to 40 °C.
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Figure B.3. Effect of temperature on fluorescence quantum yields for PLFA and MRNOM
presented as both a) measured quantum yields and b) quantum yields normalized to the
maximum value at each temperature. Inset: emission spectra at an excitation wavelength of 370
nm.
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Figure B.4. Effect of temperature on fluorescence quantum yields for SRNOM, SRFA and
SRHA presented as both a) measured quantum yields and b) quantum yields normalized to the
maximum at each temperature. Inset: emission spectra at an excitation wavelength of 370 nm.
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Figure B.5. Effect of temperature on fluorescence quantum yields for PPFA and PPHA presented
as both a) measured quantum yields and b) quantum yields normalized to the maximum at each
temperature. Inset: emission spectra at an excitation wavelength of 370 nm.
B.9. Differentiation of temperature and viscosity effects on fluorescence spectra and
quantum yields
A change in temperature affects both the rate of fluorescence decay and the viscosity of the
solvent, and thereby the rate of solvent relaxation. To separate the effects of changing
temperature and viscosity, we measured absorbance and fluorescence spectra of a subset of
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samples at varying volume percentages of glycerol at different temperatures chosen to keep
either viscosity or temperature constant (Table B.5 and Table B.6).
Table B.5. Experimental matrix for glycerol and water at different temperatures
Solvent

Temp (°C)

Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
10% Glycerol
20% Glycerol
30% Glycerol
10% Glycerol
20% Glycerol

10
20
25
30
40
40
40
40
20
30

Dielectric
Constant
83.8
80.1
78.3
76.5
73.2
70.4
67.7
64.9
77.6
71.2
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Viscosity
(cP)
1.31
1.01
0.903
0.801
0.656
0.826
1.07
1.46
1.31
1.35

Table B.6. Quantum yields for glycerol-water experiments for ESHA, MRNOM, PLFA, and
SRFA.
Isolate
ESHA

Glycerol
(v/v %)
10

Temperature
(°C)
20

Φf at Ex=370nm
Average
Error
6.108E-03

8.946E-05

ESHA

10

40

5.984E-03

8.219E-05

ESHA

20

30

6.519E-03

9.666E-05

ESHA

20

40

6.397E-03

9.161E-05

ESHA

30

40

6.646E-03

8.842E-05

MRNOM

10

20

1.503E-02

2.015E-04

MRNOM

10

40

1.271E-02

1.728E-04

MRNOM

20
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1.405E-02

2.092E-04
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20
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1.863E-04
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40
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Figure B.6. Absorbance spectra for various temperature-glycerol combinations demonstrating no
significant change in spectral shape. Note that the combinations shown here do not exactly match
those in Table B.5.
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Figure B.7. Fluorescence quantum yield versus excitation wavelength for various temperatureglycerol combinations. Right column duplicates data in left column but focused on excitation
wavelengths around the peak Φf.
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B.10. Effect of solvent on DOM absorbance and fluorescence
Physicochemical properties of the solvents in which DOM absorbance and fluorescence
spectra were measured are shown in Table B.7. It was hypothesized that solvatochromism would
be observed in these spectra, which is typical for DA complexes of known organic compounds
(e.g. dye compounds) due to CT character in either the ground or excited state. Absorbance
spectra in ACN and THF are shown in Figure B.8 and Figure B.9. Fluorescence spectra for
samples in ACN and THF are shown in Figure B.10 through Figure B.13.
Table B.7. Solvent properties at room temperature.
Solvent
Water (H2O)
Acetonitrile (ACN)
Tetrahydrofuran (THF)

Dielectric Constant (εr)
80.1
37.5
7.58

Refractive index (n)
1.3330
1.3441
1.4072

Viscosity (cP)
1.00
0.38
0.55

Figure B.8 and Figure B.9 show all molar extinction coefficients for samples measured in
H2O, ACN, and THF. These spectra are largely the same in all three solvents, indicating no
solvatochromism, and the small differences that are seen are not consistent between samples and
primarily at excitation wavelengths < 350 nm. Note that we were unable to obtain reliable
absorbance spectra for ESHA and PPHA in THF due to evidence of light scattering and particle
formation. Although the samples diluted from aqueous stock initially dissolved in THF and
spectra were recorded, spectra were markedly different after 24 and 72 hr, which were
accompanied by the presence of observable particulates in solution. The exact mechanism behind
this observation is undetermined, but we did not observe this for other sample spectra. We also
note that an early study measuring fulvic acid molecular weights by vapor pressumer osmometry
utilized THF as a solvent and no precipitate was observed (Aiken and Malcolm, 1987). Hence,
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we do not suspect that the phenomena observed for ESHA and PPHA can be generalized to the
other isolates.
The CT model predicts a blue shift in DOM emission spectra with decreasing solvent
polarity due to destabilization of CT excited states relative to LE states, the latter of which then
become the primary emitting fluorophores. Solvatochromism in fluorescence spectra is expected
for LE states, but to a much lesser degree (Lakowicz, 1999). We assessed for solvatochromism in
fluorescence spectra by calculating the change in maximum emission wavelength at a given
excitation wavelength in ACN and THF relative to H2O (Figure B.21 through Figure B.26). Most
samples exhibited no statistically significant change in emission wavelength (± 15 nm based on
number of replicates and bandpass). Note that the ± 15 nm over which statistical significance
was assessed falls within the region of solvatochromic shifts that could be expected for LE states,
but is less than what would be expected for fluorescence from CT excited states. Conversely, all
soil-derived isolates (ESHA, PPHA, PPFA) exhibited blue-shifted emission in organic solvents.
This blue shift was significant at most excitation wavelengths for ESHA, while for PPHA and
PPFA it occurred over a more selected wavelength range. In general, the largest changes in
emission wavelength were observed at excitation wavelengths < 375 nm, which under the CT
model, correspond to excitations into LE states.
Overall, the lack of solvatochromism in DOM fluorescence spectra is supporting evidence
for a minor contribution of DA complexes to DOM photophysics.
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Figure B.8. Effect of solvent on absorbance for eight isolates in H2O, ACN, and THF.
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Figure B.9. Effect of solvent on absorbance for five isolates in H2O, ACN, and THF (if
applicable).
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Figure B.10. Fluorescence EEM spectra for GMHPOA, POFA, PLFA, and MRNOM in H2O (a,
d, g, j), ACN (b, e, h, k), and THF (c, f, i, l).
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Figure B.11. Fluorescence EEM spectra for NRNOM, SRNOM, SRFA, and YHPOA in H2O (a,
d, g, j), ACN (b, e, h, k), and THF (c, f, i, l).
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Figure B.12. Fluorescence EEM spectra for NRNOM, SRNOM, NRFA, and SRFA in H2O (a, d,
g, j), ACN (b, e, h, k), and THF (c, f, i, l).
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Figure B.13. Fluorescence EEM spectra for ESHA, PPHA, SRHA, and PPFA in H2O (a, d, g, j),
ACN (b, e, h, k), and THF (i, l). Note that spectra for ESHA and PPHA were not collected in
THF.
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Figure B.14. Representative fluorescence EEMs for four isolates overlaid with markers to
indicate the maximum emission wavelength as a function of excitation wavelength. Markers for
other isolates exhibiting similar behaviors are plotted together.
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Increasing λex

Figure B.15. Two-dimensional plot of SRFA excitation-emission matrix illustrating the
progressively narrower and lower intensity emission peaks at increasing excitation wavelength.
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Figure B.16. Effect of solvent on fluorescence quantum yields for POFA, GMHPOA and PLFA
presented as both measured quantum yields (left pane) and quantum yields normalized to the
maximum in each solvent (right pane).
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Figure B.17. Effect of solvent on fluorescence quantum yields for SRNOM, NRNOM and
MRNOM presented as both measured quantum yields (left pane) and quantum yields normalized
to the maximum in each solvent (right pane).
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Figure B.18. Effect of solvent on fluorescence quantum yields for YHPOA, SRFA and NRFA
presented as both measured quantum yields (left pane) and quantum yields normalized to the
maximum in each solvent (right pane).
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Figure B.19. Effect of solvent on fluorescence quantum yields for PPFA, PPHA and ESHA
presented as both measured quantum yields (left pane) and quantum yields normalized to the
maximum in each solvent (right pane).
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Figure B.20. Effect of solvent on fluorescence quantum yields for SRHA presented as both
measured quantum yields (left pane) and quantum yields normalized to the maximum in each
solvent (right pane).
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Figure B.21. Solvatochromic shift in peak emission wavelength in ACN and THF relative to
water as a function of excitation wavelength for a) GMHPOA, b) POFA, and c) PLFA.
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Figure B.22. Solvatochromic shift in peak emission wavelength in ACN and THF relative to
water as a function of excitation wavelength for a) NRFA, b) SRFA, c) YHPOA and d) SRHA.
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Figure B.23. Solvatochromic shift in peak emission wavelength in ACN and THF relative to
water as a function of excitation wavelength for a) MRNOM, b) NRNOM, and c) SRNOM.
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Figure B.24. Solvatochromic shift in peak emission wavelength in ACN and THF (PPFA only)
relative to water as a function of excitation wavelength for a) ESHA, b) PPFA, and c) PPHA.
ESHA and PPHA were not evaluated in THF due to instability and precipitation of isolate.
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Figure B.25. Solvatochromic shift in peak emission wavelength in 70:30 (%v/v glycerol:water)
at 70 °C relative to -10 °C as a function of excitation wavelength.

Figure B.26. Solvatochromic shifts in peak emission and excitation wavelength as a function of
solvent composition (% THF in water) for SRFA.
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Appendix C Supplemental Information for Chapter 5
C.1. Quantum yield calculations
The fluorescence quantum yield (Φf) was determined using steady state fluorescence data
and quinine sulfate in 0.1 N H2SO4 as a reference (Φf of 0.51). Equation C.1 is the most general
expression for fluorescence quantum yield. This method calculates the ratio of the integrated
DOM sample fluorescence intensity (IDOM) across all emission wavelengths (λem) at a given
excitation wavelength (λex) divided by the DOM absorbance at this excitation wavelength
(Absex). This ratio is divided by the same ratio for the quantum yield standard (Iref and Absref), in
this case quinine sulfate. The first term corrects for differences in refractive index between the
sample and quantum yield reference.
Φ DOM ( λex )

n2
=
Φ ref ( λex ) n2

ref

∫

∞

0

I DOM ( λex , λem )d λem
Absex ( λex )

Absref ( λex )

∫

∞

0

Iref ( λex , λem )d λem

Equation C.1.

Quinine sulfate does not absorb at wavelengths > 400 nm, which are of interest to DOM
fluorescence. Thus, the reference term in the above equation was fixed to an excitation
wavelength of 350 nm. This approach has been used before and is justified by the fact that
instrument-specific correction factors are applied to the fluorescence data. Finally, the
dependence of refractive index on wavelength and solvent was assumed to be negligible. In
aqueous samples, the wavelength dependence is due to the fixed quinine sulfate standard
excitation wavelength compared to sample excitation wavelength. For aqueous samples, the
maximum refractive index range between all excitation and temperature combinations tested is
1.33 to 1.36. Based on Equation C.1, the maximum systematic error due to neglecting the
refractive index term is 10%. With these assumptions, Equation B.1 simplifies to Equation B.2.
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Φ DOM (λex )
Φref (350 nm)

∫
=

∞

0

I DOM (λex , λem )d λem
Absex (λex )

Absref (350 nm)

∫

∞

0

Iref (350 nm, λem )d λem

Equation C.2

The upper bound of the integral in Equation B.2 is given by the maximum emission
wavelength for which the sample emits. For measurements performed on the Fluoromax-4, the
maximum emission wavelength measured was 700 or 800 nm, depending on the sample (redshifted samples such as soil HA and SRHA were analyzed out to 800 nm). For measurements
performed on the Aqualog, all samples were analyzed with a maximum emission wavelength of
800 nm.
Some additional details need to be mentioned regarding quantum yield determined with the
Fluoromax-4 instrument. First, due to second order diffraction of fluorescence signal by the
emission gratings, it was necessary to extrapolate (first order) fluorescence to zero using a single
exponential function at excitation wavelengths less than 400 nm before integrating the signal.
The difference in area between this method and simply stopping the integration when second
order diffraction appeared was typically < 10% at excitation wavelengths > 300 nm. Second, past
work comparing quantum yield profiles determined on a Fluoromax-4 and Aqualog showed
systematically higher values for the Fluoromax-4 as compared to the Aqualog at excitation
wavelengths < 350 nm. This difference is due to the poorer quality excitation gratings in the
Fluoromax-4 (plane ruled gratings) that lets more stray light pass than the gratings in the
Aqualog excitation system (concave holographic). For these reasons, quantum yields determined
on the Fluoromax-4 are only reported at excitation wavelengths greater than 350 nm, which did
not exhibit this systematic bias. At excitation wavelengths greater than 350 nm, there was good
agreement in quantum yields measured on both instruments.
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C.2. Temperature-dependence of DOM absorbance
Figure 1b in the main manuscript demonstrates that absorbance is unaffected by changes in
temperature over 10 to 40 °C. Although absorbance data for only one sample (SRFA) is shown
in Figure 1a, this same result was obtained for all isolates at all temperatures examined. In brief,
as discussed in McKay et al. (McKay et al., n.d.), the constancy of absorbance with temperature
suggests that DA complexes, if present, do not play a significant role in the absorbance
properties of DOM. This is because absorbance due to these DA complexes depends on their
concentration, which in turn depends on the equilibrium constant for formation of the complex
(KDA), which is temperature-dependent as described by the van’t Hoff equation (Birks, 1970).
For a typical enthalpy of complex formation of -2 kcal mol-1 (e.g. for p-benzoquinone and
benzene is -1.8 kcal mol-1) (Kuboyama and Nagakura, 1955), an ~25% decrease in absorbance
between 10 and 40 °C is expected. Thus, the observed lack of change in absorbance with
temperature is inconsistent with what would be predicted by the CT model.
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Figure C.1. Arrhenius-type plots for ESHA (top), PPHA (middle), and LHA (bottom) at an
excitation wavelength of 370 nm. These data were regressed and slope p-values are displayed in
the plots. Arrhenius parameters are displayed for ESHA due to the significant slope p-value (i.e.
p-value < 0.05). Note that this trend observed for ESHA (increasing Φf with increasing
temperature) is opposite that observed for aquatic isolates (decreasing Φf with increasing
temperature). This is an interesting observation and should be explored in more detail in future
studies. Note that Φf for ESHA is 0.0041 and 0.0043 at 10 and 40 °C (a 5% increase) where as
this difference is much larger for aquatic isolates (e.g. 0.0118 and 0.0092 for MRNOM at 10 and
40 °C, i.e. a 22% decrease).
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Figure C.2. Arrhenius-type plots for Mississippi River NOM (MRNOM, 1R110N) using 5 data
points between 10-40 °C (a) and 9 data points between 10-55 °C (b) at an excitation wavelength
of 350 nm. Error bars in a) represent propogated error from triplicate absorbance and
fluorescence measurements on the sample and quinine sulfate reference standard. Subplot c)
shows activation energies, Ea, as a function of excitation wavelength for MRNOM obtained via
these two different experiments. Error bars in c) represent 95% confidence intervals based on a
linear fit of Equation 5.9 in Chapter 5 to the transformed data. Note that data in subplot b) were
obtained in 30% v/v glycerol and that no error bars are shown because only a single replicate
was measured. Linear regression of Ea versus excitation wavelength between 350 and 440 nm
yields slope p-values of 1.52 × 10-10 and 0.0017 for the 9 and 5 data point experiments,
respectively.
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Figure C.3. Plots of activation energy versus excitation wavelength for all samples in this study.
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Figure C.4. Correlations between activation energy values, Ea, and optical properties for
different organic matter isolates. Errorbars represent 95% confidence intervals based on a linear
fit of Equation 5.9 in Chapter 5 to the transformed data.
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Figure C.5. Correlations between activation energy values, Ea, and optical properties for
different organic matter isolates. Errorbars represent 95% confidence intervals based on a linear
fit of Equation 5.9 in Chapter 5 to the transformed data.
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organic matter isolates. Intercept term derived from fit to Equation 5.9 in Chapter 5 at excitation
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confidence intervals based on a linear fit of Equation 5.9 in main manuscript to the transformed
data.
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Table C.1. Source, acronym, identification #, and isolation method of DOM isolates used tin this
study.
Sample

Classification

Source

Acronym

Identification #

Suwannee River
Fulvic Acid

Terrestrial,
aquatic

IHSS

SRFA

2S101F

Suwannee River
Humic Acid
Pony Lake Fulvic
Acid
Suwannee River
Natural Organic
Matter
Upper Mississippi
River Natural
Organic Matter
Elliot Soil Humic
Acid
Pahokee Peat
Humic Acid
Pahokee Peat
Fulvic Acid

Terrestrial,
aquatic
Microbial,
aquatic

IHSS

SRHA

2S101H

IHSS

PLFA

1R109F

Terrestrial,
aquatic

IHSS

SRNOM

2R101N

Terrestrial,
aquatic

IHSS

MRNOM

1R110N

Soil

IHSS

ESHA

1S102H

Soil

IHSS

PPHA

1S103H

Soil

IHSS

PPFA

2S103F
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Isolation method
Thurman and Malcolm
(1981, EST)(Thurman
and Malcolm, 1981)
Thurman and Malcolm
(1981, EST)
Thurman and Malcolm
(1981, EST)
Sun, Perdue and
McCarthy (1995, Water
Res)(Sun et al., 1995)
Sun, Perdue and
McCarthy (1995, Water
Res)
base extracted from
solid material, XAD-8
base extracted from
solid material, XAD-8
base extracted from
solid material, XAD-8

Table C.2. Activation energies, Ea, for model organic compounds.
Compound
Benzene
Toluene
Toluene
p-Xylene
Napthalene
Napthalene
2-Napthol

Solvent
Ethanol
Ethanol
Hexane
Ethanol
Ethanol
Hexane
H2O

Ea (kJ mol-1)
21.23
24.12
17.37
10.61
7.72
5.79
11f

Tyrosine

H2O

29.71a

Tryptophan

H2O

33.89a

Tryptophan

H2O, D2O

29.29b

N-methyl tryptophan

H2O, D2O

27.20b

N-methyl tryptophan
Tyrosine
1-methyl anthroate
9-methyl anthroate
4-methyl-n-alkoxy
coumarins
Skh-1 (citrate-soluble calf
skin)
Collagen

H2O, D2O
0.5 M CH3COOH
Acetonitrile
Ethanol

27.20b
9.1c
7.6d
6.2d

H2O

16.8-34.3e

0.5 M CH3COOH
0.5 M CH3COOH

6.2-8.4c
10.3-11.4c

Ref.
(Birks, 1970)
(Birks, 1970)
(Birks, 1970)
(Birks, 1970)
(Birks, 1970)
(Birks, 1970)
(Robinson et al., 1986)
(Gally and Edelman,
1962)
(Gally and Edelman,
1962)
(Eisinger and Navon,
1969)
(Eisinger and Navon,
1969)
(Eisinger and Navon,
1969)
(Menter, 2006)
(Matsumoto et al., 1972)
(Matsumoto et al., 1972)
(Giri, 1992)
(Menter, 2006)

H2O viscosity

16.8

Ethanol viscosity

14.3

Tetrahydrofuran viscosity

7.6
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(Menter, 2006)
Calculated from wttpro.nist.gov/wtt-pro
Calculated from wttpro.nist.gov/wtt-pro
Calculated from wttpro.nist.gov/wtt-pro

Appendix D Supplemental Information for Chapter 6
D.1. p-benzoquinone photolysis measurements using UV/Vis absorbance spectrophotometry
Irradiations of 70 µM p-benzoquinone spiked with 3 mM benzene were performed and
analyzed by UV/Vis spectrophotometry to confirm this compounds rate of decay as observed by
HPLC. Solutions were made at lower concentrations here to keep the maximum absorbance
around 1 using a 1 cm path length
Spectra showing the loss of p-benzoquinone, and growth of hydroxy-p-benzoquinone and
hydroquinone are shown in Figure D.5. By plotting the absorbance at 250 nm as a function of
time, an initial decay rate of p-benzoquinone of 2.46 x 10-8 M s-1 was estimated. Performing the
same analysis on data obtained by HPLC for 92.5 µM solutions of p-benzoquinone gives a decay
rate of 6.24 x 10-8 M s-1. Dividing each of these values by their respective concentrations yields
first order rate constants of 3.6 x 10-4 s-1 and 6.7 x 10-4 s-1 for the UV/Vis and HPLC method,
respectively. This factor of two difference can be reconciled by considering that the presence of
benzene results in the formation of phenol. Because phenol absorbs at 250 nm, its growth in
concentration (causing an increase in absorbance) would decrease the rate of p-benzoquinone
loss.
D.2. Analysis of temperature dependent data using the Eyring equation:
Quantum yields were plotted according to the Eyring equation:
⎛Φ ⎞
⎛ k ⎞ ΔS ‡
ΔH ‡
ln ⎜ a ⎟ = −
+ ln ⎜ B ⎟ +
RT
R
⎝ T ⎠
⎝ h⎠
!

Equation D.1

‡
where Φa is the apparent quantum yield of •OH formation, !ΔH is the enthalpy of activation,

‡
!ΔS is the entropy of activation, kB is Boltzman’s constant, h is Planck’s constant, and R is the
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ideal gas constant. Values of !ΔH and !ΔS are summarized in Table D.1, and, as expected !ΔH
‡

‡

‡

is approximately equal to the Arrhenius activation energy (Table 6.1). It is difficult to interpret
the meaning of !ΔS for the multistep reaction sequence that forms •OH from DOM photolysis.
‡

Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that the DOM samples having the largest Arrhenius
‡
activation energy (SRFA, SRNOM < 5K and <1K) all have the largest values of !ΔS (notice

especially the trend with SRNOM).
Table D.1. Summary of enthalpy and entropy of activation values obtained via the Eyring
equation.
Sample
Nitrate
PLFA
SRFA
ESHA
SRHA
SRNOM
SRNOM 5K
SRNOM 1K

ΔH‡ (kJ mol-1)

ΔS‡ (J mol-1 K-1)

14.1
19.1
38.3
15.1
13.5
15.3
24.1
33.0

-66.0
-97.4
-48.5
-123.5
-124.8
-112.9
-83.0
-55.6
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Figure D.1. Photon irradiance as a function of wavelength obtained using the experimental setup
(xenon lamp in Oriel solar simulator) taken using Ocean Optic spectrometer.

Figure D.2. Plot of phenol yield from the hydroxylation of benzene as a function of temperature.
Experiments were performed using H2O2 as a •OH radical source and detailed discussion of the
calculations is located in the main text.
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Figure D.3. Plot of •OH radical quantum yield at a given concentration of catalase normalized to
the quantum yield at zero catalase concentration. Data were fitted with a first order exponential
decay to estimate the baseline (0.456), which represents the maximum amount of quenching.
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Figure D.4. Plot of phenol concentration against time for irradiation of 92.5 µM p-benzoquinone
in the presence of 3 mM benzene. Linear fit of the data gives a rate of phenol production of 6.72
× 10-11 M s-1. Dividing by the rate of light absorption yields the quantum yield for phenol
production from p-benzoquinone photolysis.
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Figure D.5. Absorption spectra of 70 µM p-benzoquinone solutions over the course of 25.5
minutes of irradiation. The decrease at 250 nm, and growth at 290 nm and 500 nm represent the
loss of p-benzoquinone, and growth of hydroquinone and hydroxyl-p-benzoquinone,
respectively.
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Figure D.6. Plot of steady state concentration of •OH radical as a function of temperature due to
both photochemical production of and scavenging by DOM. Note that the steady state
concentration is normalized to the specific rate of light absorption.
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Appendix E Supplemental Information for Chapter 7
E.1. Hierarchal Cluster Analysis
As described in the main text, hierarchal cluster analysis was performed on samples using
optical property and reactive intermediate (RI) formation rates and quantum yields (ΦRI) in order
to determine relationships between samples. Figure E.1 shows the results of this analysis for all
samples (a) and monthly averages (b). Detailed interpretation of these results is given in the main
text.
(a)

(b)

Bay

Bay
Freshwater

FW Marsh
Mangrove

Mangrove

Figure E.1. Cluster analyses for ENP samples: (a) all samples and (b) monthly averages. In (a),
sample name is a combination of sampling site and month. For example, FB stands for Florida
Bay September sample and T7N stands for TS7 November sample. ΦRI, optical properties, and
A×A50 were used in this analysis.
E.2. Reactive oxygen species measurement
Samples were irradiated with an Oriel solar simulator (94041A, Newport Corp, USA) as
described in the main text. Figure E.2 shows an example lamp spectrum and calculation of the
rate of light absorption in this system.
Quantum yields for 1O2 (Φ1O2), •OH (ΦOH), and initial TMP loss (fTMP, a surrogate for
3

DOM*) were calculated using the measured rate of RI formation (or in the case of 3DOM*,

TMP loss) and the rate of light absorption:
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Φ RI =

RRI , form
Ra−DOM

Equation E.1

Ra-DOM is the rate of light absorption by DOM and is a function of the solution absorbance
and irradiance, both of which are functions of wavelength:

Ra−DOM =
E p,0 λ

400nm

∑

λ =290nm

(

− Abs λ l

E p,0 λ 1−10
l

) Δλ
Equation E.2

is the surface irradiance (measured with an Ocean Optics USB2000 spectroradiometer), Abs

λ

is the solution absorbance at wavelength λ, l is the optical path length (0.84 cm for our system)
(Dong and Rosario-Ortiz, 2012), and Δλ is the step in wavelength used in the sum (1 nm).
Sample absorbance for photochemical experiments was measured in triplicate using a Cary 100
Bio UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Varian, USA). Samples were irradiated (only one replicate) in
borosilicate vials laid flat in a water-jacketed petri dish cooled to 20 ± 2 °C. Probe compound’s
disappearance (or appearance of reaction product) was quantified by HPLC (Agilent 1200
Series) as described below. The sample standard deviation for measurement of each ΦRI was
assessed by measuring ΦRI for SRNOM (1R101N) at least three times for each RI over the
experimental campaign. Coefficient of variance was less than 10% for these measurements
(Table E.1). Details on the use of probe compounds to measure RI formation rates are as follows.
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Figure E.2. (Left) Lamp spectra (black, left axis) for Oriel 94041 A solar simulator described in
main text and absorbance spectra (red, right axis) for Boulder Creek non-base-modified. (Right)
calculation of the rate of light absorption by DOM.

Table E.1. Quality control/quality assurance parameters for RI measurement
Parameter \ RI
n
Average Φ
S
CV (%)

ΦTMP
3
1.32 × 10-4
1.06 × 10-5
8.0

Φ 1O2
3
0.0266
0.0019
7.2

Φ OH
5
2.37 × 10-5
1.31 × 10-6
5.5

Triplet States: 3DOM* formation was assessed using the electron transfer probe 2,4,6trimethylphenol (TMP) (Canonica and Freiburghaus, 2001; McCabe and Arnold, 2016). Briefly,
because DOM has a spectrum of triplet states, all of which react at different rate constants with
TMP, exact quantification of 3DOM* formation rates are not attainable. However, the pseudofirst order rate for TMP loss can be used (at a fixed TMP concentration) to calculate the quantum
efficiency for TMP loss, fTMP (M-1), which is proportional to the quantum yield for 3DOM*
(Bodhipaksha et al., 2015). This analysis works under the assumption that both kTMP and Σk3DOM*
are constant, which represent the second order rate constant between 3DOM* and TMP and the
sum over all first- and pseudo-first order 3DOM* loss reactions, respectively. Thus, for the above
reasons, we have not calculated 3DOM* steady state concentrations or quantum yields based on
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our data. For the purposes of this study, we report the quantum yield coefficient of 3DOM* (fTMP)
at an initial [TMP] of 3.7 µM. Analyzing the data in this way allows for comparison to previous
studies and Φ1O2 values. fTMP was calculated via:
fTMP =

kTMP loss
Ra−DOM

Equation E.3

where kTMP loss is the first order rate constant for TMP loss. This method has been explained in
detail previously (Andrew et al., 2016; Bodhipaksha et al., 2015; Green and Blough, 2003).
TMP loss was monitored by HPLC with UV detection at 219 nm. Previous studies have
shown that TMP degradation due to 3DOM* is slowed at high ionic strength (~0.54 M)
compared to freshwater (Parker et al., 2013; Sharpless and Blough, 2014). Some control
experiments were performed to assess if this occurred in our system (see Text S5) and this
possibility is considered in the analysis and conclusions presented in Chapter 7.
Singlet Oxygen: 1O2 formation was measured by monitoring the first order disappearance of
FFA ([FFA]0 = 22.5 µM) with 0.1 M methanol to quench •OH (kFFA-OH = 1.5 × 1010 M-1 s-1)
(Buxton et al., 1988; Peterson et al., 2012). The first order rate constant for FFA loss was
multiplied by the second order rate constant for the reaction between 1O2 and FFA (kFFA-1O2 = 1.2
× 108 M-1 s-1) to obtain the steady state singlet oxygen concentration, [1O2]ss (Dalrymple et al.,
2010; Haag and Höigne, 1986). To calculate Φ1O2, [1O2]ss was multiplied by the first order
quenching rate constant of 1O2 by water (kd = 2.5 × 105 s-1):

[1 O2 ]ss =

R1O2
kd + kFFA−1O2[FFA]

!

R1O2
kd

R1O2 = [1 O2 ]ss kd

Equation E.4

FFA loss was monitored by HPLC with UV detection at 219 nm.
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Hydroxyl Radical: •OH formation was quantified using benzene as a probe under conditions
such that all photochemically formed •OH radicals were scavenged by the probe ([benzene] ~ 3
mM) (Bodhipaksha et al., 2015; Dong and Rosario-Ortiz, 2012; Vione et al., 2010). Benzene
reacts with •OH via ring addition, forming the hydroxycyclohexadienyl radical, which is then
oxidized to phenol by oxygen ([1O2] ~ 250 µM). Phenol was quantified using HPLC with UV
detection at 210 nm. The rate of phenol formation is related to the rate of •OH formation by
Rphenol = Y×ROH where Y is the reaction yield. A yield of 0.63 previously determined by our lab
was used (McKay and Rosario-Ortiz, 2015; Mostafa and Rosario-Ortiz, 2013).
DOM is the major source of •OH for the samples in this study. Nitrate (NO3 ) concentrations
−

were measured (see main text) for all samples and the highest measured concentration was 0.056
mM. Based on work by Vione et al. (2006), NO3 becomes the dominant •OH source in DOM−

containing waters at a ratio of 3.3 × 10-5 mol NO3 mgC-1 (McCabe and Arnold, 2016; Vione et
−

al., 2006). Thus, for the sample containing 0.056 mM NO3 , the dissolved organic carbon (DOC)
−

concentration, [DOC], required for DOM to become the primary •OH source is 1.70 ppm:

⎡ mol NO3− ⎤
[NO3− ]
≤ 3.3×10 ⎢
⎥ ⇒[DOC]≥
[DOC]
3.3×10−5
⎢⎣ mgC ⎥⎦
0.056 mmol NO3− / L
⇒[DOC]≥
⇒[DOC]≥ 1.70 mgC L−1
−
⎡
⎤
mol NO3
3.3×10−5 ⎢
⎥
⎢⎣ mgC ⎥⎦
[NO3− ]

−5

Equation

E.5

The lowest [DOC] for any sample was ~5.5 mgC L-1, thus, DOM was the main source of •OH for
these samples.
E.3. Single linear regression modeling
Single linear regression models referenced in the main text are presented below. These
include correlations between RI formation rates and extrinsic predictors (Figure E.3) as well as
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ΦRI and intrinsic predictors (Figure E.4 and Figure E.5). Correlations between ΦRI and E2:E3 or
S300-600 have been most often presented in the literature. Figure E.3 demonstrates, as expected,
that the rate of RI formation is determined by the amount of CDOM. The results demonstrate
that all optical properties besides SR are good predictors of Φ1O2 and fTMP, but not ΦOH.
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Figure E.3. Regression models for the three extrinsic predictors used in estimating rates of RI
formation. Solid line indicates the model prediction and dashed lines indicate the 95% prediction
2
Rpred
interval. The fitted model equation,
, and average prediction interval are shown for each
prediction-regressor pair.
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Figure E.4. Regression models for the intrinsic absorbance predictors used in estimating RI
quantum yields. Solid line indicates the model prediction and dashed lines indicate the 95%
R2
prediction interval. The fitted model equation, pred , and average prediction interval are shown
for each prediction-regressor pair.
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Figure E.5. Regression models for the intrinsic absorbance and fluorescence predictors used in
estimating RI quantum yields. Solid line indicates the model prediction and dashed lines indicate
R2
the 95% prediction interval. The fitted model equation, pred , and average prediction interval are
shown for each prediction-regressor pair.
E.4. Multiple linear regression models for RRI and ΦRI
As described in the main text, attempts were made at using multiple linear regression to
better predict RRI and ΦRI. The results and discussion regarding this attempt is given here. In
addition, Table E.2 through Table E.6 present Pearson’s correlation coefficients between the
standardized and non-standardized predictors. Multiple linear regression was carried out with RRI
as observations and DOC, a254, and a300 as predictors. Stepwise regression was used to determine
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a statistically significant model in which single regressor and interaction terms were allowed.
Fitted versus modeled results, model equations, and

2
Rpred

show improved prediction capability for R1O2, ROH, and
0.90<

2
Rpred

values are shown in Figure E.6 and

0
RTMP

degradation (average

<0.93) compared to single linear regression models (average

<0.91) for our dataset. As noted above,

2
Rpred

2
Rpred

2
Rpred

=0.92,

=0.58, 0.1<

2
Rpred

is a more robust diagnostic for model predictability

than R2, as it does not necessarily increase when terms are added to the model.
Multiple linear regression was also carried out with ΦRI as observations and two different
sets of predictors: one that was absorbance- and DOC-based (E2:E3, S300-600, SUVA254 and
SUVA300) and one with two additional parameters (HIX and A×A50). Stepwise regression was
used to determine a statistically significant model in which single regressor and interaction terms
were allowed. Fitted versus modeled results, model equations, and

2
Rpred

values are shown in

Figure E.7 and Figure E.8 and show improved predictive capability for Φ1O2, ΦOH, and fTMP for
the absorbance- and DOC-based predictors (average

2
Rpred

=0.89) and full predictor set (

=0.92) compared to single linear regression models (average

2
Rpred

2
Rpred

=0.66 and 0.68 for the two

predictor sets, respectively). Correlations for ΦOH were weaker for all predictor sets examined
compared to Φ1O2 and fTMP.
Although multiple linear regression provided better predictability (i.e.

2
Rpred

) for the samples

in this study, all regressors were intercorrelated, even when standardized (i.e. x = 0, σ = 1 ). To
test whether multiple linear regression models led to better predictability, we developed models
with S300-600, E2:E3, and SUVA254 as regressors and ΦRI as observations (from ENP samples) and
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used these (Figure E.9 and Figure E.10) to calculate ΦRI values based on optical property data
from the study of McCabe and Arnold (2016). A comparison of calculated to measured ΦRI is
shown in Figure E.11, which demonstrates that the multiple linear regression models are
unsuccessful at predicting ΦRI. Thus, although the multiple linear regression models built here
exhibited high

2
Rpred

values within the ENP samples, they are not applicable in general (Figure

E.11b). More work should be done to clarify the potential use of multiple linear regression for
predicting ΦRI. Conversely, use of single linear regression models built with data from the ENP
adequately modeled Φ1O2 and fTMP (but not ΦOH) values determined by McCabe and Arnold
(Figure E.11a) (Canonica and Freiburghaus, 2001; McCabe and Arnold, 2016).
Table E.2. Pearson correlation coefficients for HIX, E2:E3, S300-600, SR, SUVA254, SUVA300, and
AxA50 with standardized regressor. The p-value on all non-diagonal elements was < 0.05.
HIX

E2:E3

S

SUVA254

SUVA300

AA50

HIX

1.00000

-0.86305

-0.86478

0.89477

0.90192

0.54231

E2:E3

-0.86305

1.00000

0.95296

-0.89282

-0.89450

-0.60403

S

-0.86478

0.95296

1.00000

-0.94222

-0.95532

-0.78540

SUVA254

0.89477

-0.89282

-0.94222

1.00000

0.99571

0.72213

SUVA300

0.90192

-0.89450

-0.95532

0.99571

1.00000

0.76017

AA50

0.54231

-0.60403

-0.78540

0.72213

0.76017

1.00000

Table E.3. Pearson correlation coefficients for HIX, E2:E3, S300-600, SR, SUVA254, SUVA300, and
AxA50 with non-standardized regressor. The p-value on all non-diagonal elements was < 0.05.
HIX

E2:E3

S

SUVA254

SUVA300

AA50

HIX

1.00000

-0.86297

-0.86476

0.89478

0.90196

0.54220

E2:E3

-0.86297

1.00000

0.95292

-0.89280

-0.89447

-0.60378

S

-0.86476

0.95292

1.00000

-0.94225

-0.95533

-0.78531

SUVA354

0.89478

-0.89280

-0.94225

1.00000

0.99573

0.72207

SUVA300

0.90196

-0.89447

-0.95533

0.99573

1.00000

0.76006

AA50

0.54220

-0.60378

-0.78531

0.72207

0.76006

1.00000
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Table E.4. Pearson correlation coefficients for DOC, a254, and a300 with non-standardized
regressors. The p-value on all non-diagonal elements was < 0.05.
DOC

a254

a300

DOC

1.00000

0.88524

0.84275

a254

0.88524

1.00000

0.99515

a300

0.84275

0.99515

1.00000

Table E.5. Pearson correlation coefficients for DOC, a254, and a300 with standardized regressors.
The p-value on all non-diagonal elements was < 0.05.
DOC

a254

a300

DOC

1.00000

0.88524

0.84270

a254

0.88524

1.00000

0.99515

a300

0.84270

0.99515

1.00000

Table E.6. Pearson correlation coefficients for E2:E3, S300-600, and SUVA254. The p-value on all
non-diagonal elements was < 0.05.
Standardized regressors

Non-standardized regressor
E2E3

S

SUVA254

E2E3

S

SUVA254

E2E3

1.000000

0.952960

-0.892825

1.000000

0.952918

-0.892796

S

0.952960

1.000000

-0.942224

0.952918

1.000000

-0.942248

SUVA254

-0.892825

-0.942224

1.000000

-0.892796

-0.942248

1.000000
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Figure E.6. Multiple linear regression models for the extrinsic predictors used in estimating RI
formation rates. The one to one line is shown for comparison. The fitted model equation and
2
Rpred
are shown for each RRI. Stepwise elimination was used to obtain only significant (α=5%)
model terms.
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Figure E.7. Multiple linear regression models for the intrinsic absorbance-based predictors used
in estimating RI quantum yields. The one to one line is shown for comparison. The fitted model
2
Rpred
equation and
are shown for each RRI. Stepwise elimination was used to obtain only
significant (α=5%) model terms.
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Figure E.8. Multiple linear regression models for all intrinsic predictors used in estimating RI
quantum yields. The one to one line is shown for comparison. The fitted model equation and
2
Rpred
are shown for each ΦRI. Stepwise elimination was used to obtain only significant (α=5%)
model terms.
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Figure E.9. Multiple linear regression models with non-standardized regressors used in modeling
the dataset of McCabe and Arnold. The one to one line is shown for comparison. The fitted
2
Rpred
model equation and
are shown for each RRI. Stepwise elimination was used to obtain only
significant (α=5%) model terms.
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Figure E.10. Multiple linear regression models with standardized regressors used in modeling the
dataset of McCabe and Arnold. The one to one line is shown for comparison. The fitted model
2
Rpred
equation and
are shown for each RRI. Stepwise elimination was used to obtain only
significant (α=5%) model terms. Note that the above regression coefficients are standardized.
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a)

b)

Figure E.11. Plots of calculated versus measured ΦRI for data from McCabe and Arnold (2016)
with a one to one line shown for comparison. a) Calculations based on single linear regressions
(developed with the dataset from the Florida Everglades) presented in Figure E.4. Legend
indicates the regressor that was used in the model. b) Calculations based on multiple linear
regressions (developed with the dataset from the Florida Everglades) presented in Figure E.10.
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E.5. Comparison of whole water and PPL extract optical properties and ΦRI
It is well known that isolation using solid phase extraction (SPE) does not capture 100% of
the DOC (Bodhipaksha et al., 2015), and so we performed a control experiment in which E2:E3
and ΦRI values were measured for a subset of our samples (n=8). These results are shown in
Figure E.12 along with a one to one line for comparison. The general agreement between whole
water and PPL extract’s E2:E3 and ΦRI values supports comparison of ΦRI measured on whole
water samples to A×A50 values measured on extracts (Andrew et al., 2016; Bodhipaksha et al.,
2015; Green and Blough, 2003). As noted above, TMP oxidation by 3DOM* can be influenced
by ionic strength. The general one to one agreement between whole water and PPL extract fTMP
values suggests that differing ionic strength is not the source of the observed variability. This
conclusion is further supported by the fact that two of the points (TS2 and TS3 collected in
October) above the one to one line (fTMP,whole water ~ 225 and 250 M-1) had zero salinity. We
note, however, that the sample exhibiting the greatest deviation is FB21 collected in October,
which is estuarine and thus has a very high salinity (38.4 practical salinity units) relative to other
samples.
To further verify this finding, we plotted RRI and ΦRI versus total salinity (in practical
salinity units) and concentrations of Cl- and Br- measured by ion chromatography (Figure E.14
and Figure E.15). There were significant negative correlations between RRI and salinity, which
likely reflects the decreasing [DOC] from freshwater to estuarine sites (i.e. north to south; Figure
7.1). Importantly, correlations between ΦRI and salinity, [Cl-], and [Br-] were weak, and a
number of the relationships were not significant. This provides good evidence that general and
specific ion effects are not influencing measured ΦRI.
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Figure E.12. Whole water versus PPL extract ΦRI values for select (n=8) number of samples
from this study. One to one line is shown for comparison.
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Figure E.13. Relationship between RRI and salinity for whole water samples. Solid line indicates
the model prediction and dashed lines indicate the 95% prediction interval. The fitted model
2
Rpred
equation and
are shown for each prediction-regressor pair. Note that RRI values for samples
with zero salinity (and thus a zero concentration of Cl– and Br–) were averaged in the above plot
and analyses.
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Figure E.14. Relationship between ΦRI and salinity for whole water samples. Solid line indicates
the model prediction and dashed lines indicate the 95% prediction interval. The fitted model
R2
equation and pred are shown for each prediction-regressor pair. Note that ΦRI values for samples
with zero salinity (and thus a zero concentration of Cl– and Br–) were averaged in the above plot
and analyses.
E.6. Analysis of single linear regression for combined dataset
As discussed in the main text, the slope of the linear relationship between Φ1O2 and E2:E3
for the pooled dataset seemed to have a dependence on the range of E2:E3 values used in the
regression. This was verified by repeating the regression analysis for this dataset with a
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decreasingly narrower range of E2:E3 values. Although the intercepts from the regression
analyses are shown in Table E.7, they are not statistically different from zero. Thus, the
maximum error associated with use of different regression parameters is about a factor of ~2.
Although this value is fairly good, it is greater than the prediction interval error for this model
(factor of ~0.5 for a Φ1O2 ≈ 4%).
We next discuss the use of different irradiance bases for determining ΦRI. We are
specifically interested in dealing with data from McCabe and Arnold (McCabe and Arnold,
2016) because the rate of light absorption was calculated by summing all the way out to 800 nm.
Many of these wavelengths do not correspond to photochemically productive excitations (i.e. ΦRI
→ 0 as λex → ≈ 400 nm) (Sharpless and Blough, 2014), which ultimately results in a lower ΦRI
than if the sum were cut off at shorter wavelengths. To examine the effect of varying methods in
calculating the rate of light absorption on the regressions shown in Figure 7.2, we sought to
convert the ΦRI measured by McCabe and Arnold into the 290-400 nm irradiance basis. To do
this, we calculated absorbance spectra for each of the samples generated by McCabe and Arnold
by using the spectral slope (S300-500) for each sample location/date in their study and the average
absorption coefficients at 350 nm for each of their sampling sites:
a(λ ) = a(λ350 )e
Abs(λ ) =

−( λ − λ350 )S

a(λ )
2.303

Equation E.6

An important point to mention here is that absorbance values < 0.005 (an estimate for the
detection limit of the spectrophotometer) were made equal to zero. This is important because
small, non-zero absorbance will still contribute to the rate of light absorption in a significant way
as the irradiance is more intense at longer wavelengths. Specific rates of light absorption were
calculated with a short (290-400 nm) and long (290-800 nm) irradiance basis
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ka,long ∝

800

∑E

λ =290

ka,short ∝

400

0
p,λ

∑E

λ =290

− Abs λ

(1−10

0
p,λ

)

− Abs λ

(1−10

)

Equation E.7

and used to derive apparent quantum yields for the 290-400 nm basis
Φ RI ,short = Φ RI ,long ×

Note that Ep,λ

0

ka,long
ka,short

Equation E.8

above was derived from an Oriel 94041 A Class ABB solar simulator. The

relationship between the quantum yield calculated over the long and short irradiation bases, Φ
(290-800) and Φ (290-600), respectively, is shown in Figure E.15.
We have applied the corrections in Figure E.15 to the data used to generate Figure 7.2.
These results are shown in Figure E.16 and indicate little change in the slopes of the linear
regressions, but in some cases substantial changes in the intercepts. Table E.7 presents
calculations using the regressions from different and same irradiance basis and shows modestly
similar quantitative results, although this depends on the E2:E3 and S test values.
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Figure E.15. Correlation between ΦRI calculated using a rate of light absorption derived by
summing over 290-800 nm and 290-400 nm for the data of McCabe and Arnold (McCabe and
Arnold, 2016).
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Different Irradiance bases

Same Irradiance bases

Figure E.16. (First row) Comparison of linear regressions for compiled dataset with different
(left) and same (right) wavelength range used to calculate the rate of light absorption. (Second
row) Comparison of linear regressions for ΦRI intercorrelations with different (left) and same
(right) wavelength range used to calculate the rate of light absorption.
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Table E.7. Sensitivity analysis of predicted ΦRI to regression parameters using the same (new)
and different (old) wavelength ranges to compute the rate of light absorption.
E2:E3 test value =
9
Old
New
Analysis
Species
Slope Intercept Slope Intercept Calc Old Calc New % difference
Singlet Oxygen
0.66
0
0.7
0
5.94
6.3
6.1%
Hydroxyl Radical
0.39
0
0.423
0
3.51
3.807
8.5%
Trimethyl phenol
26.18
-73
23.9
0
162.62
215.1
32.3%
S test value =
21
Old
New
Analysis
Species
Slope Intercept Slope Intercept Calc Old Calc New % difference
Singlet Oxygen
0.72
-8.4
0.598
-4.89
6.7
7.7
14.1%
Hydroxyl Radical
0.5
-5.6
0.536
-4.91
4.9
6.3
29.5%
Trimethyl phenol
31.85
-456
29.1
-373
212.9
238.1
11.9%
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Table E.8. Parameters for Φ1O2-E2:E3 regression as a function of E2:E3 range grouped by
percent of data included or by study.
Range of E2:E3 values

Range of SO values

Slope

Intercept

R2

100%

3.06-16.9

0.59-10.87

0.661

-0.211

0.755

83%

3.06-10.04

0.59-9.8

0.813

-1.055

0.574

68%

3.06-7.65

0.59-9.8

1.005

-2.054

0.472

49%

3.06-6

0.59-8.59

1.160

-2.724

0.424

All - Peterson

3.06-16.9

0.59-10.87

0.661

-0.211

0.755

Bodhipaksha, Mostafa, McCabe, ENP

3.07-117

0.83-66

0.565

0.570

0.964

Mostafa, McCabe, ENP

4.3-117

1.52-66

0.560

0.689

0.975

McCabe, ENP

4.3-117

1.52-66

0.561

0.618

0.982

ENP

5.3-117

2.49-66

0.556

1.107

0.993

Dalyrmple, Bodhipaksha, Mostafa
Peterson(Buxton et al., 1988; Peterson
et al., 2012)
Dalyrmple(Dalrymple et al., 2010;
Haag and Höigne, 1986)
Bodhipaksha(Bodhipaksha et al.,
2015; Dong and Rosario-Ortiz, 2012;
Vione et al., 2010)
Mostafa(McKay and Rosario-Ortiz,
2015; Mostafa and Rosario-Ortiz,
2013)
McCabe(McCabe and Arnold, 2016;
Vione et al., 2006)

3.06-7.85

0.59-9.8

1.279

-3.297

0.635

4.7-21.4

0.7-5.5

0.198

0.580

0.592

3.06-7

0.59-4.5

0.871

-1.534

0.654

3.1-7.2

0.83-9.8

1.640

-4.922

0.817

5.3-7.9

2.77-8.59

0.581

0.990

0.056

4.3-16.3

1.52-10.87

0.619

-0.105

0.825

ENP

5.3-16.9

2.49-10.43

0.644

0.392

0.755

Data Included

E.7. Correlation of Φ RI with antioxidant capacity
Figure E.17 shows linear regression analysis for ΦRI with antioxidant capacity (A×A50) as
the predictor. Note that the relationship between A×A50 and ΦOH is not significant. A×A50 has
been correlated to the (electrochemically measured) electron donating capacity (DOC) for a
select number of DOM isolates (Romera-Castillo and Jaffé, 2015).
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Figure E.17. Regression models for ΦRI with A×A50 as a predictor. Solid line indicates the model
prediction and dashed lines indicate the 95% prediction interval. The fitted model equation and
2
Rpred
are shown for each prediction-regressor pair.
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